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1 - INTRODUCTION 

By virtue of contract DP /RAF /88/074 signed by the french INTER G compagny 
and the UNIDO. INTER G has in charge a study on five agro-based industrial 
se.:tors : animal foodstuff. edible oil. grain. sugar. pulp and paper. 

The overall aim is to assist the PTA secretariat and its members countries 
in taking technologically. econo•ically. financially and environmentally 
sounds decisions on the establishment of sub-regional agro-based 
industries. 

According to the terms of reference. the focus is on projects which must be 
sound in all respects and which must be such as to promote economic 
croperation between the PTA countries and to contribute to the sustained 
transformation of tt,e production structures of national economies. 

This sectorial study progressed on three stages : 

FIRST STAGE : 

A preliminary selection to identify some specific countries for further 
industrial and economic investigation. in order to come up with the proper 
projects identification. 

For this preliminary selection. assessment criteria adopted were classified 
in three categories 

- Market 
- Raw material available ressources 
- Environment 

Given the regional framework of the study. it was estimated necessary 
insofar as compatible with technical con train ts. that the projects be 
geographically distributes so as to exploit the advantages of the various 
countries concerned. 

This consideration led to define the following principle : during the 
preliminary study. any given coWltry should be visited for at most 3 
sectors (excluding the paper sector, given the special nature of that 
project). 

On the basis of this principle and the results of the multicriterion 
analysis (weighted or not) • we proposed. and PTA and UNIDO authorities 
accepted, selecting the following countries for the preliminary study 

Oil and fat 
Grain 
Animal feed 
Sugar 

Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Uganda, Malawi 
Kenya, Zimbabwe, Tanzania 
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Kenya 
Kenya, Zimbabwe. 

This selection took into acc~unt the PTA authorities observktione. 

SECOND STAGE 

For each sector a project identification study within the selected 
countries, the aim being to identify the project most worthwhile for a 
prefeasibility study after an analysis of opportunities and requirements. 
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After the multicriterion analysis performed on the basis of the prciject 
identification study, following recommendations were suggested to PTA 
authorities (with a ranking resulting from the multicriterion analysis). 

ANIMAL FOODSTUFF SECTOR 

1 - KENYA 
2 - KENYA 
3 - TANZANIA 
4 - ETIIIOPIA 

= Fishmeal production 
= Animal waste processing 
= Soya bean processing 
= Ruminant blocks 

EDIBLE OIL SECTOR 

1- ZIMBABWE = Multipurpose oil factory 
2- TANZANIA = Rehabilitation progra11 

GRAIN MILLING SECTOR 

1- TANZANIA = Project to upgrade products such as millet and sorghU11 as 1~ 
substitute for wheat imports. 
2- = Project designed increase maize millil'g capacity. 
3- KENYA = Composite flour production. 

SUGAR SECTOR 

1- ZAMBIA = Nakambala 
2- KENYA = Chemelil 
3- KENYA = Munias 
4- KENYA = Sony 

2 
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1llIRD STAGE 

A profeasibility study for the projects selected by PTA aut11ori ties among 
reco~mendations selected above. 

ANIMALFOOD SECTOR 

PTA authorities asked INTER G to perform the animal food study on a cassava 
project upgrading in Burundi. This country was not selected in the first 
stage. and consequently there was no project identification study in this 
country. 

The animal food expert went to Burundi in order to collect tti.e required 
technical and economical data to perform the prefeasibility study but he 
also was in charge of identifying the project itself during this appraisal 
mission. 

The expert mission appraisal showed that current sit.uation in Burundi did 
not enable to plan any significant investment in the animalfood sector for 
different reasons : a current processing overcapacity. a significant lack 
of raw material. a low increase of local animal foodstuff denied. 

So the expert taking into account thece local co"'\~.itions suggested 
recommendations in order to improve the operat.a.cn ·'Jf the main production 
unit = ALCOVIT. 
These recommendations lead to the implemencation of a technical assistance 
mission to enable the unit to increas~ the current production at the level 
of 50% of installed capacity. 

EDIBLE OIL SECTOR 

PTA authorities communicated us in November 1990 that selected p~ject was 
a multipurpose oil factory in Zimbabwe. When the project technical m!ssion 
was conducted in December 1990. The technical expert observed that, in 
com:.>arison with data r.ollected during first mission in November- December 
1989. poor climatic conditions generated a strong decreASe of cotton seeds 
and most of raw material production. 

Therefore. this pre-feasibility study was conducted considering the CMB's 
willingness to foster the cotton production (which is a valuable cash crop 
for the national econo111y), and that these poor climatic conditions were 
temporary. 

It is obvious that. currently, edible oil demand is not met and that 1f the 
CMB's decision of implementing thia project was postponed. the oil local 
expressors would under-take relevant. actions to increase their oilseeds 
expressing capacity in order to bUpply national market. 

3 
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CMB authorities should be prompt with their decision regarding this project 
investment where they will entirely be im10lved, failing that their 
contribution could occur with a joint-venture project with one of the local 
oil expressors. 

The prefeasibility study has been achieved .'.ln this basis. The proposed 
project has a capavcity of 88.000 T/year of oil seeds ( cotton, seeds, 
soyabeens, sunflower seeds) . 

GRAIN MILLING SECTOR 

The selected project identified for the pre-feasibility (third stage) was 
communicated to us at the end of 1990 = TANZANIA = Project to upgrade 
products such as millet and sorghum as a substitute for wheat imports. 

The project technical mission was conducted in TANZANIA in June 1991. The 
expert was in charge of updating data collected in 1989 in order to perform 
the feasibility study for the identified project. When conducting the 
infield mision, the expert identified the need for a pilot project of mix 
flour production, a project which could be reproduced in various areas of 
the country to meet local popul.3.tions needs through medium scale industrial 
production of mix flour. 

The preasibility study has been achieved on the following basis. 

A contemplated production capacity is estimated at 2 to 3000T/year for the 
bassic option, at 5000T/year for the double option. 

SUGAR SECTOR 

PTA authorities selected Nakambala project in Zambia. 

Nakambala estate, produced in 1990. 124 600 tons of sugar. This factory has 
a nominal level of 16o 000 tons but due to shortage of foreign exchange in 
the last 80's serious deterioration led to a decline of sugar production. 

Without urgent rehabilitation, factory and estate performances will 
continue to decline. 

Most of the sugar production is sold on domestic market. Due to forecast 
exchanges of the domestic market, Nakambala will need to increase its 
production. 

Booker-Tate (ex Tate Lyle) and ZSC ~onsidered different options and 
retained the option which would enable ;o reach a production level of 170 
000 tons of commercial sugar. 

This prefeasibility study has been pe_·formed on this basis with data 
collected by the technical expert during his project appraisal mission in 
Zambia. 

This project, during the 1990's will aim at supplying 25 to 
35 000 tons of &ugar per year on the intra-PTA sugar trade . 

4 
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1 - INTRODUCTION : 

Recomme..~dations suggested to the P:A authorities on March 1990. •ere 

l - ~ishlleal production (Kenya) 
2 - ~i.m&l wasce processing (Kenya) 
3 - Soya bean processing (Tanzania) 
4 - RwU.nant blocks (Ethiopia) 

Neverdleless. PTA audlarities asked INTER G to perform t.he an.iJ:ull. food 
study on a cassava project upgrari.ing in Burundi.. This country was not 
selected in 'Che first stage. and consequently there was 110 project 
identification study in this country. 

Third stage : 

A prefeasibility study was supposed to be performed. 
The animal food expen went to Burundi ir1 order to collect the required 
technical and economical data to perform the prefeasibility study but he 
also was in charge of identifying the project itself during this appraisal 
mission . 

-:be expert mission appraisal showed that current situation in Burundi did 
~ot enable to plan any significant i~vestment in the animal food sector for 
three reasons : 

- A current animal food processing overcapacity 

There already is a major animal food producer in Burundi and several .:.ocal 
centers with little production capacity. 

'Ibe total production is of 7 000 T/year of which 35%. are produced by 
ALCO'JIT. 
ALCOVIT capacity (12 000 T/Y) is largely under utilized (30%) the main 
~eason being a significant lack of raw material. In fact this plant was 
designed to use bran and issues produced by the MURAMVYIA MILL, but this 
one haa...not been working regularly for the last three years. This situation 
has led the expert to recognize that the purpose was not to identify a new 
project but to study the opportunity to improve the ALCOVI7 position 
through·a production increase linked to additional raw mater.ial supply. 

- A significant lack of raw materials 

To overcome the lack of traditional raw materials (maize, bran ••. ) cassava 
supply conditions were studied within this framework in Burundi. Cassava is 
a food crop processed within traditional farms. The national production of 
600 000 T is dedicated to rural households consumption There are no 
intensive farming methods. atteJlll'tS to improve yields are underway but are 
still to be implemented in the traditional sector. 
In the Fifth plan. there is no specific project for cassava intensive 
production, the authorities considering that "cassava is a crap which acts 
as a buffer in cue of lack of food ere"•· It is limited to the household 
level". Annual and local production irregula.city leads to periodic 
surpluses which often are poorly upgraded. 

A2 
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~owever. surpluses random availability llocation and period) hamper 
-:he icplementation of permanent equipment to process those surpluses fo::
:ater upgrading of foodstuff production . 
.:urrent anci potential cassava production does not enable to ~upply. 
~egularly. :he ALCOVIT pi<lnt and thereiore to set up a sp~cific program fo::
cassava upgrading in the anillal foodstuff sector. 

c:n addition. it is relevanc to emphe.size that in less developed country 
like Burundi. which suffers from food self-sufficiency, animal foodstuff 
can not compete with local population needs. 
The upgrading of industrial sub-products not consumed by local population 
is of ~curse very suitable, for this industry. 

- A low increase of local animal foodstuff demand 

Compound foodstuffs are mainly used for pigs, poultry and fish farming due 
to the productivity level of ruminant breeding is still too rudimentary to 
~ake the use of costly foodstuffs profitable. 

In Burundi. due to high to population density and land s~arcity, animal 
foodstuff demand for cattle is a little more important than in other 
African countries. 

~~evertheless the ma3or animal foddstuff consumers are poultry, fish and 
~uminants. :he demand will be therefore heavily tied to this livestock 
development. 

CJnsequently, the current capacity will be sufficient enough on a medium 
:erm basis. 

During his mission. the expert taking into account local conditions. 
attempted to suggest a few recommendations in order to improve the 
production unit operation at three levels (r~w material, technical 
~ecommendations and staff training). Tilese recommendations lead to the 
~mplementation of a technical assistance mission which aim at enabliny the 
unit to increase its current production level up t.o 50 % of installed 
capacity and pursue its operation with a significant cut in production 
costs. Later on, the unit will, eventually, when raw material supply become 
large-anougil, integrate cassava within its production with very limited 
investments. 

A3 
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;? - COtJNTRY OVERVIEW 

2.1 - GEOCiRAPHIC LOCATION 

The country is located in Eastern Africa and surrounded by Zaire on the 
#est side. Tanzania on the east side. It is also sided by the TANGANYIKA 
~ake where is located the IMBO plain. 
3urt·-.cii is a landlocked country and is one of the two French speaking 
.:ountry with Rwanda within the P.T.A area. 

The country is at the border of the Rift valley. the highest peaks are at 
2.600 m of altitude. 

The climate is temperate and different from the neighbouring countries like 
Zaire wit.h a smaller rainy season due to its altitude. 

See Map.n'l. n•2. n°3 and n°4 on the following pages. 

2.2 - POPULATION 

?opulation in 1990 was estimated to 5.356 266 with a growth rate of 2.5% 
per year. 

Population density is pretty high compared of other African countries witr. 
191 Inh/KM2 and is related to the small area of country. 

Population break down 

:.tales: 48. 8% 
Females : 51. 2% 

Rural Population is of 90% 

The capi\.al is Bujumbura with 250, 000 Inhabitants. 

2.3 - ECONOMY 

The GDP per capita in 1989 was USS 220 which is low compared to ~he average 
figure for African countries (USS 580). 
Burundi is one of the poorest nation of the world. 

Sectoral composition of the GDP in 1988: 

Agriculture: 56% 
Industry: 15% 
Services: 29% 

The national currency is tho Franc Burundi 
lFF• 0.30 Fr Bu 

Tile lanck locked position of the country hampered its economic development 
and gets dearer imports aa well as exports. 

A4 
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Shipments of imporu and exports through the principal outlets via Tanzania 
have encoun~ered delays due to bottleneci<s in the port of Dar es Salaam. 
poor operation of the railway link between Tabora and Kigoma. 

2.4 - ~OREIGN TRADE 

~port~ total USS 123 millions in 1988 

:.4ain Exports are: 

Coffee 
Tea 
Cotton 

- Anlla!"-Skins 

Agricultural Imporu total USS 165 millions in 1988 

~ain i~ports are: 

Sugar 
Wheat 
Mille products 
Vegetable oil 

AS 
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3 - ~N AGRICULTCRAL RESOURCES 

3.1 - GENERAL OVERVIEW 

9urundi is essentially an Agricultural Economy re~ying on subsistence 
farming and coffee as its main export crop and other cultu:-es such as sugar 
~ane. maize. sorghum. 

~ood self-sufficiency is barely attained in Burundi. and nutritional needs 
are just covered. Main resources are found in the IMBO plain. 

Due to the poor agro-based industry in Burundi. food surpluses deteriorate 
rapidly during storage. Food products are very expensive since there is no 
emergency stock and remain too costly for the average population. 

- Over!t-1-i. the agricultural sector faces serious constraints: 

- the scarcity of arai>le l ~d and the small size of the farm. problems 
which are compounded by the high rate of population growth which 
increases pressures on lands. 

the low level of rarmer income. which limits their ability to purchase 
fertilizers. pesticide• and other inputs. 

- the soil erosion and degradation caused by cultivation of steep slopes. 
inadequate anti-erosion measures. burning of agricultural residues and 
grass. overgrazing. 

By law. all land belongs to the government but in practice tenure is 
regulated by a combination of traditional laws and modern regulations. 
There are about 900. 000 farming units with the average farm size below one 
hectare. The small size of the farms has a negative impact on crops 
development since it is made difficult to mechanise and lower production 
costs. 

Because of the limited quantity of surplus production and the lack of 
organised market facilities less than 20% of food crop are marketed by 
private traders in traditional markets. 

About one quarter of the farmers rise livestock. Cattle are bred 
extensively, more for traditional then for economic and nutritional 
reasons. Due to land scarcity in Burundi there is coaq>etition between 
grazing and cultivation. 

Modern agriculture techniques are used: 

- in the settlement schemes called paysannats. 
- in industrial plantations 
- in irrigations schemes 

Industrial plantation are rather dedicated to cash crops such as coffee, 
tea. and to aleaser extent cotton. 

A!.0 
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Agriculture Services 

:be Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock is responsible for the Direction 
and Coordination of all ac~ivities in the agricultural and livestock 
sector. 

The Ministry of Rural Development is responsible for Rural Housing. Water 
Supply and Electricity and Cooperatives. 

Agricultural Research is carried out by the Burundi Institute of 
Agricultural Sciences (ISABU). 

ISABU has started to conduct studies on local potentialities and on 
prtJduction systeas. The extension deparcment pursues the finalization of 
exteni:fon messages which seems to give satisfactory results. Neverdieless. 
the services need to work on better cooperation with local developers in 
the field. 'Ibis is a requirement for a better contribution to design food
processing policies. 

3.2 - ASSESSMENT OF RAW MATERIAL FOR THE FOODSnJFF INDUSTRY 

The animal food industry is characterized by the use of rsv aaterial such 
as grain rejects (maize. sorghum. rice •••• ). and screenings.as well as by
products from grain mills (maize bran and wheat bran) froa oilseed mills 
(pal.a kernel cakes) fro11 abbatoirs (meat. and bone meal) and salt. 
limestone and vitaain premixes. 

The study will carefully look at traditional raw aaterial availability in 
Burundi such as grains and oil seeds and other resources such as cassava 
roots. 

3.2.1 - Traditional raw aaterial 

Essential raw materials avail&ble in Burundi for the animal food industry 
are rice. maize. wheat. sorghum and palm kernels. Starchy products are 
maize. sorghum. rice. 

Maize and sorghum account for the largest amounts and represent 
respectively 51% and 26% of this local production. 

All 
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?~auction figures are il~~trated i~ ~able l 

Table 1 

('000 Tons1 
Proaucts 1986 1987 1988 19891 1989 

Rice 23 28 28 28i 10.96"1. I 

Maize 164 174 180 1351 52.84"1.' 
Wheat 8 8 7.6 7.3! 2.86"9 ! 
Sorghum 61 63.5 64.4 68.7: 26.894Jr. I 

Palm Kernels • 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.51 0.984Jr. i 

.Grounonuts (Shelled) 14 14.8 14 141 5.484Jr.I 

Total 272.4 290.8 296.7 255.5 i 1004Jr. i 

Cassava Roots 554 580 623 6421 

Source: ISABU Maren 1991 

• FAQ Estimates 

~aize is used essentia.ily in the poultry feeds. Malze crops locations are 
spread out in various locations of the country with the largest areas 
located in the westem side. According to figures presented in Table 1. 
:uaize production after a slight and regular increase arount 4% per year 
since 1986 which follows the local population growth (about 3 % year) is 
much lower in 1989. 1990 figures are not currently available and the low 
figure of 1989 can be considered as 1111.ited. 

Currently. in the foodatufr compounds. there is no way to substitute maize 
by sorghum. rice or cassava which are also expensive and irregularly 
available • 

Rice -
Rice production is essentially concentrated in the IMBO plain but suffers 
froa periodical floodinp. Rice production is very liai.ted and rell&ina 
steady over the put few yeara. 

~ 

Wheat production is very low due in particular to climatic conditions. 
Even with some developmmt projects froa the Vth plan. the yields level 
rnain very low. 
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5orghum 

Sorghum is the second food crop in Burundi. its production level barely 
t'ollows the population growth and some development projects from the Vth 
?lan are underway. Sorghum accounts for 25% of the raw material production 
dedicated to animal feed. 

Pala kernels 

Pala kernels production is linked to the pal.a plantations development. 
Plantations are essentially located in the southern part of the TANGANYIKA 
lake coast. They are some development projects in the Vth plan to increase 
local production and reduce edible oil imports. Pala kernels account for 1% 
of lhe raw aaterial production dedicated to the anillal. feed. 

Groundiluts production is very low and is generally self-consumed by the 
local population. Oil cakes production is not available locally. 

:'tlolasse 

Since 1988. the sugar cane faraing has developed in the MOSO area. 
Potential crops outJNt are very optimistic ar.d are likely to be confirmed 
for the coming years around 15.000 tons/year. 

~olasse. with good calories value. is rather used for stock feeding (and 
account for up to 15% of total animal feed compounds and for other animal 
kinds l~ss than 10%). Unfortunately, due to the IMBO area location, 
transport costs are high (bulk in trucks or with 200 Liter drums ) • 

In addition. molasse outJNt is produced from June to November and molasse 
storage capcity is of 1.500 tons for 4.000 produced as illustrated in Table 
2 below. 

:'tlolasse is consUlled by the cattle from the are~ and left over is most of 
the time lost. It should be useful to consider a storage increase of about 
1.500 tons. which will enable a better sales distribution along the year. 

TABLE 2 

PRODUC'l'S 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Sugar 4.~7 8.476 10,310 14,500 

Molasse 665 2.401 2.678 4.000 

Source: ISABU March 1991 

As in other countries where food self-sufficiency is barely attained, 
anillal food raw •aterial competes with agriculture resources dedicated to 
human conauai>tion. 
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~.foreover. the country encounters a major problem with the irregular 
operation of the flour mill of MURAMVYA in the past few years. Tilis flour 
~ill built in 1982 is capable of processing: 

wbeat 
~aize 

Installed 
capacity 

35 T/24 h 
30 T/24 h 

Annual 
production 

10 000 T/y 
9 000 T/y 

Animal 
foodstuff 

2500 T/y 
1800 T/y 

Ille plant wu not operating when the expert was in the field. It seems that 
the operation of wheat milling started again last July with imported wheat. 

Brans potentially produced by the installed capacity representing 
- respa='i.vely (25% and 20% of initial weight) are large enough to supply the 

animal food industry. However. due to the shortage of grains availability, 
the mill can not regularly supply the animal food industry. 

J.2.2 - Potential aubetitute raw material:casaava 

Cassava is another agricultural resource. largely processed for human 
consumption and usable as raw material in the animal food industry and can 
t'eplace starchy products if surpluses are available and affordable. 

Cassava is traditionally processed in Burundi. It is cultivated essentially 
in the Southem and Westem part (along the lake coast) of the country. The 
farlling season goes froa October to April in altemance with another 
production (Malze. Cotton ••• ) 

There are two types of cassava: 

- sweet with is easily consumed by the local population. 
- bitter with 150 varieties 

The sweet kinds are the easiest to be processed since they do not need to 
be heated at a high temperature. Local statistics available do not 
differentiate between sweet ans bitter types. 

Cassava traditionally processed (with a process period from 12 to 15 days) 
is mainly dedicated to hU118n consumption with a preservation period for the 
finished product of about one month. Therefore.the preservation of the 
basic product made directly in the soil with the use of rudimentary silos 
is poor and about 30% of the grain is spoilt by the rodents and the 
germination. 

Cassava Production is estimated to 600 to 660. 000 tons in 1J90 by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and follows aprroxillately population growth with an 
average growth rate of 3% as shown in Table 1 ( 1990 official tigl•.res are 
not yet available). 

ISABU take• care of caaaava deseases which are co~hine.ll. mosaic and 
cariose. 

ISABU owns sou pilot centers to improve cassava yiel.ih/ha. yields are from 
30 to 40 T/ha inatead of 8/10 tons by ha in the other areas of the country. 
These results are got by natural fe~tilization. 
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.~ere is a ~AO proJect to process cassava into GAR!. ~e pro3ect star~ed 
:·.;o years ago. -:nan by the opening of fi·.·e other centers. ~e rAO is 
:~vo~ved in the pro3ect throu~ its expertise for the center setting up, 
:he equipment selection. and local staff t~aining. Currently. six centers 
~re operating and they are four additional centers to be opened. 
:-he production is of about 80 kg of Gari per day on a four days basis which 
:s about ~CO tens of Gari per year. 7aking into account that the ratio to 
~ARI is f~om ~ to l. is used approximately 400 tons of fresh cassava per 
::·ear i:-i tr.ose centers. 

7able 3 illustrates the availability of raw material for the animal food 
industry. Raw Qaterial production is stationary and available resources 
~fter h~an self-consumption are very limited. 

Products 

Table 3 

Production 

1989 

Householders 
Consumpticn 

(tonsl 
Available 

Surpluses 

Rice 28.000 23.000 5.000: 

Maize 135,000 132.820 2.180 I 

Cotton Cakes 557 0 5571 

Rice Bran 176 0 1761 

Wheat Bran1Maize 0 0 Qi 

P aim Kernels • 2,500 0 2.500. 

Source:ISABU 1989 
• FAQ esumates 

Available statistics do not accurately estimate cassava households 
consumption since cassava is traditionally processed and self-consumed by 
the local population. 

Cassava cultivation calls for the following comments: 

- The Vth plan does not integrate intensive cultivation of cassava. The 
yields increase is linked to the use of fertilizers. and most of local 
farmers with a low purchasing power can not afford it. 

Since cassava is directly consumed by the local population. farmers do not 
attempt. firstly, to produce surpluses to be sold on traditional markets. 
secondly, to preserve it on a long term basis to market it later. 

According to the Vth plan: "casaava is a buffer crop used us case lack of 
food crop. It is limited to the house hold level". 

- Development projects implemented with the Vth plan, are essentially 
dedicated to food crops such as wheat, sorghum and ma.ue. 

- Cassava sul"C)luses fluctuate ~ccording to the yearly production and 
hampered the animal food induatry development since the supply remain too 
irregular. 
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3.2.3 - Industrial sub-products 

:ndustrial sub-products are locally produced besides premixes which are 
imported products. 'Oley account for over 50% of total inputs. 

Cotton oil cakes 

Cotton oil c~s are sub-products from the cotton sector that Burundi has 
attempted to develop over the last few years. 
However. cotton production has not reached the expected production level 
due to the producers price level. 'lbe Vth plan attempts to enforce required 
measures to develop this crop and over the coming years the production 
should increase significantly. Currently. produced cakes are of very good 
quality. 

- Palra--~rnel cakes: 

Palm kernel cakes are a very good quality product and are used mainly for 
cattle feeding. Tilese cakes are a sub-product of the local soap industry. 
Quantities remain very low since the pal.II oil industry is not very 
developed in Burundi and pal.II kernels output is estimated to about 2.500 
tons. Palm kernels cakes production with an extraction rate of about 18% is 
about 500 tons. 

Rice Bran: 

Rice production benefits from some development projects implemented in the 
Vth Plan. Rice is processed by the local unit SRDI. All the production of 
the paddy rice is dedicated to the human consumption. Rice bran is of good 
quality. but the output rell8.in very low with less 200 Tons per year. 

Wheat and Maize Brans: 

Wheat and Maize brans are supposed to be processed by the existing flour 
mill of MtJRAI.tVYA in order to supply the animal food industry. However. this 
unit has not been operating regularly over the last three years and. 
therefore. wheat and maize brans are not sufficiently available. 

Bone: 

Bone is supplied by the slaughter house and by the butcheries from liUJA. 
the quality and quantities of this sub-product are irregular. Bone is used 
in the traditional local cooking, therefore very 11111.i.ted surpluses are 
available. 

Blood: 

Blood is supplied from the butcheries and slaughter house and is integrated 
without any pre-treatment in the animal foodstuff' compounds. There is a 
high risk of infection but drying is. at this stage. too costly. 

Fish meal: 

Fish meals are used in small and irregular quantities and are supplied with 
very poor hygienic conditions by the traditional fisheries. 
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7able 3 enacles to pcint out that grain and oil seeds by-products available 
surpluses fer the animal food industry are rather li~ited. !berefore. ~aw 
~aterial survey will enable to better ldentify ~aw material suprly in order 
:~ upgrade avai4able lUantities ar.d also to identify non upgraded raw 
~aterial resources as well as new raw material resources to be upgraded. 

3.3 - ??.ICES 

3.3.1 - Raw material price.! 

7raditional raw materi~l such as ma.rze. sorghUlll and wheat prices fluctuate 
significantly according to crops quantities. They are presented in Tllble 4. 
~isted prices are prices available at the largest crops location and do not 
include transports costs. 
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RAW MATERIAL PRICES Table 4 

FB U/kg 

1984-85 1985·86 1986-87 

Minimum Maximum 1Minimum Maximum -Minimum Maximum ' 

Maize 
Sorgnum 
Cassava 

price 

301 
20: 
40i 

price 

50 I 

35' 
1201 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and livestock 

3.3.2 - Sab-praductll price• 

price price pri\:e price 

i I 
I 

30 I 401 20 I 
' 

101 30l 15! 
20 I 101 el 

~ajar sub-products prices are presented in Table 5. n-.ey are vel.'Y 
fluctuating according to supply and the listed prices are dated as of Ju!y 
1'131. 

INDUSTRIAL SUBPROOUCTS PRICES Table 5 

FBU/kg 
1991 

, Cotton oil cakes 23 
I 

,Palm kernel cakes 20 
. Rice bran 10 
; Wheat bran 23 
I 
1Maize bran 20 
iMafze germs 25 
jBone 10 
jBlood 40 
Fish meal n. II. 

:LimHtone 10 
:, Cattle premix 580 
·.Poultry premix 1680 

J (lg premix 1: 12 

n.a.:not available 

451 
401 
soi 
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The table calls for the follo•ing co:nm.ents: 

-\mong ~l local. industrial sub products prices. blood is the aosc 
expensive. llilPOrted products sucn as Prellixes have prohibitive prices and 
their use is limited to small quantities (less than l %). 
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~ . 1 - ~"ESTOCK POPULATION 

~ivestock in F-urundi is spread over domestic land with most of cattle 
bt"ee<ii.n~ ccncentrated in the western part of the country in the IMBO plain. 

:..ivestock is bred extensively by community overgrazing but grass regrowth 
:.s too weu. Fodder plants faming is not developed and only used by a 
::inoritY of farmers. Due to soil overgrazing. livestoclc is becoming more 
~at o!'iented than cattle oriented. 

Self-suff!ci~cy is obtained for about 90% of the rural population. and the 
uroan marke~ which cowits for about 500 000 people needs to be supplied by 

- thrE:@-sources; 

- .'Ural. production surpluses which are unsufficient and irregular 

- ;;:-ofessional breeding production 

- i~Ports wnich are very expensive. 

Livestocks statistics are not available and figures collected for 1987 and 
1989 are o:i.ly estimates. They are presented in Table 6. 
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LIVESTOCK Fl3URES 

Cattle 
Goats+ Sheeps 
Pigs 

Tr£ditional breeding 

I , Modem breeding 
1 Total 
\ 
:Poultry 

I I. rraditional breeding 

M oderr. breeding 
! 

I lRabbitG I 

I 

1987 

450,000 
1,076,000 

70,000 
3,000 

73,000 

1,985,000 
15,000 

2,000,000 

71,000 

! 
! 
' ' 

1989 

428.514 
1,350,000 

112,000 

1,000,000 

n.a. 

Growth R. ! 

·5%1 
25% I 

I 
I 

I 
53" 

·50" 

I 
I 

~ ~-~~~~~~ ....... ~~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

I 
I 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and LivHtock 
n.a.: not available 
TheH figures should not be conaid•red as reliable statlatlca and are only Htimatu. 
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:t is difficult to analyze those figures. but it seeas that livestock 
srowth is very limited. Poultry figures should be considered carefully. 
since they remain very difficult to estimate. Indeed poultry is generally 
integrated in traditional faraing. 

There are some fish ponds but they are still vey limited some fish 
development projects are integrated in the Vth plan program. 

4.2 - LIVESTOCK PROJECTIONS 

Livestock projections are aade very difficult to assess and the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Livestock is aware of such constraints. Professional 
breeding is recent and has started with the Vth plan. it seems that the 
government policy is more poultry oriented which is relevant due to its 

· rapicfproducti.on aaturity. 

Livestock development is linked to the successfull implementation of 
specific projects such as poultry extension in the rural sector in order to 
~increase small faraa profitability, diversify food production and improve 
human diets by consuaption of aniaal proteinS." 

4.2.1 - Domestic market 

The markets are essentially concentrated around Bujumbura with a 
significant urban population which enables the animal feed production to be 
marketed easily. 

4.2.2 - Markets within P.T.A. ccuntriee 

Animal foodstuff is a compounded food including, agro-based products and 
premixes. 

Within the finished product premises represent around 1% of total ueight. 
Premixes are very expensive because imported. Food products and agro-based 
sub-products which accuunt for approximately 85% of the finished product 
have a low cost. 

Finished products have a low price and can not bear high transport costs 
otherwise they become non competitive. This is the main reason why animal 
foodstuff exports are very limited. 

Exports or imports concem much more preaixea which are quite expensive and 
can bear high transport costs. As an example, transport cost on 200 km/Ton 
gives an 25% additional charse to the product price. 

Meanwhile. it is worth pointing out that ALCOVIT has exported several tons 
to border countries such as Zalre and Tanzania. 

1080 T in 1988 
250 T in 1989 

- T in 1990 
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::Xporcs to neighbouring count:ries are very periodical. Therefore it is made 
difficult to take int:o account: regular export:s for t:he project: development:. 
Tile domest:ic market is considered to be the major out lay for animal 
foodst:uff producers 

4 • 3 - At.''UMAL FOOD DEMAND ASSF.SSMENT 

In 1990. stock feed local production is estimated to about 7000 tons and 
coresspond to the local actual consumption. It is limited by the raw 
material supply irregularity. expensive transport costs. the lack of 
distribution network and a low buying power of farwers.In 1985, local 
production was estillated to about 5.600 tons therefore. the average growth 
is about 4% par year. 

4.3.1 - Local prod11ctioll 

It accounts for about 20% of the potential consU11Ption 

10% is produced by ALCOVIT <3350 tons in 1990) 
10% is produced by ten production centers. 

Use of premixes and minerals is used in breeding projects such as State 
faras. Some stockbreeder have started to use those components for st:ock 
feeding but its remains very limited due. essentially, to a poor purchasing 
power. 

Official statistics are not available. and only some unofficial exchanges 
with Rwanda and Tanzania were identified. 

4.3.3 - Projected requirementa 

It is difficult to assess stoclc fP.ed r.equirements, since livestoclc 
production is unknown for the colling years. 
Nevertheless, taking into account the population growth and graze scarcity 
for cattle. it seeu that poultry products is likely to develop in 
traditional fat'llS. In addition, poultry is rapidly mature for consumption 
compared to cattle and aheeps. Therefore. poultry foodatuff consumption 
should increase significantly. 

4.4 - OVERVIEW OF FEED PRODUCERS 

The total do ... tic production represent about 20% or the potential demand. 
The producers are lWted to one recent induatrial unit ALCOVIT and ten 
production centers spread out in varioua areas of the country. They share 
the total do•stic production. and each of thea produced about 3350 tons in 
1990. 
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4.4.l - Alcavit 

The major feed producer is ALCOVIT located in BUJUMBURA 
This plant has been built in 1982 by STOLZ and only started to operate in 
1987. after a thorough ani.aa.l feed market: study. upstreaa and downstream. 

The plant is 84% government owned. in accordance with the liberalization 
t:rend. the government is ready to cease its bonds to the private sector. 

4.4.2 - Production centers 

The 10 production centers are spread out in the cotmtry as illustrated in 
the map next page. 

ThEir ~reduction cotmts for about 50% of the total national production and 
totals about 3350 tons in 1990 

The centers are equipped with a crusher and a mixer and produce for their 
own needs. and sometimes for breeders cooperatives. 

5 centers produce aniaal feed and act as breeding advisors: 

1. RUMEZA. 2. BUTEZI. 3 . Mtrl"OYI. 4 • NGOZI. 5 . S. A. B. (which is going 
bankcrupt) 

5 centers produce for self-consumption 

6. RANDA.7. GIFURU. 8. MURAMVYA. 9. GITEGA. 10.MOSSO. 

One example of these small centers is NGOZI which started in 1988. 

This area (NGOZI-KAYANZA) has a large population and grazing space is very 
limited. Goats and poultry are bred with animal feed production and proper 
extension services. 

SAB is an exaaple of the problems encountered by the government farms. In 
~est: cases. they are not able to buy industrial animal foodstuffs due to 
prohibitive costs. In addition. they buy other sub-products from other 
suppliers such as brewer grains from local beer millers. 
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~-5 - ?ROJECT ::ENTIF!CATIO~ 

:he expert ~ission due to the local back~und has led him to concentrate 
~ts recommendations on production conditions improvement through the 
increase of raw material supply and cut in production costs. 

::Oe main t~:-ee reasons are listed below: 

~he overcapacity of the existing unit due in particular to raw material 
irregular supplies. 

- the shortage of traditional raw material such as aaize. sorghum and 
""heat. cassava irregular and limited surpluses due to poor upgrading. 

- the low increase in the animal food sector development. 

Indeed. the unit currently operates at only 35% of installed capacity. and 
cassava limited and irregular available surpluses hamper the implementation 
of a new equipment which will not be profitable for the unit as a whole. 

Consequently. a new project for processing cassava into aniaa1. foodstuff 
~as not identified. but the study concentrated on the ALCOVIT unit in order 
to improve its production level and to cut down when possible production 
costs. 
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5 - PROJECT DFSCRIPTION AND RE<JlllENDATIONS 

::: .• - ?ROJEcr JESCRIPT:ON 

:?:e project description will include: 

- :!11 overview of th.e unit sales and producticn. 

~ technical description and appraisal 

- a brief financial analysis 

5.1.1 - Sale• and production 

• .:\LCOVTJF sales are essentially •ade of prodt.cts dedicated to the government 
breeding faras and are aainly •ade of ani.aal foodstuff for cattle. goats. 
pigs. poultry and rabbits. 
Currently, the unit sells all its production and does not face any problems 
r-egardi.ng product outlays with a potential demand 11Uch higher than its 
output. 

Sales presented in Table 7 have remained steady in volume over the last 
four years particularly in 1990- Export sales to Zaire and Tanzania in 1988 
and 1989 were a good outlay for tlle unit. 

ProdUCllOn 

s-. 

Source:ALCOVIT 
., a .. nor avuallle 

1M7 

122.ltO 
717.llO 

ALCOVIT PRODUCTION ANO SALES 

,,.. ,,.. 
2.527.IOO 2.ta.117 
2.4M.407 2.IU.411 

41.IOO 25a.250 
1.000.000 

Tallie 1 

nil 
1!190 

I 
I 
I 3.as.n• 

I 

n.L 

"a. 

The sales break down by animal categories emphasizes the significance of 
cattle and poultry aniaal foodatuff production which is linked to their 
dominating position in nuabers as illstrated in table 8. 

SALES IY ANIMM. CATEGORIES Tallie I 

IM7 19M 1 ... lllO ~ 

Calle 322.570 ..... ,. t.t17.152 t.S12.2A ....... 
,Goaa 5.IOO 25.IOO 3U22 31.SIO f.17 .. 1 

Plge tel.ZOO ,.,,HO ,,,,,.. Ill.3M 5.15,1 

Po...., 217.950 1.uu .. 1.215.IU 1.123~ '714 .. 1 

RallOlla 1.040 12.270 IS.3M 11,420 057 .. 1 

HO"" I 2.000 I '·'°° 2.3 .. 007 .. f 

To'* 717.3" 2.411.407 2.MUtt I UU.121 
SOWA: ALCOVIT 

1990 Prices of ALCOVIT products are presented in table 9 on the following 
pap. 
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PRICE LIST OF ALCOVIT FOODSTUFF EX FACTORY 

F oostuff 

CATTLE 

Calf G 
__ Calf F 

Cattle 

Milk Cow F 

Milk Cow G 

GOATS 

Goat G 

Kid G 

PIGS 

Piglet 
Pig 

Sow 

POULTRY 

Chick 

Hens 

Good Layer F 
• Good Layer G 
Chicken F 
Chicken G 

Milled maize 

RABBITS 

I 
•Rabbit : 
i 

Prices are ex factory 

Prices 

50 kg BAG 

2100 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2100 

2000 

2000 
2000 

2100 
2000 
2000 

2500 
2500 
2500 
2600 
2500 
2600 
3000 

2000 

Transit and packaging prices are included in the selling price. 
F:FLOUR 

G:GRANULE 
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j.1.2 - Teclm.ica.l description and appraisal 

:he piant benefits from a ~oci location. :::lose to BUJUMBURA in the I~O 
?lain where is concentrated the most significant potential clients 
\breeders) and suppliers of sub-products \from rice. cotton. maize •... ). 

:be installed capacity of the plant is 50T/24h. Currently. the plant 
operates at only 35% of installed capacity with about 18T/24H. 

:Jn the technical level. the plant built according to French standards by 
STOU is of good standards • with a complete and solid equipment.The 
plant. ~ell designed. is a little too sophisticated. At this stage. some 
pieces of equipment are not useful as it will be aentioned later on. 

The plant equipment includes: 

A Raw Material Storage equipment with bulk and bag receiving equipment and 
two silos for a cpacity corresponding to 1200 tons of maize. 

A Storage equipment for proportioning with: 

- 4 storage silos 

- automatic weighing equipment 

- crushing equipment 

A Mixing equipment (horizontal ribbon) 

A Flour bagging equipment 

A Pelletization equipment: 

Pellet mill- Cooler- Crumbler- Sifter- Feed-Packaging Weigher 

A Device for Bulk finish product : 

- Three bins 
- Truck scale 

A Small Plant to •ix medicated feed. 

Products supply is provided by elevators and screws con Neyors 

Laboratory: 

Currently. there is no laboratory equipment within the unit. Products ca.'l 
be tested by ISABU which has at his disposal the relevant equipment but it 
seems that there is no cooperation between ISABU and ALCOVIT. 

A lay out of the plant is presented next page. 
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List of Technic&I Terms 

Broyage: Grinding 

Broyeur:Grinder 

Chargement vrac Granules: Pellets Bulk Loading 
Cyclone: Cyclone 

Dosage: Proportioning 

Elevateur: Bucket Elevator 

E n sac h age F a ri n es: M ash P a ck a gin g 

Ensachage Granules: Pellets Packaging 

Fabrication P re-Melange: Premixing 

F ari n es en sac: M ash B a g gin g 

Filtre: Filter 

G ran u I a ti on: P e II e tin g 

Melange: Mixing 

Melangeuse Vtsrticale: Vertical Mixer 

Peseuse: Weigher 

Pont Peseur: Truck Scale 

Presse: Pellet Mill 

Refroidisseur: Cooler 

Stockage: Storage 

Tamis: Sifter 

Turbo: Turbo Separator 

Vapeur: Steam 

Vis d'Archimede: Screw Conveyor 
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:\aw Material supply 

~aw materials consumption is presented in Table 10 in the following page. 
This table includes both actual figures for 1990 and projection figures 
:.;ntil 1998. :'he major raw materials are maize. brans and cakes which 
~ccount ~espectively for 2i~. 30% and 22: of total compounds. 

~aw materials prices were presented earlier in Table 5. 

According to the fot"11Ula used by ALCOVIT. the average price is as follows: 

- 22 FBU for Calf food 

- 34 FBU for Poultry food 

Labour 

The plant employs 24 people with 11 employdes working at the technical 
level and 13 people working at the administrative level including the plant 
:nanager. 

The plant staff is listed below: 
Administrative staff : 

Plant ~anager 1 
Accowi~ant 1 
Supply agent 1 
Clerck 1 
Administrative assistant 1 
Secretary 1 

Technical staff : 

Pr:duction Manager 
Process Engineer 
Packers 
Driver 
Guards 

l 
l 
8 
1 
5 
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QTY/YEAR 1990 
TITLE 

Maize 972.00 
Maize Germ1 360.00 
Brana 1080.00 
Cakes 792.00 
Fish 36.00 
limestone 180.00 
Salt 14.40 
Bone 108.00 
Dried Blood 46.80 
Premi.ac 9.00 
Additives 1.80 

TOTAL 3,600 

PT ABU/FM 

1991 

---·---

1215.00 1 
450.00 

1350.00 1 
990.00 1 

45.00 
225.00 

18.00 
135.00 
58.50 
11.25 

2.25 

---
4,500 

1992 

377.00 
510.00 
530.00 

22.00 
51.00 

255.00 
20.40 
53.00 
66.30 
12.75 
2.55 

5.!~Q 

I cthlu 10 
RAW MATERIAL NEEDS PROJECTIONS 

in lont> ... -- -· -
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

1539.00 1701.00 1863.00 2025.00 2187.00 
570.00 630.00 690.00 750.00 810.00 

1710.00 1890.00 2070.0C 2250.00 2430.00 
1254.00 1 :'a6.00 1518.00 1650.00 1782.00 

57.00 63.00 69.00 75.00 81.00 
285.00 315.00 345.00 375.00 405.00 

22.80 25.20 27.60 30.00 32.40 
171.00 189.00 207 .00 225.00 243.00 

74.10 81.90 89.70 97.50 105.30 
14.25 15. 75 17.25 18.75 20.25 
2.85 3.15 3.45 3.75 4.05 

- --- ---· --·- -· ·- -·· ···----
5,700 ~!~QQ__ - ~!~QQ ______ 1!~Q~ ~! !QQ 

lj 
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~hen looking carefully at the plant conditions of operations. tne exp~rt 
came up with the following coawP.nts: 

At the raw material $Upply level: 

- irregular supply of raw material which a significant constraint for the 
plant. 

- prices are very fluctuating. as soon as crop~ are decreasing. prices 
become prohibi~ive. 

- there is a direct competition from breeders. issues from beer mills and 
mollasses from MOSSO are used by cattle breeders. 

-- sub~'1"oducts properties are fluctuating. As an exaaple cotton oil cakes 
and rice brans quality is very irregular. 

- hygienic conditions are very poor. especially regarding blood ana fish 
meal supplies. 

- transport costs for animal fcostuff compound are prohibitive. 
The price is 5 FBU/kg/100 kms. 

For example. molasses price double from the production location i~ MOSSO to 
the plant location (2.5 FBU/Kg to 5.5 FBU/Kg) 

- animal foodstuff suffer from a lack of glucides compounds due to a lack 
of traditional raw aiaterial such as maize and wheat brans (which are 
starcky products). 

At the technical level: 

- Overall. the equipment is in good working conditions and is considered 
to be operational for about 15 years. Only, VAPORAX boilers. the crumbler 
and the press are delicate to operate and should be replaced within a 
shorter period. 

- Pelletizing and pellets bulk storage equipment are not very useful while 
they represent a very heavy and exp9nsive equipzent. Operating this 
equipment is a tou~ task with a high cost which is not adapted to the 
current and technical needs. The br!!akdown of the boiler, probably due to 
the boiler s~aling .bas to be mentioned. The cost. cf this equipment when 
operating has been assessed to 250 to 300 BUF/kilo. At tnis stage, the 
use of this equipment is not essential. In addition. it seems that the 
crumoler has never been used. 

- The maintenance or the plant is poor. even with the plant staff 
wiJ.lingne88. As an example, the VAPORAX boiler broke down a second one 
was bought without attempting of fixing tho damaged one. 

- The labour is surely numerous enough and not very costly. However. some 
staff employees are not trained well enough to properly operate the 
machinery: thts boiler drivers as well e~ the person in charge of 
maintenance. 

- The p.1.ant suffers f!'om the ene-rllJY supply which is not sufficient and 
regular. and sometimes is required to operate during off-peak periods. 
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5.1.3 - Financial analysis 

:"he poor financial situation of ALCOVIT is essentialty due to an under
.:apacity operation. This situation improvement could be performed with an 
increase of the production capacity utilization rate. 

::Xternal factors are made difficult to monitor by the unit manager and 
other measures to modernize or reorganize the plant are not relevant at the 
.noment. 

Consequently, forecasted operating costs aim essentially at identifying
pri.Jlarily, the •i.niaua profit required to break even. and therefore the 
corresponding level of productions-secondly, the profitability of the unit 
according to the production corresponding to level ~Y the utilization rate. 

·Oper~<:!hg cost& are presented in table 11. Data were collected and updated 
with the •anager unit assistance. Hypotheses are presented in the right 
column of the table. 

Depreciation amounts were reassessed in 1990 when the firm was privatized 
and therefore run up to 1999. in accordance with accounting regulations of 
Burundi. 

Other accounts such as labour and costs and financial costs ~1ere evaluated 
by the plant manager. 

The main two points to emphasize when looking at the table are as follows 

- A slight increase of the production level will enable to generate 
positive results in aaintaini.ng the same level of production costs and 
sales prices. 

- Raw material purchase price is the major factor for the unit 
profitability since it accounts for 67 % of total production costs. 
consequently the company results are very sensitive to raw material price 
increase. 

Consequently, it was relevant to identify the break even point position 
according to the raw •&terial unit cost. taking into account that raw 
material purchase prices are very fluctuacting in Burundi. 

This analysis is illustrated in the graph presented in the following page. 

The graph calls for the following comments : 

- The unit profitability requires an average unit cost for raw material of 
less than FBU 31,200 in constant value. 

- Within the current situation which is an average unit cost of FBU 28,000. 
the break even point corresponds to a capacity utilization rate of 45 % 
with a production level of 4300 T/y. 

11\is means a production increase of 23 % which is easily conceivable. 
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NET INCOME 

'·I 
TAUU; 11 

------·~ -- --

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 \996 1997 1998 1999 
Proiecl year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,1 

•j 
9 10 

------ -----------

INPUTS 
ProduCtlon capacity utilization rate 38% 47% 53% 59% 66% 72% 78% 84% 91% 97% (0) = ( 1) i 9600 
R-••I.,... (tons) 3600 4 600 5100 5 700 6300 6 900 7 500 8100 8 700 9 300 (1) 
Paaglng (unit) 72000 90000 102 000 114 000 126 000 138 000 150 000 162 000 174 000 186 000 (2) = (1) I 0,05 
SALES VOLUME 
Animal foodstuff (tons) 3240 4 050 4 590 5130 5 670 6 210 6 750 7 290 7 830 8 370 (3) = (1) • 0,9 

- --------------- --· - --- -- - - ---- -

REVENUES (f BU. millions) 
Sliles 129,600 162,000 183,600 205,200 226,800 248,400 270,000 291,600 313,200 334,800 (4) "' (3) • 40 000 
Olher products 7,000 10,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 (5) 
TOTAL REVENUES 138,600 172,000 195,600 217,200 238,800 263,400 285,000 308,800 328,200 349,100 (6) = (5) t (4) 

----------.. ------------------~------- -------- - --- ---- ---- --
OPt:RATING COSTS (F BU. miWons) 
Raw material 90,720 113,400 128,520 143,640 158,760 1'/3,880 189,000 204, 120 219,240 234,360 (7) = (4) • 28000 
Packaging 10,800 13,500 15,300 17,100 18,900 20,700 22,500 24,300 28,100 27,900 (8) • (2) • 150 
Labour 9,621 10,096 10,601 11,131 11,687 12,271 12,885 13,529 14,206 14,206 (9) 
Waler, electricity 0,983 1,229 1,392 1,556 1,720 1,884 2,048 2,211 2,375 2,539 (10) = (1) • 273 
Fuel 1,163 1,454 1,647 1,841 2,035 2,229 2,423 2,616 2,810 3,004 (11)•(1)• 323 
Supplies 0,922 1,152 1,306 1,459 1,613 1,766 1,920 2,074 2,227 2,381 (12) = (1) • 256 
Maintenance & Repair 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 4,964 (13) 
Overhead costs 4,716 S,895 6,681 7,467 8,253 9,039 9,825 10,611 11,397 12, 183 (14) = (1) • 1 310 
Other expenses 1,210 1,210 1,210 1.210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 (15) 
Financial costs 1,520 1,596 1,676 1,760 1,848 1,940 2,036 2,139 2,246 2,246 (16) 
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 126,618 154,495 173,297 192, 128 210,990 229,883 248,810 267,774 288,776 304,993 (17) = Sum (7) lo (16) 

----- ------ --·-------- - - ---- - - - --- - - . ----

INCOME BEFORE DEPRECIATION 9,982 17,505 22,303 25,072 27,810 33,517 36, 190 38,826 41,425 44,807 (18) "" (6). (17) 
Depreciation 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 15,843 (19) 
OPERATING INCOME BEFORE TA>I -5,861 1,662 6,460 9,229 11,967 17,674 20,347 22,983 25,582 28,964 (20) = (18). (19) 
Tax 0,000 0,748 2,907 4,153 5,385 7,953 9,156 10,342 11,512 13,034 (21) .. (20) • 4!>% 
NET INCOME -5,861 0,914 3,553 5,076 6,582 9,721 11, 191 12,641 14,070 15,930 (22) = (20) . (21) 
CASH-FLOW 9,982 16,757 19,396 20,919 22,425 25,564 27,034 28,484 29,913 31,773 (23) = (19) i (22) 
CUMULA TtVE CASH-FLOW 9,982 26,739 46,135 67,054 89,479 115,043 142,077 170,560 200,473 232,247 (24)1= (24)1 t I + (2:J) 

-------- ------ - - ---- ·--· - -·- - - - -- -- ~ -. - - - . - --· . - - - - - - .. ·-- .. -
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5.2 - RECOMMENDATIONS 

:-he expert has attempted to come up with recomiendations to improve the 
'1nit profitability vhitbout generating some aajor investments taking into 
accoWlt the general framework previously described : 

- Short~ of Raw aaterials usually integrated in the aniaal f oocistuff 
processing. 

- Irregular cassava surpluses which can not regulary supply the ALCOVIT 
unit. 

- The aniaal foodstuff aarket which slowly develops even though 
poamtialities can grow. 

-rt ..:a.5~-not ude possible to identify surpluses large eno1gb to supply a new 
aniaa.l foodstuff production unit and undertake nev investaents linked 
directly to cassava processing. 

Indeed. recmmendations will focus on 

- t"aw aaterial supply conditions with affordable costs 
- cut in production costs 

The proposed technical assistance mission will last at least several months 
to set up the required actions program. This program is designed based on 
three levels : 

- raw material supply 
- technical measures 
- staff training 

5.2.1 - Raw material supply 

Due to the lack or irregularity of raw material supply the IUli.n cojective 
is to provide ALCOVIT enough supply to develop its production. 

Two ways are to be investigated soundly 

- the increase of supply in traditional raw •aterial (types of raw •aterial 
which are usually processed for anillal food production such as 118.ize. 
cotton oil cake. rice bran. limestone. bones. blood. fineal. salt. 
premixes) • For the current level of production an average of 3 500 T. 
insufficiency concerns aore specifically glucides i.e. essentially maize 
bones. blood and fishmeal are irregular in quantity and quality. Cotton 
oil cakes are sufficient but it has to be mentioned that cotton crop is 
currencly decreasing. 

A survey of the existing sources of supply must be conducted inter.:ating 
transport coats. The aia is eventually to identify productions which are 
not marketed by lack of transports networks aa well u outlay 
identification. An information campaign could be performed on Wlit needs. 
For products aa blood. bones 4nd fishmeal thia survey will also enable to 
study if available quantities could justify an installation (drying and 
crushing) which would present the following advantapa : 

. best upgrading of the products 
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. best preservation 
good sanitary conditions for better quality product 

. the environ11ent preservation 

- the consomption of unusual raw saterials 

Obviously. cassava is a proper product which could substitute maize but 
available quantities to supply the plant are quite irregular. During the 
expert mission in Burundi. a td.gh level of losses was identified even 
though existing cassava surplus. 

The storage and transport conditions have to be precisely studied. 
indeed. fresh cassava is very difficult to store. the best way to store 
cassava dedicated to ani••l food processing would be in dried chips which 
means : -.-
• washing 
• peeling 
. slicing 
. drying 

These operations can be processed on a traditional basis but require some 
significant revenues for the local population. or mechanized with large 
enough supplied quantities but this is not currently happening in 
Burundi.. 

'The survey will have to identify villages where such a pre-treatment 
could be operated and under which fL"lallCial conditions. 

Taking into account c838ava high level of huaidity and for limited 
quantities drying at t!.'U! crop cultivation locations is recomiended in 
order to liait transport costs before the second processing operation. 

In addition to this detailed survey or cassava supply. the st\:dy will have 
to identify sorgbua locations as well as available agro-based sub-products 
which are not currently used. 

As an exuple. rejected ungo pulp by the fruit juice production unit as 
well as bagaaae pulp frm the sugar sector. 

This survey of existing processing unit is required and has to be completed 
through an opportunity study to implement supply measures to limit supply 
and price high fluctuations. 

5.2.2 - Tec:lm.ical 8eUU'U 

The aa1n objective is to identify meuura to lower production costs and 
eventualty new equipment purchase. 

Technically, process and equipment are suitable to local conditions but a 
thorough study is required to analyze : 

- operating conditions for pelletization due to high coats 

A workers consultation will enable to identify it installed equipment is 
usable on a "cupaign" buia and if production can be stopped 
periodically when raw ateral supply is too limited. 
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production costs to identify positions where additional cut in costs can 
be performed. 

- the opportunity to use the crumbler as an additional crusher since the 
crumbler equipment is not reqUired in the current process. 

This equipment is based on a sophisticated process which will not be used 
by the unit in the coaing years. Three pieces of equipment are delicate 
to use (boiler. cruabler and press) and which require periodic reviewing. 
A technical st~y will aiJI at identifying how to replace these pieces of 
equipment later on by stronger ones or use it differently (crusher). 

- pack~ costs since they are significant within the operating costs 
total. 

It would be relevant to study the measures to be taken in ortf.er to lower 
packaging costs : packaging shape changes increase. bulk sales. 

- a maintenance prograa setting up, which is a relevant measure in order to 
~ake of sure the unity proper operation. 

It would be useful to identify local staff required to be trained in order 
to lower production costs and limit previous actions such as the 
replacement of broken pieces of equipment by the purchase of new ones. 

An audit performed by an expert in technical training see.a relevant in 
order to estimate proper needs for a specific training : its duration, 
costs and setting up. 

The training progr1111 has to be designed "sur mesure" integrating the man 
power level of skills, equipment technical conditions, local environnment. 
This expert will integrate the African environment within its program 
implementation. 

5.2.4 - Pl"OPO!!l for a tecbaical aaaistance mission 

In order to set up the proposed recommendations, a technical assistance 
mission has to be suggested : 

This mission could be performed in 3 phases : 

- The f ir~t local mission will last 2 months in order to 

• identify raw material supply 
. perform technical studies 

collect relevant data in order to set up the training progra 
. collect raw aaterial be aaaples in order to perform laboratory analyses 

and finalize mixes according to available no traditional raw material 

- The product analysis will be performed in France or in Europe in order to 
come up will the proper formula (adapted to local breeding conditions) 
and to set up the training progra. 
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- A second aission vill be performed in Burundi. for the field 
i=plementation of required formulas. :or the setting up of production 
goals and training prograa i.apleaentation. 

This technical assistance should be achieved by an expert from a consulting 
engineering firm i.e. which also perfoI'llS consultation services. This will 
enable the European fira to follow up its assignment with other local 
periodic missions. The cost of such a technical assistance aission is 
estimated to FF 200 000. The lli.ssion should be perforlled. preferably. by 
only cne expert. This aission evaluation does not integrate further local 
periodic missions. 
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PEP.SONS MET DURING TIIE L-l-FIELD ~ISSION 

- ~inistry of Trade and Industry 
• Mr Silvestre NDI.\U RIYO 

- ISABU - T : 22.33.84 
• Mr Andre NIVYOBIZI 
• Xr Hollebosh 

- French Embassy - T : 22.67.67 
• Mr BAUDIN DE LA VM£1TE 

- Banque Centrale ONUDI ZEP - T : 22.49.83 
• Mr LECiFSSE 

- OTB - ~i.ni.stry of planification 
• Mr Willi KUHN 

- ALCOVIT - Aniaal. feed unit - T :23.21.06 
• Mr Aimable MAHIRAKISA 

- RICE PROCE5SING L'NIT - SRDI 
• Mr Jere.a CAHUNOO 

- OIL PRODUCTION UNIT - TRPO - Coton 
• Mr Daniel NDIKUMASABO 

- FRUITO - Fruit juice Production unit 
• Mr KIGOMA 

- MURAMVYA Flour Mill 
• Mr Calixte NZOBONIMPA 

- MOSO SUGAR UNIT - T : 22.65.76 
. Mr Gaston SINDIMWO 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 
- Laboratory Manager 

- Comercial attache 

- Chairman 

- Director 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 

- General Manager 

- TIIE IMBO Development Company - T 22.69.57 
• Mr Jert>me GAHUNGU - General Manager 

- BURUNA FINANCIAL Corporation - T 22.63.51 
• Mr Cyrille NDENZAKO - Engineer 

- RANDA FARM - T : 22.60.86 
• Mr Daniel SIMBARUHIJE 

- S.A.B. Livestock Fara 
• Mr BOSCO 

- SODEA Livestock Fara 
• Mr Gaston SINDIMWO 

- BUJlJMBURA Port Facilities 
• Mr Freddy BROUMICHE 

- ECONOMIC ADVISER 
• Mr Marcelin DAYER 

- Head Administration 
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DOCUMENTATION 

- Investors guide - Ministry of planification 

- Vth Plan 1988 - 1993 

- Animal feed production orgaazation ALCOVIT Feasibility Study 
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I · PROJECT BACKGROUND 

I.l - PROJECT SPONSOR 

The Cotton Marketing Board has projected the implementation of a new multipurpose oil 
factory in Zimbabwe showing thus some interest in developing downstream activities 
like cotton oil expressing. 

The Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Settlements through its Agricultural 
~tarketing Authority (A.M.A.) has in charge the allocation of oilseeds to oil 
expressors. 

The Cotton Marketing Board (C.M.B.) one of the A.M.A. agency has the monopoly of 
purchasing and selling cotton from all categories of growers. 

It operates about to ginneries and sells cotton seeds to the local oil expressors on 
an allocation basis. 

I.2 - PROJECT HISTORY 

The c~m·s main activity is cotton ginning and it sells cotton seeds to oil expressors 
cotton seeds. 

In order to upgrade the whole cocton subsector, oil expressing is contemplated such 
as a downstream activity and includes production of blended oil (cotton and 
soyabeans) as well as pure sunflower oil. 

Grain such as soya and sunflower could be sold by the Grain Marketir.g Board to the 
CMB. 

I.3 - PRESENT SITUATION 

The technical mission achieved last December has enabled to update figures on ~aw 
material ressources. Zi~babwe is, currently, facing a raw material shortage due to 
poor climatic conditions, deseases. Nevertheless since the country's demand for 
edible oil is not totally met, additional production of edible oil has to be 
contemplated in the short-term and consequently, implementation of the project should 
start promptly ~o be fully operational by 1994. 
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II - MARKET ~URVEY 

II.l - LOCAL CONSUMPTION 

II.1.1 - Current local consumption 

;ccording to A..\IA latest figures. Apparent local consumption of edible oil in 
1989/1990 has been estimated to 61 200 t/y which corresponds to a consumption per 
capita of 7.9 kg if we consider that children under age of 5 do not eat edible oil in 
their diets. 

Since 1986-1987. exports are not possible by government regulations. Imports are 
heavily controlled by government and have been stopped for over 3 years. Therefore. 
current consumption is below actual demand. 

Demand has been estimated by the Agricultural Marketing Board to 8.7 kg per capita. 

Local consumption of edible oil from the past 10 years { '000 t) 

198o/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 
27.8 42.8 44.2 39.2 49.6 

Per capita 7 .1 6.05 7.38 

1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 
49.7 53.1 56.3 68.4 6i.2• 

Per capita 7.13 7.35 7.5 8.9 7.9 

• Estimates 

Soute A.M.A. 

Local consumption in absolute value has decreased in 1989/90 due mainly to raw 
material shortage related to poor climatic conditions. 

Sub-products are meals with a surplus which is exported to neigbouring countries. 

Per capita consumption is rather high compared to neighbouring countries such as 
Malawi less than 1 kg/capita/year and Tanzania about 1 kg/capita/year and other PTA 
countries per capita consumption is rela~ively low about 2 Kg/capita/year 
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II.1.2 - Future local demand 

Future local demand is linked to national population growth as well as the buying 
power of the national population 

- Population growth has been estimated to reach a 3 % level per year until 2000 

- The increase of income and its share of incremental disposable income to buy edible 
oil products. 

Two hypotheses have been selected 

- Hypothesis 1 

Demand grows at a rate equal to 3 % per annum. which means no increase of the demand 
per capita. 

- Hypothesis 2 

Demand grows at a rate superior is the population growth rate and equal to 4 % per 
annum. This means that demand income elasticity coefficient will be of 1 % per year. 

Future demand is forecasted until the year 2000 and presented in the graph next page 
following hypothesis I and hypothesis II. (table 2.1) 

II.2 - SUBREGIONAL MARKET 

II.2.1 - Expo~ts during last decade 

Zimbabwe has had exported small quantities of edible oil to neighbouring countries. 
especially to Bostwana and Mozambique. 

Mozambique demand for palm oil is high since they import must of palm oil required 
quantities for consumption. 

However. exports have been stopped since 1986/87 due to government regulations. 

Table A and B illustrate edible oils intra PTA-trade in 1986. These data were the 
only ones available when the mission was achieved in Lusaka. 

These statistical d~ta do not supply all existing flows since some often them are 
done by smuggling. ~owever. these figures enable to give an approximate value of 
intra-PTA trade exchanges o~ about 15 to 20.000 Tons. 

11.2.2 - Future export trends 

Future demand of edible oil in neighbouring countries is likely to develop with 
population growth. However. disposal income for edible cil is very low in coun:ries 
such as Malawi. Zambia and consumption is one of the lowest in African countries. 
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EDIBLE OIL DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

POPULATION 

POPULATION CONSUMING OIL 

TOTAL DEMAND 8.7 
H1 

TOTAL DEMAND 8.79 
H2 

1990/91 

9,857 

8,181 

71,178 

71,914 
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TABLE 2.1 

1991/92 1992193 1993194 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 

10,153 10,457 10.n1 11,094 11,427 11.no 12,123 12,487 12,861 

8,427 8,680 8,940 9,208 9,484 9,769 10,062 10,364 10,675 

73,313 75,513 n.n8 80,112 82,515 84,990 87,540 90,166 92,871 

75,561 78,606 81,774 85,069 88,497 92,064 95,774 99,634 103,649 

EDIBLE OIL DEMAND PROJECTIONS 
110.-~~~~~~--~~-
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100 A~ 
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_..-er __ ..-0 
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80 

10 
1990/91 1 1992/93 --1199~/95 1 1996/97 r-199&/;;--r---

1991/92 1993/94 1995/96 1997/98 1999/2000 

DH1 +H2 
0: o. 



--------------------· TABLE A 

IMPORTING COUNTRIES KF.NYA MALAWI 
(1) 

ANGOLA 34 
ROS TWANA 
COMO RO 
E'llfIOPIA 113 
MOZAMBIQUE 321 
RWANDA 38 
TANZANIA 400 
ZIMBABWE 419 
ontER PTA COUNTRIES 
NON IDF.NTIFIED 950 

TOTAL 1,063 1,212 

INTRA PTA TRADE IN EDIBLE OILS 
===c==••••••••••••=••========= 

EXPORTING COUNTRIES (IN TONS) 

---- . -·--

MAURITIUS ZAMBIA ZIMBABWE 
. ____ !2) 

1,600 
0.8 

0.1 370 
I 

15 

0.8 o. 1 1 ,985 

·-- ----

PTA COUNTRIES 
NON IDENTIFIED 

950 

950 

TOTAL 

311 
1,600 

0.8 
1,063 

671. l 
38 

llQO 

11211 

'J50 

5 I 180, 9 

(1) Statistics precise that Malawi figures concern essentially copra oil trade : Malawi do1!sn't produce any coµrah 
oil, so it •ust be reexports 

(2) Cotton seeds oil for 50 % of total exports 
Source : PTA statistical division 

~ 
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TABLE B 

EXPORTING COUNTRIES E'llilOPIA MALAWI 

BURUNDI 
KENYA 1J 3 
MALAWI 
SWAZILAND 
TANZANIA 
ZAMBIA 4,250 
ZIMBABWE 
OTitER PTA COUNTRIES 
NON IDENTIFIED 

TOTAL 113 4,250 

SOURCE : PTA STATISTICAL DIVISION 

INTRA PTA TRADE IN EDIBLE OILS 
==•••••••••••••=•••••••=•;:;n: 

IMPOHTING COUNTRIES (IN TONS) 

~-·-·------ ------ -
MOZAMBIQUE RWANDA SOMALIA ZAMIHA 

·-- -
1 

54 237 
2 .1 

17 
27 

475 

12,500 0.1 
_{Z.1 ___ -- ·-

546 265 12,500 2.2 
{?) 

ZIMOAUWE I TOTAL 

1 
ll(Jlj 

i.2 I 3,3 
17 
27 

11,250 
117~ 

12, ljOO 

1. 2 I 17, 677 .11 

~ 
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11lose potential oil importers for Zimbab~e remain Botswana which is not an edible oil 
prod~cer as well as Mozambique which is currently going through high political 
~roubles and produces very low edible oil quantities Mozambique demand for palm oil. 
in particular, would be partially met when palm oil is sufficiently produced to be 
exported by the new palm plantation project sponsored in Zimbabwe by the Abefoyles 
Group, let say in 1994/95-

Zambia which has faced difficulties to meet national edible oil demand is also a 
potential edible oil importer since oilseeds production has suffered for various 
reasons (climatic conditions, poor quality seeds. diseases). 

II.3 - RAW MATERIALS 

The edible cil industry in Zimbabw~ processes various oilseeds 

- soyabeans 
- cottonseeds 
- sunflowerseeds 
- groundnuts 

Estimated crude oil extraction rates are as following 

- cottonseeds : 18 % 
- soyabeans : 18 % 
- groundnuts : 42 % 
- sunflowerseeds : 30 % 

Source : AMA and CSO 
Refined oil from crude oil is about 80 %. 

Cottonseeds and soyabeans oil account for respectively 50 % and 30 % of total edible 
oil output. Cottonseeds oil and soya beans oil are generaly blended. 

The Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Settlements through its Agricultural 
~arketing Authority (AMA) allocates quantities of oilseeds to oil expressors. 

The Cotton Marketing Board (CMB) has the monopoly of purchasing and selling cotton to 
the local oil compressors. 

The Grain Marketing Board {GMB) seil~ soyabeans, sunflowerseeds, groundnuts as well 
as maize to oil expressors. 

11.J.1 - Raw material production 

II.3.1.1 - Current situation 

Oilseeds production from the last three years are distorsed from figures presented in 
the project identification study conducted in early 1990. 

Oilseeds production figures provided by several organizations (CMB - GMB - AMA) were 
sometimes conflicting. 

We have selected the following figures, confirmed by telex from CMB and GMB. 
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88/89 89/90 90/91 

Soyabeans ll5 6o2 ll3 423 97 620 Cottonseeds 165 018 156 800 94 ooo• 
Sunflowerseeds 37 992 59 583 45 6o6 

• estimates 

Oilseeds production forecasts were as presented below : 

88/89 89/90 90/91 

Soyabeans 122 ooo• 110 000 115 500 Cotton seeds 169 ooo• 200 000 208 004 
Sunflowerseeds 23 266• 25 000 26 125 

• actual figures 

Figures from both tables demonstrate that forecasts were not achieved. In 1990/91 a 
shortfall of about 90 000 tons of oilseeds is present compared to forecasted figures 
for all oilseeds cottonseeds. soyabeans and sunflowerseeds. 

lb.is shortfall is significant regarding cottonseeds (- 114 000 tons). To a less 
extent soyabeans deliveries are lightly below forecasts 
(-17 88o tons). On the opposite sunflowerseeds deliveries exceed forecasts (+ 19 480 
tons). 

P~oduction decrease is mainly due to : 

- poor climatic conditions in 1989/90 and 1990/91 (erratic rains) 
- diseases - poor yielding. in particular. for cottonseeds 
- reduced cotton producer viability (low producer prices ; rising costs of inputs and 

transport bottlenecks) 

II.3.1.2 - Raw material projections 

lbe CMB has started a recovery p~ogram in order to : 

- develop plantations in areas with better climatic conditions 
- provide new hardy seeds 
- offer better producer seeds prices. 

It is useful to review oilseeds production forecasts and take into account current 
figures (see table 2.2.). 

Oilseeds production projections were modified slightly due to sunflowerseeds 
production which is higher than expected. 



--------------------· 

1991/92 1992/93 
OILSEEDS PROJECTIONS 

1993/94 1994/95 

Soyabeans 120,000 126,000 132,300 138,915 

Cottonseeds 200,000 209,000 218,405 228,233 

Sunftowerseeds 40,000 41,200 42,436 43,709 

Total Oilseeds 360,000 376,200 393, 141 410,857 

199£,/96 1996/97 1997/98 

145,861 153, 154 160,811 

238,504 249,236 260,452 

45,020 46,371 47,762 

429,385 448,761 469,026 

TAUL~ 2.2 

1998/99 1999/2000 

168,852 177,295 

272, 172 284,420 

49, 195 50,671 

490,219 512,386 

w .... .... 
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Oilseeds production trends are as following : 

Soyabeans : This product should be promising since there is a lack of proteins on 
the international markets and soyabeans oil is a sub-product from soya protein. 

Soyabeans production in order to be competitive needs to be developed on large 
cultivated areas since crop process is very mechanically advanced. 

Cottonseeds : Given cottonseeds oil is a sub-product. it is difficult ~o forecast 
sensitive production upswing since cotton rates are very fluctuating, but the 
recovering program started by the C~B demonstrated the interest of cultivating 
cotton since this cash crop is significant in the domestic economy of Zimbabwe. 

- Sunflowerseeds : Production rapiuely develops but large tonnages cannot be 
expected. Indeed these crops come from small scale farmers forecasts and need to be 
reasonable. 

With oilseeds production forecasts, the new plant should start operating in 1994. 

The project implementation should take about 3 years (one year for registration. 
quipment selection as well as new edible oil branch launching, and 2 years to build 
the plant). 

II.3.2 - Raw material prices 

11.3.2.1 - Local prices 

Local prices for oilseeds are as following 

Cottonseed 
Soyabean 
Sunflower 

• Figures from 1989/1990 

II.3.2.2 - International prices 

Cottonseeds 
Soyabeans• 
Sunflower • 

• CIF Rotterdam 
(1) August 1988 
(2) May 1989 

1988 

299 
355 (1) 

(1990 I 1991) 
Z $/T US $/T 

338 
576 

534• 

1989 

280 
341 (2) 

1990 
120 
250 

132 
225 
208 

Taking into account transport costs which can be estimated to about US$ 110/T from 
CIF Durban, this demonstrates that local prices are will below international prices 
CIF Harvare. 

Cottonseeds prices can increase within 10 or 20 % considering that cottonseeds 
international prices are relatively high. 
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III - INDUSTRY AND PlMIT SIZE AND CAPACITY 

III.l - INDUSTRY SIZE AND CAPACITY 

The edible oil industry is shared by four main oil expressors 

OLIVINE INDUSTRIES Ltd 
LEVER BROTHERS Ltd 
UNITED REFINERIES (ex Blue Ribbon) 
~ATIONAL FOODS Ltd 

Olivine Industries is by far the main producer of edible oil. It processes 
cottonseeds as well as soyabeans and sunflowerseeds. 
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Currently. 51 % shares are owned by Heinz Company of Pittsburg (U.S.A.) 49 % of 
shares are government owned. 

Lever Brothers is a subsidiary of the private Unilever group. It processes primarily 
cottonseeds and other seeds such as soyabeans and sunflowerseeds. 

United refineries (ex Blue Ribbon Foods Ltd) is a subsidiary of T.A. holding group. 

Nati..:i11P.l Foods Ltd is a limited private company. National foods production is 
primar:ly oil extracted from maize germs. 

The total oilseeds crushing capacity was estimated to 340 000 tons in 1988. 

With programs extension completed by United Refineries it is now estimated to 365 000 
tons/y. 

The expansion program included : 

a new solvent extraction unit/commissioned in 1988 
- an additional expeller line/commissioned at the end of 1989 

With a utilization rate maximum of 90 % the total actual crushing capacity is 
estimated to 330 000 t/y. 

I!!.2 - DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 

Some development programs are considered; UNITED REFINERIES has obtained an import 
licence for a new refinery unit. This project is in abeyance because no financing 
plan has been drawn. This piece of information was confirmed by the Ministry of 
Industry. 

OLIVINE ~anagement team seems to start a program for renewing part of their equipment 
in regard to a factory extension to increase, inter alia. the solvent extraction 
capacity. 

LEVER BROTHER seems also to foresee an expansion program. 

These few projects are indeed forecasted but it seems difficult to estimate their 
implementation schedule. since they were not all confirmed by the Ministry of 
Industry. 
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III.3 - PLANT LOCATION AND CAPACITY 

ur.3.1 - Site 

Kadoma is located in the grain cotton growing area. The plant site is located along 
the railways and road between Harare (140 km) and Bulawayo (300 km). 

The CMS is planning to build a new ginnery of 50 000 t/y of cottonseeds in Kadoma. 

This site has a few advant~s 

- Transport facilities 
- water supply available from public network with possibility to dr~ll boreholds to 

use subsurface water 
- Electrical power supply 
- Manpower - Kadoma is a city of 80 000 inhabitants 
- Location of a technical school in Revekwe (65 km of Kadoua) 

111.3.2 - Plant capacity 

The proposed plant capacity will be about 88 000 tons of oilseeds. The new unit will 
produce over 15 000 T/year of edible oil. 

The production schedule is as follows 

33 % of installed capacity year 1 
66 % of installed capacity year 2 

- 100 % of il!stallet! capacity year 3 

The factory will triturate 

330 t/day of cottonseeds 
250 t/day of other oilseeds 

The year is based on 320 days. 

Based on this plant capacity, the total oil expressing capacity will be as follows 

New plant 
Existing plants 

1993/94 

88 000 x 0.33 
365 000 

395 000 

1994/95 

88 000 x 0.66 
365 000 

425 000 

1995/96 

88 000 
365 000 

453 000 

These figures assume that existing plants capacity will remain the same over the 3 
coming years. 

The total oil expressing capacity will meet the oilseeds production requirements. 
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IV - PROJECT ENGINEERING 

IV.l - PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF SCC?E O~ PROJECT 

The scope of project is to increase edible oil production as well as meals 
production. Tt.e C~tB by contemplating this project is willing to valorize the whole 
cottofi sut-sector by developing downstream activities. 

IV.2 - TECHNOLOGY AND APPLIED PROCESSES 

IV.2.1 - Applied pror.esses 

The factory is a multipurpose oil expressing factory with various processes according 
to oilseeds decorticated. 

Process flow diagrams describe the process used for cottonseeds. soya~eans. 
sunflowerseeds. 

Two other flow diagrams describe the chemical refining process for cotton oil on one 
nand and soja and sunflower oil on the other hand. 

Processes used are traditional and very performing with available equipQent on the 
market. 

Process iuci.ude 

- decorticating 
- cooking. pressing. filtration 
- chemical refining 
- solvant extraction 
- condit:ionning 

We have considered that there is no need for delinting cottonseeds. Indeed. this 
operatior. is very debated economically. The linter selling price does not offset 
manpower. maintenance and 9ower costs generated by this operation. 

Investments costs are very heavy. Delinting equipment cost is about ZS 6,100.000 
compared with decorticating equipment cost which is about. ZS 1,900,000. 

It is possible to use decorticating units, with strong beaters enabling very good 
yields with a linter percentage of 12 %. Therefore. it seems to us that delinting 
process is not suitable for thi~ particular project. 
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IV.2.2 - Rough lay out of proposed equipnent. 

IV.2.2.l - Process Equipment 

Receiving and storage for : 

Cot.ton 
Soya 
Sunflower complete install~tion including. 
Bags unloading hoppe · ·s 
Screw conveyors 
Chain conveyors 
Elevators 
Fans 
Silos (one month capacity storage) seeds cleaner 
margnet separators 

Decorticating 

Conveyors 
Elevators 
Continuous Weight Metring Flow Belt 
Magnet separators 
Decorticators 

• Hulls beaters 

Pressing 

Elevators, conveyors, contin~ous weight metring flow ~elt 
Magnet separators 
Roller mil 
cookers 
Heavy duty presses (for cotton - sunflower) 
Roller flaker (for soja beans preparation) 
Belt conveyor going to solvant plant 
Intermediate tanks for crude oil 
Transfer pumps 
Filters 

Salvant plant (complete installatio.1 hcluding) 

Hoppers 
Solvent extractor (Belt typ~) 
Conveyors 

. Elevators 
Desolvantizer/Toaster 
Condensers 
Miscelle distillation unit 

• Heat exchangers 
Pumps 

• Filters 
Transfert pumps and tanks for miscella, hexane, oil. All anti ·deflagre.nt 
electrical installation. 
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Chemical refining unit 

Deguming section 

Xeutralising section 
Washing 

} With pumps - transfert tanks - flow 
} meter. etc. 
} mixers - heat exchangers 

Drying (under vacuum) } Centrifuge separators soap stock storage tank 

Bleaching - { continuous bleacher (under vacuum) 

Filtering - { heating system pumps and Niagara filters intermediate tanks 

Deodorizing - } Vertical type deodorizer - transfer pumps and 
tanks exchanges - heat exchangers 
Fatty acid storage 
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Steall.i ejectors (for vacuum) - Barometric condenser - monobloc thermo fluid heater. 

Conditionning 
Mixir.g tank for blending (soya oil + cotton oil) 
Transfer pumps - snd tanks (8 hours production) 
FiLling line3 (drums. cans. bottles) 
Capping ma~~ines for bottles 
Labelling aachines 
Roller conveyors 

Meal bagging and storage 

Elevators - Conveyors 
~illing bagging machine 
Sewing machine 

IV.2.2.2 - Auxilia~y equipment 

- W~ter tank (600 m3} 
Water pumps - Fire fighting pumps and fitting 

- Steam boilers with water treatme~t with all security values - fitting 

- Cooling towers with pumps - and fitting 

- Air compressor, air tank - and fitting 

- Electrical substation - High/Low voltage. with transformers securities -
Dispar.hing ysnel 

- Emergency gen set - Dieael engi1&e/electrical generator 

- Diesel tank 

- Transport 
3 cars - 2 bick up - 2 tr.:.ilers trucks 
2 forklifts - 1 Husk front and loader 
{1 locotractor 
l or 

- { 2 wdgon hauling engines 
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PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM FOR COTTON SEEDS 

100 Kg 

cleaning ---> Dust 1 Kg 

35 Kg Husks + Linter 
decorticating ---> > 30 Kg to boilers 

-----<~--------' 

cooking 

pressing 

filtering 

Crude oil 
12.5 Kg 

5 Kg Husks + Linter 

EXPELLERS !15% oil) 

Salvant 
Extraction 

crude oil 7 Kg 
<--------------' 

Refining 

19.5 Kg 

Conditionninl:: 

16 Kg 
edible oil 

44 Kg 
meal at 6 % moisture 

Watering 

Bagging 

47 Kg meal with 
12% moisture 

Sl:i 
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PROCESS FI.OK DIAGRAM FOR SUNFLOWER SEEDS 

SUNFLOWER SEEDS 

100 Kg 

cleanning ---> Dust 1 Kg 

decorticating 

78 Kg 

cooking 

pressing 

filtering 

35 K 

crude oil 

41,5 Kg 

Refining 

41,5 Kg 

BOTI'LING 

I 35 Kg 
edible oil 

21 Kg 
---> BOILERS 

EXP ELLERS 

HEXANE Salvant 
Extraction 

Miscella 

Distillation 

6,5 Kg meal 

Watering 

Bagging 

36.~ Kg meal 
(12% moisture) 

Bl9 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SOYA AND SUNFLOWER OIL REFINING 

0.22 % phosphoric Acid-> 

0.5% Caustic Soda -> 

Water -> 

Water -> 

-) 

Pleaching earth 0.7% -> 

0.1% Citric - Acid 

CHEMICAL 
REFINING 

100 Kg Crude oil 

Degumning Guns - LECITIN (for soya) 

neutralizing -->--soap stock 

1st washing -->-- effluents 

2nd washing ->-- effluents 

Drying 

Bleaching ->- Spent bleaching earth 

Filtering 

Deocforizing 

(for soya) 
-) Edible oil i

17 Kg 

35 Kg (for sunflower) 

Conditonning 

drums cans bottles 

820 
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PROCESS FLOW DIAGRNI FOR SOYA BEAN 

SOYA BEAN 

100 Kg soya bean 

Cleanning ---- rust 1 Kg 

Cooking 

Flaking 

EXP ELLERS 

HEXANE 
------>·-----I SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Miscella 
(oil + Hexane) 75 Kg meal (5% moisture) 

Distillation 

---<----' 
18.5 Kg 
Crude oil 

Refining 

Blending 

Conditionning 

17 Kg edible oil 

Watering 

Bo Kg meal (12% moisture) 

Bagging 

321 
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FLOW DIAGRM FOR COT1'0N OIL REFINING 

CHEMICAL 
REFINING 

100 Kg Crude oil 

0.22 : phosphoric Acid Deguaning -->-Guns 

austic Soda -> 1st neutralizing-->- soap stocks 

2.5% 

austic Soda-> 2nd neutralizing -->-- soap stocks 

Waterr----> 1st washing -->-- effluents 

Water --> 2nd washing ->-- effluents 

Drying 

Bleaching earth 2% --> Bleaching -->--Spent bleaching earth 

Filtering 

Deodorizing 

0,1% Citric - Acid Edible oil - 16 Kg 

ConditoMing 

drums cans bottles 
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IV.2.3 - Equipment investments cost estimates 

IV.2.3.1 - Production equipment 

INVES114ENT COST 1.000 Z $ 

PRODUCTION UNIT 

i 

i 
! N" DFSCRIPTION For. i 

I 
I Se ads receiving and storage 1 900 ! 

Decorticating 1 640 
I Cooking - Pressing - Filtration 5 150 i 
' Salvant Extraction 3 790 

I Refining 3 070 
I Conditionning 910 
I Meals bagging and storage 190 I 
' Oil storage 1 392 

I TOTAL 18 042 

IV.2.3.2 - Auxiliary equipment 

I INVESTMENT COST l.UOO Z $ 

I AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

N" DFSCRIPTION For. 

Elect substation 1 785 
Boilers and water treatment 
Emergency Gensets (Electr) 222 
Air compressor 132 
Handling and transport 1 330 
Water storage and pumps 310 
Cooling towers 196 
Laboratory equipment 
Workshop equipment 510 

TOTAL 4 485 

823 

J 
I 

' I 
I 

Loe. TOTAL 

320 2 220 
280 1 920 
870 6 020 
640 4 430 
520 3 590 
150 1 060 

32 222 
234 1 626 

3 046 21 088 

Loe. TOTAL 

- 1 785 
2 015 2 015 

222 
132 

1 330 
40 350 

196 

37 ' 547 
' 

I 

2 092 6 377 
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I\.'. 2. 3 . 3 - Service equipment 

INVESTMENT COST 1.000 Z S 

SERVICE UNIT 

~· DFSCRIPTION For. 

Office equipment 
Intercommunications 84 
Weight bridge 58 
Transports 339 
Fire protection 210 
Sewage disposal 

TOTAL 691 

I rv.2.3.4 - Spare parts 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

N" 

Production 
Auxiliary 
Service 

INVESTMENT COST I vOO i '£ 

SPARE PARTS 

DFSCRIPTION 

TOTAL 

For. 

2 023 
348 
48 

2 419 

Loe. 

52 

78 
112 

242 

Loe. 

143 
16 

159 

TOTAL 

52 
84 
58 

339 
288 
112 
--
933 

TOTAL 

2 023 
491 

64 

2 578 

I 
I 
I 
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rv.3 - CIVIL E.~GINEERING WORKS 

IV.3.1 - Rough laYout of civil engineering works 

IV.3.1.1 - Site preparation and development 

Site preparation includes leveling and drainage. Land development includes roads and 
railways construction. 

rv.3.1.2 - Buildings and spec~al works civil 

This works include civil works. buildings and metallic frames. 

Areas foreseen for the plant site are detailed as follows : 

BUILDINGS 

Cotton seed storage and unloading 
Soya beans storage and unloading 
Decorticating 
Prepressing and seeds preparation 
Salvant extraction (metallic structure) 
Oil refining 
Edible oil conditionning 
Husks storage 
Main office 
Laboratory 
General store 
Maintenance work Shop 
Meal storage and bagging 
Electrical substation and gensets 
Boilers House 
Weight bridge control office 
Watchman House 

Water and Oil storage 

40 x 120 
40 x 6o 
20 x 30 
40 x 20 
30 x 20 
30 x 20 
50 x 20 
30 x 24 
20 x 40 
20 x 10 
30 x 20 
20 x 10 
Bo x 40 
10 x 25 
10 x 40 
5 x 10 
5 x 10 

Water storage 
Crude oil 

600 m3 
3 x 300 m3 

500 m3 
500 m3 
250 m3 

Cotton edible oil 
Soya edible oil 
Sunflower edible oil 

- 4 800 m2 
- 2 400 m2 

600 m2 
Boo m2 
600 m2 
600 m2 

- 1 000 m2 
720 m2 
Boo m2 
200 m2 
600 m2 
200 m2 

- 3 200 m2 
250 m2 
400 m2 
50 m2 
50 m2 
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IV.3.2. - Civil engineering works investment costs 

IV.3.2.1. - Site preparation and development 

LAND 

INVESTMENT COST IN ZS 

QTITY UNIT DFSCRIPT UNIT LOCAL 

15 MA LAND 2 000 30 000 
ROADS 
RAILWAY 
LEVELING AND 
DRAINAGE 

IV.3.2.2. - Buildings and special civil works 

INVESTMENT COST 1.000 Z S 

CIVIL WORKS - BU!LDINCS 

u• DFSCRIPTION For. " 

Civil work 
Building 
Metallic frames 

TOTAL 

825 

TOTAL 

30 000 
800 000 
500 000 
Boo ooo 

2 130 000 

Loe. TOTAL 

3 040 3 040 
9 100 9 100 
1 054 1 054 

13 194 13 194 
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IV.4 - TOTAL INVF.sTMENT COSTS 

Total investment costs are presented in the following table 

I 
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INVESTMENT COST 1.000 Z S 

EQUIPMENTS For. Loe. TOTAL 

Product equipment 18 042 3 046 21 088 
Auxiliary equipment 4 485 2 092 6 577 
Service equipment 691 242 933 
Stock spare parts - Tools 2 419 159 2 5798 
Civil work 13 194 13 194 

TOTAL FIXED INVF.sTMENT 25 637 18 733 44 370 

Engineering 9 802 705 10 507 

TOTAL 35 439 19 438 54 877 

IV.5 - PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULING AND LAYOUT 

IV.5.1 - Project Scheduling Implementation 

The overall length of the schedule is estimated to 24 months to start industrial 
production (at 33% of capacity) as illustrated in figure 1. 

IV.5.2 - Project rough lay out 

The lay out of the new unit is drawn with product flows and presented in the 
following pages. Figure 2 takes into account soyabeans and sunflowers flows. Figure 3 
takes into account cottonseeds flows. 
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V. - PLANT ORGANIZATION 

V.I. - PLANT PRODUCTION 

Production program is set up as illustrated in table 5.1. 

This production program takes into account the progressive production of the factory 
;md includes production of edible oil as well as meals. 

V. I. 2. - Sales 

Expected sales for refined oil as well as meals are detailed in the following tables. 

The table 5.2. gives annual sales p~Ggram wit~ edible oil quantities break down for 2 
kinds of products 

- Blended oil 
- Sunflower oil 

The table 5.3. gives the selling prices of products, c~rrently controlled by the 
government. In order to compute sales amounts of edible oil, we have taken an average 
price by ton. Selling price of products are based on government prices to whole 
salers since no measure are contemplated to liberalize foods products prices. 

TABLE5.2 

ANNUAL SALES PROGRAMMSl!lal capacilV) 

On.ms 200 ns 11 o ,, 1.448.900115 

1'ns 5 Its IS,, 724.45011s 

Tuns 2.5 Its 15 'l 724.45011s 
Oii Boni• o.1sn 1ss ,, 8.113.840 lls 

Boni• o.su 118 ,, 2.318.240 Its 
Bota• 0.375 ft 18 '> 1.159.120 llS 

. soya • cononi 

14.488.000lls • t3.040MT 

Bom•0.7501170' 2.1n.10011s 

Boni• 0.000 ft 20 ... 622.200 Its 
Bomes o.375 ft 10' 311.10011s 

3.111.000llS • 2.SOOMT 

TABLE 5.3 

SELLING PRICE OF EDIBLE OIL (Z $) 

90/91 

Olivine 375 ml 1.49 

Olivine 500 ml 1.97 

Olivine 750 ml 2.52 

nns 2.s 11s 8.24 

nn1s111 15.32 

01\Jm' 200 Its 474.~5 
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Ycu II 
Ycu Ill 
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corn>N SEt:us --] -- ----- -- -------- -

IS.4llOMT 
36.9CIOMT 
56.000MT 

- --- ---- -- -- -- --- ~ --- - -------

irom>NEDiiiii- oU:--1 
p .. 16% 

2.957t.'T or J.~llSml 
S.914 MT°' 6.570 ml 

SO\'A II 

7.Q,!OMT 
15.ll40MT 

24.000MT 

["-SOYA- f.Dll!li OIL- _] 

I'.. 17.,. 

1.)46 MT or 1.495 ml 
2.692 MT or 2.991 ml 

8.960 MT or 9.956 ml_ ·----------~·080 MI_~-~·?~~~ 

.!!! ENDE~~ OIL (SOYA.! ~:Q!'!'Q!'lJ 

I_---

4.7llO ml 
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14181Jm3 
~------~- .. 

_ Mf~I !: __ _ 
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TABLE 5.1 

l SllNl'l .(lWl:I( Sl:M IS 

2.1>411MT 
5 !!IUMT 
8.0UOMT 

~t-!:Q~~ t!!!!I! !: ouj 

I'; JS% 

9!4 T '" 1.027 mJ 
1.848 MT 2.054 m.l 

. ~·~MT ''! ~.I I! !"~ 

l -~!:'!!'!'.~~~·-:~ ~!~!. 

%4Mi' 

1.9'27 W.T 
2.920MT 

I' a 36,S % 

~/J 
w 
0 
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The following table gives expected sa~es amounts ~or refined oil (blended oil and 
.c;unflo•er oil) as well as meals with pr0gressive ::iroduction until full capacity is 
:..·eached. For- meals. sales prices are broken down :ietween local sales and exports. 

TOTAL R'WF.NUI:S ARE PRF.sEi\fED IN TIIE FOLLOWING TABLF.s 

EDIBLE Oii. TOTAL PRODUCTION AVERAGE P~ICE REVENUF.s (000 Z S) 

48 962 Blend'"'d oil 

Sunflower oil 

13 320 Mr 

2 48o MT 

3.675 

5.13 

PRODUCTION LOCAL SALES 

Meals 17 544 

C0ttor. and 29 240 11 696 
Sunflower 

11 520 

S'1ya 19 200 7 680 

TOTAL REVENUES 

V.2. - PLANT MANPOWER 

v.2.1. - Estim..,ted manpower requirements 

12 723 

AVERAGE PRICE REVENUF.s 

333 5 842 

550 6 433 

436 5 023 

·150 5 760 

84 743 

Manpo~er rP.quire~ents are sAt up at 327 workers + :1 staff personnel at full 
capacity. 

The organi~3tional diagram present~d in figure 4 gives with details, the 
organizationRl &tructure of the factory wit~ workers skills arid numbers. 

Employees categories a~e given in figure 5. They include professional staff as well 
as skilled, semi skilled and unskilled workers. 
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V.2.2. - Labour cost estimates 

:\nnual labour costs. at full capacity. are presented in the table below per 
categories of employees. These costs include : 

- Basic scolary 
- Holiday benefits 
- Pension basic 
- Group line cover 
- Workers compensation earning 
- '4edical aid 
- Education levy 1% earning 

WAGES AND SAIARIES - (Z $) 

Fixed E7 1 x 102.453 -------- 102.453 
E6 2 x 
E5 1 x 
E4 1 x 
E2 2 x 
El 1 x 
04 6 x 
03 13 x 
01 7 x 
C4 28 x 
c3 7 x 
Cl 44 x 
84 20 x 
Bl 18 x 

Variable 01 25 x 
c3 12 x 
Cl 55 x 
Bl 95 x 

84.628 -------- 169.256 
72.745 -------- 72.745 
60.861 -------- 60.861 
43.036 -------- 86.072 
37,095 -------- 37.095 
34,710 -------- 208.260 
31,145 -------- 404,885 
27.448 -------- 192.136 
21.646 -------- 606,088 
19.270 -------- 134.890 
15,705 -------- 691.020 
13,023 -------- 260,460 
8,679 -------- 156.222 

--------
Total 3.182,443 

27,448 -------- 686.200 
19,270 -------- 231,240 
15.705 -------- 863,775 
8,679 -------- 824,505 

Total 2.605,720 

Total Fixed & Variable 5,788,163 
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VI. - FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The financial analysis was conducted in Zimbabwe Dollars in constant prices. The 
foreign exchanges rate is US S = 2.562 ZS as of December 90. 

Financial results are presented for a plant capacity of 330T/day of cotton seeds or 
250 t/day of other oilseeds as discussed in section IV with the following schedule 
for the construction period 

year 1 
year 2 
year 3 

33 % of capacity 
66 % of capacity 

100 % of capacity 

The financial analysis aims at demonstrating the positive results of such a project. 

We have used the Unido's Computer Model for Feasibility Analysis and Reporting
COMFAR. 

Financial results appear in COMFAR schedules as indicated below and are presented in 
ANNEX 1. 

l - Summary sheet 
2 - total initial investment 
3 - Investment during production 
4 - Total production costs 
5 - Working capital required 
6 - Source of finance 
7 - Cash flow tables 
8 - Net income statement 
9 - Balance sheets 

\JI.1. - TOTAL INVFSTMENT COSTS 

Total investment costs include fixed capital cost plus pre-production expenditures 
plus next working capital. 

Fixed investment costs : 

Engineering & technical assistance 
Production equipment 
Auxiliary equipment 
Service equipment 
Spare parts 
Land & Site preparation 
Civil works & buildings 

Networking capital 
Pre-production capital Expenditures 
(excluding financial charges) 

in ('OOOZ$) 

10 507 
21 08& 
6 577 

933 
2 578 
2 130 

13 194 
------
46 500 

2 298 
4 886 ------

64 191 
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VI.1.1. - Fixed Investment Costs 

Fixed investment costs are detailed in the table 6.1. 

VI.1.2 - Pre-production expenditures 

Pre-production expenditures include 
- Start-up expenses such as initial stock of raw material 
- Hiring and training of management staff and workers 
- Payment of interests on project loans accrued during pre-production 

period 

VI.1.3 - Networking capital 

The required networking capital takes into account the minimum day of coverage for 
various stocks as following 

• Inventories (in days) 

- Raw material 
- Packaging 
- Chemical products 
- Water 
- Energy 
- Spare parts 
- Finished products 

• Work-in-progress (in days) 
It accounts for intermediate stock 
of crude oil 

• Accounts receivable (in days) 
It accounts for one month of sales 

* Accounts payable (in days) 
It accounts for one month of raw 
materials, chemical products, utilities 
and packaging 

• Cash in hand (in days) 
It accounts for one month of 
operating expenditures excluding 
ac~ounts payable 

Local 

30 
30 
30 
30 
15 
30 
30 

10 

30 

30 

30 

Total initial investment is detailed in COMFAR schedule n°2 

VI.2 - PROJECT FINANCING 

Total financing requirements include 

Fixed investment costs 
Pre-production expenditures 
Working capital 
(pre-production period) 

in '000 Z S 

57 007 
4 886 
2 298 

64 191 

Foreign 

60 
60 

60 

in '000 USS 

22 268 
1 909 

898 

25 075 

This amount correspond to initial investment costs paid during the pre-production 
pe~iod. There will be additional financial charges related to foreign loans. 
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We have considered that foreign loan contribution will be for the amount of US S 17 
million. equity should be slightly over USS 8 million. 

This project financing gives the following breack down : about 33 % local financing 
by equity, and about 67 % of foreign financing by foreign loan. 

Equity will be aisbursed in 1992 at almost 90 % and foreign financing will be 
disbursed in 1993. 

Foreign financing 

It was considered that one foreign loan could be contracted wich one of the large 
tending agencies (French or European) in US Dollars for the amount of 17 million. 

Only one hypothesis for one single ioan was taken into account, since we do not have 
any information on financial negotiations which would take place during the 
feasibility study. 

Loan conditions are as follcwing 

Interest rate : 10 % 
Repayment period : 10 years 
Grace period : 2 years 
lrst disbursement period : 2nd year of construction 
Repayment method : constant annuities 

It is considered that intermediate accrued interests will not be capitalized but will 
be paid during the grace period and covered by the pre-production expenditures. 

Interests and principal repayment are computed by COMFAR and presented in schedule 
n°6. 

VI.3 - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

VI.3.1 - Total sales 

Sales are computed as detailed in section V.1.2. They includes edible oil sales with 
an average price by ton as well as meals local sales and export sales with one local 
price and one export price by ton according to meal product (cottonseeds, soyabeans 
and sunflowerseeds). 

Total expected sales a~e in table 6.2. 

VI.3.2 - Total Production Costs 

Total production costs include factory costs as administrative overheads, sales and 
distribution costs as well as depreciation and financial costs. 

Firstly, operating costs are computed globally and are not breacking down by product. 

Secondly, it is considered that products are sold both ex-factory to wholesalers (for 
70 % of total sales) and consequently transportation costs were included as indirect 
distribution costs. 

Transportation to costs are based on an average cost by km equal to about 0.2 Z $/T 
of goods (packaged edible oil and meals). 



--------------------
I___ ~x~~~T~~SALES ___ l 

' -- - --- -------] z $ I REFINEOOIL - - I . -33 ~ J .. "' I ,.;;,-.. 

,-

Bl.ENOEOOIL I 16.157.460 I 32.314.920 I 48.962.000 

1SUNFLOWEFD~--- ---- - I -4.198.59~- I --~~7~~- - -, 12.723.000 

TOTAL I 20.356.050 1 40.712.100 I 61.685.000 

-------- -- ----------- -- ----------------

MEALS ---i 
------- ----- -- _______ J 33% 

---- .. __ _ 

nON 3.646.383 

SOYA 3.558.297 
t----------------

SUNFLOWER 404.687 

66"' 

7.292.346 

7.116.595 

808.955 

--~I __ 

100"' 

11.049136 

10.782.720 

1.225.816 

TABLE 6.2 

PAICESZ/MT 

LOCAL I EXPORT 

333 550 

436 750 

333 550 

~ ..... 
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VI.3.2.1 - Factory costs 

Factory costs include o;::erating costs (see tat.le 6.3. and 6.4.) such as raw material. 
chem~cal products. packaging, and miscellaneous inputs, and factory overheads. 

ractory labour costs total all labour costs including sales and distribution ~abour 
costs such as the marketing manager and other workers from the sales department. 
Total salaries are presented in section V.2.2. 

We have not taken into account advertising costs related to the new edible oil brand 
launching. 

VI.3.2.2 - Depreciation 

Depreciation on fixed assets was computed as follows according to the local tax code 
available in Zimbabwe 

- 5 %/year for buildings 
- 10 %/year for equipment 

We did not depreciate land and site preparation as well as importated fixed assests 
including expenditures such as technical assistance ... 

Total depreciation amount for tax purpose ia (in 000 Z S) : 3 453 for the first teu 
yeards starting 1993. From 2003 the depreciation amount is reduced to (in '000 Z S) 
594 

VI.3.2.3 - Financial costs 

Financial ccsts include payments of intP.rcsts on foreign loan. 

VI.3.3 - Networking capital 

Networking capital was computed according to the requirements listed in section 
VI.1.3. The total net increase in working capital of all the project account totals 
in "000 Z $ : 12 891. which is a significant amount of the project cost taking into 
accoant minimum days of coverage for local and foreign inputs. 

Increase in working capital by yeer is as follows : (in "000 Z $) 

1994 
1995 
1996 

Total 

4 873 
4 784 
3 235 

12 691 

Net working capital computation is presented in COMFAR schedule N°5. 

VI.3.4 - Cash flow tables 

The cash flow tables presented in COMFAR schedule n°7 show total inflows and out 
flows of cash on a yearly basis. 

Net cash flows are positive as soon as the sec~nd year of production and cumJlated 
net cash flows become positive in 1999. 

The cash flow discJunting table gives an IRR of almost 15 % which is quite 
satisfactory. 

The Pay-back period is estimated to : 7 years. 
A sensitivity ai)alysis is conducted in Section VI.4. tJ p~icea changes . 
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PRODUCTION COSTS MATERIAL INPUTS RAW MATERIAL 

Otity Unit Description Unit Cost Foreign 

560001 T Cottonseeds 3401 190401 19040i 
240001 T Soyabeans 5751 138001 138001 

8000: T Sunflower seeds 6201 49601 49601 
880001 

L 
Total 

PRODUCTION COSTS INPUTS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

('000 ZS) 
:Otity .Unit ·Description :Unit Cost I Foreign local I Total 
I I I 

i i I i 
I I 

41 T : Phosphoric Acid 31611 1301 1301 
305 T , Caustic Soda 2750i 8391 839 
268 T •Bleaching earth 3463i 9281 I 9281 
17 T : Citric Acid 6730 I 1151 115 I 

2145001 Its Hexane 19281 414 4141 
I I I iTotal 24261 

PRODUCTION COSTS MISCELLANEOUS INPUTS 

('000 ZS) 
Otity iUnit ! Description Unit Cost Foreign local i Total ! 

I 
i lubricants 21 21 
I laboratory I 52 I 52 
I 

i i Spare Parts 750 130 880 

i I Vehicules and 
; I Handling equip. I 290 135! 4251 I 

PRODUCTION COSTS INPUTS UTILITIES 

('000 ZS) 
Otity 1Unit Description Unit Cost Foreign Local Total ! 

I 
2796001 m3 :Water 0,69 193 193 
2300001 It OieHI oie 0,889 204 204 

127600001 Kwh i E lectricitv 0,0205 262 262 

I Total 659 

TABLE 6.3. 
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PRODUCTION COSTS 

Qtit~ Unit 

7244 IUS 
144890 ;Us 
289780 ·us 

13722053 ilts 
5880480 1 lts 
3920586 IUs 

850000 I Bags 

OVERHEAD COSTS 

. 
I I 

i ! 

i I 

\ : 
I 
I 

l 
i i 
i 
I 
! i 
I I 
~ 
I I 
I I 
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INPUTS PACKAGING MATERIAL 

('000 ZS) 
Description Unit Cost Foreign Local Total 

.Drums (200 Its) 66,231 4801 4801 
·Tins (5 Its) 3,191 4621 462: 
.Tins (2,51ts) 2,521 7301 7301 
1
Bottle (0,75 Its) 0,5311 72861 7286i 
iBottle (0,5 Its) 0,51 I 29991 29991 
1Bottle (0,375 Its) 0,4641 18191 18191 

i 2,41 2040i 2040! 
!Total 15817: 

('000 ZS) 
! Description I 

. Foreign Local I Total : 

I I I I I I 

iMaintenance Builclng 67,6 67,6 I 
I and Civil works I ! i : 

' 
:insurance ! 

I 
I 4321 4321 

I Communication i 60 601 
!Travel I 52 521 
: Protective Clothing I 42 421 
; Housing Allowance 63 631 
I Total I 716,61 

TABLE 6.4 



VI.3.5 - Net income statements 

~et income statements are presented in COMFAR schedule n°8. Net profit become 
positive in 1996. on the third year of production. 

845 

In 2001 net profit suffers from corporate tax burden (of a rate of 50 %) but 
maintains from 2003 a ROE (Return On Equity) of about 41 % which is quite positive. 

VI.3.6 - Projected balance sheets 

Projected balance sheets are presented in COMFAR schedule N•9. It was assumed that 
all profit is retained for self-financing. 

VI.4. - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Vl.4.1 - Local Price of edible oil and meals 

We can compute basic financial results with an increase of 10 % in local selling 
prices for both edible oils and meals. 

The results are presented in the summary sheet n• 2. 

The IRR is very sensitive to selling price of products since it reaches almost 22 %. 

VI.4.2. - Sales prices of seeds 

Local prices of oil seeds 

Total 37 800 '000 Z $ for the proposed project at full capacity. They are detailed as 
following : 

Cottonseed 
Soyabeans 
Sunflower 

338 
576 
534• 

• Figures from 1989/1990 

Considering local prices versus international prices for oilseeds, it seems suitable 
to forces increase of local oilseeds prices for the coming years within a reasonable 
margin, we have mixed increase of oilseeds of 10 % since they represent all most 60 % 
of all productions costs. With an increase edible oil price of 6 %. The sensitivity 
analysis conducted, gives the results presented in the summary sheet n• 3. 

The IRR is very sensitive to prices increase and reaches 17 %. 
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VI.5 - CONCLUSIONS 

The project financial and economic interests are su.'lllllarized in the following 
conclusions. 

Financially : 

Interest rate of return 

846 

As mentioned in the summary sheet n• 1 the IRR for the project is about 15 % which is 
a positive indicator and should foster the implementation of the project. 

Pay-back period 

The pay back period when looking at schedule n• 7 (cash flow tables) is 7 years. 

EconOlllically 

The sensitivity analysis conducted both on edible oil price and on oil seeds prices 
gives the following results 

- Edible oil price increase of 10 % IRR is all most equal to 22 %. 

Oilseeds price increase of 10 % with an increase of 6 % for edible oil prices, the 
IRR is equal to 17 %. 

Other economic aspects have to be considered 

At the national level : 

- The project will lead to employ 338 new people (327 workers and 11 staff 
employees), 

- In the medium term the project will enable to meet the country's dea:and in edible 
oil with an additional production of 15.000 T of edible oil and to develop intra
PTA trade through the export of meals with over 40,000 T of meals produced. 

At the local level 

The project will enable the involvement of the CMB in the whole cotton subsector 
(downstream activity). 
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1 - PROJ'ECT BACCCROlJND 

1.1 - ?ROJECT HISTORY 

:be expert during his technical mi~sion has identified the need for a small 
scale project taking into account the following local conditions : 

- potential capacities of industrial maize milling are much higher than 
requirements ; 

milling in rural area is carried out by small scale industry and would be 
financed under pilot program by international organizations ; 

- due to poor condition of the road network maize milling is located close 
to consumption regional sectors 

- poor marketing facilities. 

Consequently the identified project has a low milling capacity and is 
decidated to local consumption in villages. 

1.2 - CURRENT STAnJS 

Domestic milling capacities were updated during the expert mission and the 
expert set up the project capacity at 2 to 3 000 T/year which corresponds 
to the minimum size of such a small scale project. 

The expert also studied the opportunity to double the capacity for maize 
milling and to integrate sorghum milling. Therefore. a second option was 
selected with a production capacity of 5 000 to 6 000 T/y. 

C4 
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~e reasons of implementing such a project are as follows : 

- ?otential capacities of industrial wheat and maize milling and paddy 
dehulling are much higher than requirements. if the industrial equipment 
~sea for this type of activity is refurbished and modernized. Tilis 
~oncerns the implementation of the Economic Recovery Programae Policy and 
obtaining the financial and technical means. provided for in the World 
Sank anci L'SDP aid programs • 

- '.'ililling in rural areas is carried out by Small Scale Industries (SSI) and 
households. It applies to maize. in competition with NMC and to millet 
and sorghum. for almost the whole productions used for self consumption 
and women's small trade. Tilis sector receives confirmed and efficient 
aids of SIDO which noticeable exaaple should be reminded and developed. 
Tilis was acknowledged by UNDP. who is envisaging to give financial 
support to SSis and to village women organizations. 

In the present bad condition of the road network. which improvement will 
take time, in spite of the measures taken by W.B. and taking into account 
the erratic price fluctuations in the present experimentation phase. 
apparently maize milling close to supply, to consW1Ption regional centres 
and to local transportation is possible. 

Consequently it is worthwhile identifying a project which could be 
reproduced in various areas of the country to meet local populations needs 
through semi-industrial production of mix flour. 

Tile consultant will identify required equipment to process sorghum as well 
as maize, and will study profitability of a medium scale project. 

Hypotheses of the prefeasibility study : 

The identified pilot project could operate at potential two levels of 
~reduction with maize flour only as well as with mix flour. 
The production capacity is estimated at 2 to 3000 T/year for the bllSic 
option. at 5000 T/year for the double option. 

With additional purchase of dehulling equipment due to sorghum high level 
of tannin contents. the unit will be able to process maize and sorghll!ll 
flour. 

Since major sorghum production is m•rketed in the rural areas, it was very 
difficult to assess raw material prices. Therefore, selected prices for 
both grains were assumed based on available information. 

Conclusions of the pre-feasibility study : 

Due to the reasons mentioned above, the project study was essentially 
concentrated on identifying production costs as well as their breakdown. 
Secondly, it was attempted to demonstrate the project profitability 
according to selected hypotheses. 

Profitability of the project is sustainable with the higher level of 
production (5000 T/year). With maize flour production, the IRR totals 22% 
which is quite satisfactory baaed on a 11 years period. 
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~ith ~ix flour production the IRR remains insufficient (6%) unless sorghum 
flour price tends to be similar to maize flour price. in this case the IRR 
totals 14%. 
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2 - !ot."81CET SURVEY 

2. : - L.CCAL CONSL'MPTION 

2 .1.1 - Current local conamiptioa 

:-he •:ast majority of Tanzania's grain is consuaed in the rural areas by the 
5!"0'>-ers fa!lilies. Only a very small percentage finds its way into the 
ccuercial or parastatal •ills. 

Gt"ain thereby processed is sold as finished products in the urban areas. It 
:.as :iot possible to ascertain the sales levels of the private mills but 
:able below gives an indication of the aarket pertaining to the National 
~illing Corporation (NllC). the parastatal that is concerned nationwide with 
milling. Given the underlying trends beginning to run through Tanzania's 
ecor.oay. :. t is reasonable to surmise that the private sector sales are 
larger tban these. 

~~C Sales of ~aize and other cereals products (1000 Tonnes) 

Source 

YFAR 

1982/83 
1983/84 
1984/85 
1985/86 
1986/87 
1987/88 

Ilea 1982/88 

19 
58 
95 
87 
46 
88 

65 

RICE 
Wllf.AT 

&. SDIBE 

300 
289 
239 
142 
123 
169 

210 

Marketing Development Bureau 

C8 

The greatest deaand is t'or maize based products while wheat tends to be 
associated with the luxury end of' the market. 

Due to reason of' palatability of' flours which include sorghum and millet. 
there is little or no ll&l'ket. 
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2 • 2 - SL"BREGIONAL !4A.~1· 

Due t~ the small scale of the project. it is not relevant to consider flour 
trade between PTA countries linked with this implementation. Statistics 
data available from PTA sources. identify SOMALIA as a potential importer 
of flour and •eal but major imports within PTA countries are raw material 
impor~ (see table next page). 
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GRAIN l~TRA-?T..\ TRADE 

~.\1-'<>l<ll\ti CUllSTRIES TR..\DI:: I\ TO!"tS 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: '-'l'Oln ! '.:, Ir i{ \ l !d ~.S ETHIOPI .\ 'tOZ . .\~HIQLE smt\I. i .\ T .\NZAN I A 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KENn 
lifAL\\tl 
SWAZI:. "'0 
nSZ.\\(.\ 

Z JliflH~'-F. 

nTHER PT.\ rm;~TR I ES 
\O"' Jr\E\T I Fl ED 

· lTHF~ • '11 \TR I F.S 

Se•o11na. flour. and other preparation 

---------------------------------------
OTHER PT.\ co~~TRIES 
SW.\Z I u•;o 
Z l~f:\.\E\\tF. 

:1. iOll 

29.000 

l'.1.:rnu 

10.500 

.J0,820 
J.O~i' 

2,800 
1 .200 

u.200 

68i 
530 

15.~80 

55.iOO 

I 
36 

i 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Sour~·: PT\ Statistics 11985-1986-I~Bil 
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2.3 - RAW MATERIALS 

2.3.1 - Raw aaterial production 

:n Tanzania the most important raw materials for flour production are maize 
and wheat. Of secondary imporunce a.re sorghum and millet. 

~aize is generally grown by smallholders and its production centres on the 
four Southern highland regions namely : Iringa. Mbeya. Rukwa. and Ruvuma 
and in the Nor'th in Arusha. Mwanza. Tabora and Shinyanga. Together these 8 
areas produce 80% of the countries supply. 

The regional breakdown of maize production is illustrated in the table next 
page for the 1980/81 and 1985/86 periods. 

Sorghum. can be grown in all areas of Tanzania but is more common in areas 
with marginal rainfall such es Dodoma. Singida. Tabora Millet is similarly 
distributed. 

Historic production and import figures are given in the following pages. 

:\gricultural production is subject to the damage of the climate. so in 
periods of low rainfall. imports are necessary to match domestic consumer 
demand for finished products. 

Throughout the period from 1980 until 1986. official purchases of maize and 
rice and wheat too were not sufficient to meet the demand from official 
consumer channels so imports were a necessity. 

In the lest three years larger harvest have depressed prices to level below 
official prices. Farmers would rather accept lower prices for immediate 
settlement by private traders than wait indefinitely for the higher 
official prices. This price-driven disincentive could result in smaller 
harvests in the colling years. This likelihood was slso mentioned by a 
senior World Bank Official in Dar Es Salaam. 

The efforts made by the Government to distribute red sorghum varieties. and 
specially the Serena variety, aim at intensifying this grain production in 
zones where rain level is between 500 and 800 mm. The Government wants. 
among other things, to encourage a 15% substitution of maize flour by 
sorghum flour, hoping that surplus will be used by cattle feed industries. 
At present, these industries are using large quantities of Sudan imported 
sorghum (white varieties with no acceptability problem). In order to 
explain the Government attitude. we should underline that. due to high 
transportation costs. these imports cannot be used for inner areas of the 
country. Therefore. within the present Tanzania framework. milling schemes 
should provide for sorghum production development in parallel with 
dehulling introduction. 
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Regional Breakdowll of Maize Production in selected years 

1980/81 1985/86 

Production % ot Production % of 
'000 t total '000 t total 

166 9% 212 10% 
300 16% 281 13% 
56 3% 54 3% 

236 13% 219 10% 
123 7% lo8 -· ::>,. 
29 2% 248 12% 
72 4% 213 10% 

201 11% 214 10% 
191 10% 185 9% 
656 36% 579 27% 

1 839 2 128 
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PRODUcrION OF MAIZE AND MILLET/SORGHUM (1000 Tonnes) 

YEAR MAIZE SORGHUM/MILLET 

PRODUCfION IMPORTS F.XPORTS PRODUCTION 

C(JI( AID TOTAL 

1976177 l 664 34.6 1.0 41.6 244 
1977/iB l 465 34.3 34.3 no data 

1978179 l 720 49.0 .. 
1979/80 l 726 32.5 32.5 28.0 " 

1980/81 l 839 188.l 86.5 274.6 " 
1981/82 l 654 27.5 207.1 234.6 .. 
1982/83 l 651 11.0 106.4 123.h .. 
1983/84 l 939 125.l 69.2 194.3 no data 

1984/85 2 093 110.9 17.6 128.5 760 
1985/86 2 211 3.1 3.0 6.1 1 

1986/87 2 359 85.0 8.8 93.8 922 
1987/88 2 339 90.8 953 
1988/89 • • • • • 700 

* no data 

mean 1984/89 2 250 50.0 57.4 22.7 883 

Source ~arketing Development Bureau 

CIJ 
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2.3.2 - Raw material prices 

::::'ccit;cer prices 

-:=:e r:::-oducer pt"icing system did not seem to be satisfactot"y and from 
:.nfor::iation gathered. prices were not high enough to incitate farmers to 
5ell their crop surpluses. 

~::-om data collected. prices below are presented in the table below. it ~as 
:ittempted to forecast a regular price increase in order to assist grain 
~:-oduction development. 

Retail prices 

Retail prices are fixed by the government. 

Available maize retail prices are presented in the table below. 

PRICES OF RAW MATERIAL AND PRODUCTS 

1984 1985 1& 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

RAW UAteRIAL (c:unn1 PIM*. TShliiririi) 
PAOOUCER PRICES 
MDgran (1) 3100 4625 5775 7250 8SX> lOCXX> 12000 14200 
~grmt (2) 3750 52i0 sax> 8100 9675 11675 22500 35200 
SonJun. n'lllel (3J 2500 3500 4400 5400 6300 6925 1625 8738 
AETAILPAaS 
MaizBgrmt (4) 5400 70 123:1) n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

PRODUCTS .RETAIL PRICES (CURWll pricm. Tshltonne) 
Maizlltcu (5) 8000 13750 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d . ..,,,.tcu (6J 14500 173XJ 251~ n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

199'l 

17040 

10224 
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3 - I:'IDUSTRY AND PLANT SIZE AND CAPACITY 

3.1 - I~DUSTRY SIZE AND CAPACI'IY 

* Grain Millers 

:he schema of the sector with indication of the grain processors. is given 
next page. 

• ~ational Milling corporation 

Cl6 

The National Milling Corporation (NMC) is the most important purchaser and 
processor C'f grains in Tanzania. It is a large ponderous bureaucracy and 
has been the focus of considerable attention in the last few years. As a 
result of negotiations between the Government of Tanzania and the World 
Bank. precursive to the initiation of TANAA the NMC is intended to perform 
a much reduced role in Tanzania's flour sector. It is now intended to move 
towards a more commercial style of operation. 

:'\otwithstanding this the NMC is expected to continue to ~ave political 
dimensions. which in fact is not inappropriate as one of its functions is 
to assist in operating the strategic grain reserve, which itself is run as 
a trust administered by several ministries. 

The NMC buys in grain at three price levels, the first is currently set at 
26/- per kilogramme (cf private sector prices of around 18/-j. This makes 
it rather uncompetitive. furthermore. the NMC uses credit for its 
purchases. Grain purchases made at this price go into the NMC raw material 
stockpiles. Storage facilities operated by the NMC are. strangely. 
generally adequate. Regular funigation takes place and the losses are 
within ac=eptible limits. 

The second NMC price is that paid for grain whict. goes into the strategic 
grain reserve while the third price is set by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and is a sort of mysterious combination of grain reserve prices and 
theoretical export prices. 

Like many other parastatals the NMC is very short of operating capital and 
is reported to sell of parts of the strategic grain rese~1e to finance its 
debts. Increasingly therefore. and despite governmental reservations, the 
private sector is beginning to assume ever increasing importance. 

It must be stressed at this stage however, that the total toMages of 
grains sold for parastatal or commercial milling are tiny in comparison 
with the amounts processed in the rural areas. 

The aMounced reforms concerning industr1.al activities the company 
privatisation was not yet implemented. for lack of buyers offering required 
management and due to the need to modernize equipments. 
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rn order to overcome th.e constraints of the development of the pr-ivate 
sector it is stressed that the recently Investment Promotion Center tIPC) 
should be strengthened so that it can effectively create enabling 
enviroruunent for private sector. Assistance would be needed for : 

- Investment promotion with regards to attracting foreign investors. 
- Tt"aining of entrepreneurs. 
- Training in the preparation and evaluation of projects. 

~eanwhile. NMC increased its •illing power with the recent implementation 
of three maize milling units with a capacity of 120t/24h each. and five 
r-ice milling units with a processing capacity of 2t/h on paddy. Equipment 
"as supplied by Buhler-Miag. The aaize units have a Wlit cost of DM 3 
million and are at the following development level: 

IRINGA: Opening on July 24th 

:\RUSHA: Currently receiving equipment 

DAR ES SALAM: Currently setting up equipment 

Five rice mills are operational: t"o in the MWANZA region. two in the 
SHINYANGA zone and one in TABORA. 

So the existing capacity of NMC has increased as such 

LOCATION CAPACITIES (tm I year) 

MAIZE WHEAT PADDY 

AR USHA 120 180 
DAR ES SALAAM 300 240 120 
IR INGA 120 
ISHIANGA 240 
TABRA 70 
MWANZA 120 
MORO BO RO 30 
MBEYA 24 

TOrAL 54o 420 604 

These figures, given by NMC Technical Management, must be taken with some 
reserve. They should be compared with those given by the same source for 
the 1985/86 campaign, that show the low rate of use of install~d equipment 
and somehow justify the development of the units of the DAR ES SALAM and 
ARUSHA. 
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• Cther expressors 

The current state of the industry was very difficult to establish. ;.·ery 
little data concerning the status of grain milling in Tanzania could be 
fcuna 1n tne public domain. 

• Tanzania Food Co. LTD., ARUSHA 
A wheat mill. with a capacity of 30t/24h. of Buhler-Miag construction. •as 
opened last year and allows autonocy of flour requirements for pasta and 
cookies production. 

• Rural and village •ills of the SIDO program. 
SIDO is in charge of pl'OllOting a large nwaber of rural maize •ills. usually 
of small capacity: about 300 Kg/h. financed under the Rural Hire {RHP} 
scheme. lbeir present distribution is the following: 

LOCATION NUMBER 

AR USHA 16 
KILIMANDJARO 44 
LINDI 40 

MARA 16 
MBEYA 4 
M'IWARA 32 
MWANZA 9 
RUKWA 71 

SIDO has the merit of developing, in KILOSA, a prototype milling wiit for 
millet and sorghua t.'lat was badly needed, due to the introduction of the 
dehuller developed by CRDI Agency, which is necessary to improve the 
palatability of flours extracted from the "Serena" variety, and to allow 
its use in poultry feed. Due to the high tannin content (0.65%) of this 
variety (which was adopted because of its high yield) that decreases 
distribution and to the 25% dehulling loss. compared with the 10% loss of 
the so-called native varieties. (such as "lulu"). the Serena future may be 
questioned. 

The production or millets (Bulrush and Finger species) and Sorghom doesn't 
release surpluses available hors the rural areas and that the processing is 
mainly performed by the women to meet the household needs and for their 
access to money through trading on the rural markets. 

Notwithstanding the lack of hard data. speculation that is not wireasonable 
would be that. like all other industries in Tanzania. the grain milling 
industry is suffering from liquidity problems. from run down machinery. 
from capitalisation problems and transport bottlenecks. 
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}.2 - ?!LOT PROJECT LOCATION 

!he project location has to be set up close to maize and sorghua production 
locations and where surpluses are available. 

The :dentified area presented in the maps next page is the millet and 
sorghum area. The project should be located at the border of this area 
since maize production locat:ion is spread out all over the country. 
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4 - PROJECT ENGINEERING 

'.t. l - ?RELDUNARY DEl"ERMINATION OF SCOPE OF PROJc:cT 

~our units lay o~~ can be considered : accorrling to the hourly producticn 
capacity witil pot:entiality of an additional sorghua flour capacity. 

It is estimated that the unit will operate 250 days/year. on a permanent 
oasis from 16 to 24 hours/day. It will operate 5 000 hours on a yearly 
basis. Installed capacit.y are as following : 

Hoarly capacity Yearly capacity 
(t/boar) (t/year) 

Option "Basic" 

. Maize ailling 0.5 
SorghUll •illing 0.25 

Option "Double" 

. Maize milling 1.00 
• SorghUll •iulling 0.5 

4.2 - TECHNOLOGY AND APPLIF.D PROCESSFS 

4.2.1 - Applied process 

2 500 
1 250 

5 000 
2 500 

Since flour acceptability (Seabe) should only satisfy food requirement. it 
is not necessary to desprout grain before milling. Partial sprout 
separation will be done during sieving, when sprouts will go with bran. 
det.ached by abrasion. through the scourer. before milling. 

A grade 1 maize ("GDI"); with 4.30% fat content of dry maize yield a 75% 
flour output on raw grain. with 20% impurity rate. 

1be processing stages are as follows : 

• Grain milling 

Grain cleaning 

Des toning 

Scouring-brushing 

Separator-Aspirator with three 
screens. 

Gravity separator 

Vertical scourer 
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:~n elimination ~agnet 

~illing Diagonal roller Bill ; 
performing 3 crossings. 

Sieving of pr-oducts Plansifter 7 screens 
4 outlets 

?roducts han60a- 3 Buckets elevators 

- 3 Pneuaatic Handling 
equipment from roller mill ~o 
plansifter 

Flour storage and Bagging 4 receiving 10 t bins. 100 kg 
precision scale. 

'.\laintenance Stocic of spares parts for one 
year. 
Sllall maintenance toob. 

Electrical supply Wiring and synoptic. control 
Panel. 

• Sorgilum dehulling 

Alimentation l Bucket ele~ator and 
700 kg feed Hopper 
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Dehulling Vertical dehuller with flatting 
abrasive stones and glass 
cylinder 

9ran extraction and Conveying Pneumatic equipment with Dust 
collector. 

4.2.2 - Rough lay out ot proposed equipment 

EQUIPEMENTS LIST 

- Bucket elevator (HP 0,75) x 3 
- Separator - Aspirator (TARARA n•3) 
- Destoner (BS/S.10) 

Ventilator wit.h fan, air lock 
- Feed hopper 
- Dehuller (BSC) 

Fan, ventilator, dust collectors, air lock 
- Scourer with fan, air lock, ventilator 
- Magnet 

- Roller hill T.45 - 800 x 250 
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- Suck~~~ nose with fan. air lock 

?lansichter cube (7 screens) with dust collector. air lock 
- Control panel 
- Sagging 

. .\ copy of relevant equipeaent supply proposed by an i talian firm is 
presented in annex A. 

. .\ pict':lre of the pilot project facility is presented next page. 
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4.2.3 - Equipment investments cost estimates 

DETAILLED COSTS OF EQUIPEEn'S 

- Bucket elevator (HP 0.75) x 3 
- Separator - Aspirator (Tarara n'3) 
- Destoner (BS/S.10) 
- Ventilator with Fan. air lock 
- Feed hopper 
- Dehuller (BSC) 
- Fan. ventilator. dust collectors. air lock 
- Scourer with Fan. air lock. Ventilator 
- Magnet 
- Roller Hill T.45 - 800 x 250 
- Sucking nose with Fan. Air lock 
- Plansichter cube (7 screens) with 

dust collector. air lock 
- Control panel 
- Bagging 

Total FOB {option "Baaic") 

Transport 

Setting up ot equipments 

TOO'AL 

TSH 

2 054 199 
3 077 863 
1 854 961 
1 351 145 

270 229 
4 328 244 
1 877 863 
1 923 664 

130 534 
8 716 489 
1 832 061 

3 077 863 
2 312 977 

286 259 

33.094.350 

7,185,900 

1.500.000 

41.780,250 

or 140.000 USS (# 139.500) 
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For the production capacity increase which corresponds to a production 
doubling, additional equipment will be required, with the following 
incremental costs. 

- Milling machineries 

- Transport 

TOTAL CIF Dar Es Salam 

Tsh 15,000,000 

Tsh 3,000,000 

Tsh 18,000,000 
or 

USS 60,000 
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~-3 - CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS 

4.3.1 - Rough layout of civil engineering 1110rks 

This works include civil works. buildings and metallic frames. 

The facility based on setting framework supplied with the equipment. can be 
set up on the ground level of a building with a required area of 160 m2 

(20m x 8m). 

Such unit should be designed in such a way that civil engineering and 
assembly costs would be reduced. and included pre-assembled equipment on 
scaffolding. easy to se~ up on the ground level of an existing building. 

4.3.2 - Civil engineering works investment costs 

- Building : Tsh/m2 52 500 x 160 m2 = Tsh 8.400.000 

- ~etallic framework for machineries = Tsh 1.800.000 

4 • 4 - TOTAL INVFSTMENT COSTS 

Tsh 10.200.000 
or 

USS 34,000 

Foreign investment : 18% 

Total investment costs include fixed capital cost plus pre-production 
expenditures : 

* CIVIL WORKS 

- Building 160 m2. socle. framework 
and pits 

* MACHINERY and EQUIPMENT 

FI 

USS 34,000 18% 

These costs are Dar Es Salam CIF costs for containerized equipment. The 
setting up of equipment totals 5.000 USS 

- Basic milling equipment 

- Sorghum dehulling equipment 

Option "Basic" 
Option "Double" 

USS 104,000 
USS 164,000 

FI 

100% 
100% 

USS 36,000 100% 
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• ?~E-OPERATICNAL C~STS 

- ~aulages. T~avelling, Local engineering 

• ~'JTAL 

Option "Basic" 
Option "Double" 

Option "Basic" with maize only 
with sorghum dehulling 

. Option"Oouble" with maize only 
with sorghum dehulling 

4.5 - PROJECT I~LEMENTATION SCHEDULING ANO LAYOtrr 

4.5.1 - Project Scheduling Implementation 

C2.7 

n 

USS 2.000 -~., 
~"O 

t:SS 4.000 .., ., _,,.. 

USS 140.000 73~ 
USS li6.000 33% 

USS 202.000 34~ 
USS 238.000 87: 

TI"l.e overall of schedule timing is estimated to 11 months to start 
:ndustrial production (at 60% of capacity) as illustrated belo-. 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

MONTHS 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 

ENGINEERING 

CHOICE SUPPLIERS CONTRACTORS 

MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENTS 

' 
TRANSPORT I I I . 

I j .... CIVIL WORKS 

ERECTION EQUIPMENTS 

TESTING EQUIPMENTS • I 
I 

>I 
i 

START INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
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4.5.2 - Project rough lay out 

The lay out of the new unit is drawn with product flows and presented in 
~ext page. :be diagral!l talces into account two kind of flows : sorghum (with 
dehullingJ and maize (direct from point 8 to 16). 
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5 - PLANT ORGANXZATXON 
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5 - PIANT ORGANIZATION 

5.1 - ?LANT PRODUCTION 

5.1.1 - Production 

Production program is set up as illustrated in table next page. 

This production program takes into account progressive production of the 
factory and includes sorghum as well as maize. 

Taking into account sorghum flour production. it was assumed that : 

- Option "Basic": sorghum will be the only processed raw material 
{excluding maize). in order to test this new production interest. 

- Option "Double" sorghum will be mixed with maize according to the 
following proportioning (sorghum 40% and maize 60%) • 

5 . 1. 2 - Sales 

Expected sales for flours are detailed in the next page. The table gives 
the selling prices of products estimated from official producer prices data 
of raw material adding a margin for processing of 60%. 

Raw material costs estimates are presented next page 'lS well as flour 
prices. This evaluation is based available statistics projections, which 
were previously assessed in order to confirm figures reliability. 

Flour cost price 

Due to the present price disorder, no appropriate reference allows to 
understand the real differential existing between raw material and finished 
product. It would therefore be risky to use the traditional feasibility 
computation method. 

However, the known milling and output margin allows to make operating 
simulations in order to compute profit potentialitie. since price 
statistics of the last 10 years give a maize average ratio related to a 1.6 
flour I grain price rate. 

Sorghum flour price was set up at a 20% lower price level in order to study 
the project profitability on a long term basis. Industrial margin between 
raw material price and finished product price is of 2.26. 

The computation applies to milling ot" 5,000 tm of all grains. from which 
3,850 tm of flour and 1,100 tm of bran are extracted. The retained bran 
price subject to less variation is US S 30/t. 

This applies only to maize, since the very large tannin content of red 
sorghum (Serena) brans, which are main goal of dehulling. !imitate food 
uses. Their price is estimated at US S 20/t. 
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5.2 - ?LANT MANPOWF.R 

5.2.1 - Estimated 11a11power requirements 

For basic option. manpower requirements are set up at 9 workers + 2 staff 
personnel and for option "Double" with 13 workers. 

Since the status of private company was adopted. managers who will also be 
in charge of marketing, will be paid by withdrawals on results. They will 
be assisted by an administrative executive who will be in charge of 
accounts. and a storekeeper. Production staff will be distributed as 
follows: 

Man~r 
Assistant accowitant. 
Head miller-mechanic. 
Operators. 
Material. Handling 
Plant cleaner 

TOTAL 

Option B 

1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 

11 

Option D 

1 
1 
1 
4 
7 
1 

15 



----------------
PROGRAM OF PRODUCTION AND SAl-ES 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Project year 1 2 3 4 5 6 ., 8 9 

- ·--- ----- ·- --·---· 

Produclion capactty utilization rate 60% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% (0) 
PRODUCTION LEVEL (tonna) 
OPTION 'BASte• .with mlllz• , 500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2 500 2 500 2 500 2 500 ( 1 ) • (0) • 2 500 

.wtlh eorghum 750 1250 1 250 1 250 1 250 1 250 1 250 1 250 1 250 (2) • (O) • 1 250 
OPTION -OOUBLE• .wtth mlllz• 3000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5 000 5000 5 000 5QOO (3) • (0) • 5 000 

.mlllzeleorghum 1 500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 (4) • (0) • 2 500 

·------ ·---------··---·· ---- .. - - - - ... 
FLOUR SALES (US I) 
OPTION -&ASIC- .with mliz• 183150 305 250 305250 305 250 305 250 305 250 305 250 305 250 305 250 (5) • ( 1) • 122 

.wtth eorghum 75000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 125 000 (6) - (2) • 100 
OPTION "DOUBLE• .wtlh mlllz• 368300 610 500 610 500 610 500 610 500 610 500 610 500 610 500 610 500 (7) - (3) 6 122 

.mllize/eorghum 169 890 283150 283150 283150 283150 283150 283150 283 150 283 150 (8) • (4) • 113 
BRAN SALES (US I) 
OPTION -aAS1c• . wilh m lliz• 13200 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 22000 (9) - (1) • 30 • 29% 

I .wtlh IOrghum 4400 7333 7333 7333 7333 7333 7333 7333 7333 (10) • (2) • 20 • 29% 
OPTION -ooueLE· .wilh mlllz• 28400 44 000 44000 44 000 44 000 44000 44 000 44 000 44 000 (11) • (3) • 30 • 29% 

.mllzeleorghum 11 440 11067 18 067 11067 18 087 11087 18 087 '8087 18087 (12) • (4). 26 • 29% 
TOTAL SALES (US$) 
OPTION "BASIC" .with maize 196 350 327 250 327 250 327 250 327 250 327 250 327 250 327 250 327 250 (13) • (5) t (9) 

.with eorghum 78400 132 333 132333 132333 132333 132 333 132 333 132 333 132333 (14). (6) t (10) 
OPTION ·ooueLE· .wtlh mlllz• 392 700 654 500 654500 654 500 654 500 654 500 654 500 654 500 654 500 (15) • (7) t (11) 

.mlllzeleorghum 181 330 302 217 302 217 302 217 302 217 302 217 302 217 302 217 302 217 (US) • (I) t (12) 

Q 



--------------------· 
PRICES OF RAW MATERIAL AND PRODUCTS 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 __________ .. _______ ···-·-···. 

RAW MA TE RIAL (current prices, Tsh/ton) 
PRODUCER PRICES 
Maize grain (1) 3,100 4,625 5,775 7,250 8,600 10,000 12,000 14,200 17,040 
Wheat grain (2) 3,750 5,250 6,600 8,100 9,675 11,675 22,500 35,200 

Sorghum, millet (3) 2,500 3,500 4,400 5,400 6,300 6,925 7,625 8,738 10,224 

RETAIL PRICES 
Maize grain (4) S,400 7,600 12,200 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

PRODUCTS ,RETAIL PRaCES (current prices, Tsh/lon) 
Maize flour (5) 8,000 13,750 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 
Wheat flour (6) 14,500 17,200 25, 150 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

------·-- --·---------·------· -·-·-·····- -·- -
TRADE MARGIN 
Maize grain (4)/(1)·1 74% 64% 111% 83% 

INDUSTRIAL+ TRADE MARGIN 
Maize flour (5)/(1)· 1 158% 197% 1 78% 
Wheal flour (6)/(2)· 1 287% 228% 281 % 

PRODUCER PRICE RATIO 
Sorghum/maize (3)/( 1) 81 % 76% 76% 74% 73% 69% 64% 62% 60% 
EVOLUTION 
Inflation rate 44% 28% 33% 29% 28% 24% 14% 22% 20% 
Increasing of maize price 49% 25% 26% 19% 18% 20% 18% 20% 

HYPOTHESIS ( Tah/ton In 1992) 
PRODUCER PRICES WITH TRANSPORT: transport cost estimated lo 30% or producer price 
Maize grain 17,040 • 1.30 = 22,200 
Sorghum, millet 10,224 • 1.30 - 13,300 
FLOUR PRICES EX·MILL: 
Maize flour (industrial margin estimated to 65% (1 '.78%·83%·30%) prod price) 22,200 • 1.65 = 36,630 
Sorghum flour (to improve profitablllly of project) 13,300 • 2.26 • 30,000 

B 
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5.2.2 - labour cost estimates 

_.:.nnual :abour costs. are presented in the table below per categories of 
e~ployees. These costs include : basic salary. holiday benefits. pension basic. 
5roup line cover. •orkers compensation earni~ and medical aid. 

Staff llolltb.ly Number Option B Option D 
wages Total Total 

~anager 20.000 l 20.000 1 Tsh 20.000 

Assistant accountant. 10.000 l 10.000 1 Tsh 10.000 

Head miller-mechanic. 15.000 l 15.000 1 Tsh 15.000 

Operators. 10.000 3 30.000 4 Tsh 40.000 

~aterial handling. 6.000 4 24.000 7 Tsh 42.000 

Plant cleaner. 6.000 l 6.000 l Tsh 6.000 

TOTAL per -th ....................................... 105 .000 Tsh 133,000 

TOTAL per year ...................................... 1. 260, 000 Tsh 1,596,000 

or USS 4,200 USS 5,320 
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6. - FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

6.1 - :~LRODGCTION 

Jata •ere changed to USS using the following exchange rates 

t.:SS 1 = Tsh 300 
~SS 1 = ~F 6 
USS l = IL 1310 
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Financial results are presented for a plant capacity of 2500 t/year (Option 
"9asic .. ) and of 5000 t/year (Option "Double"), for maize or sorghwu 
milling. with the following schedule for the construction period : 

year 1 
year 2 

6o% of capacity 
100% of capacity 

6.2 - PROJECI' FINANCING 

6.2.1 - Fixed Invest.eat Costa 

Fixed investment costs are detailed in chapter 4.4. 

6.2.2 - Working capital 

The required working capital takes into account the minimum day of coverage 
for stocks. 

Raw material stocks will be financed through a seasonal credit with a 
concessional rate in order to limit expenses. Therefore. interests 
generated by this type of financing will be integrated in production costs 
computation. 

Working capital will only include the following expenses 
& sales (1 month). 

6.2.J - Project tfnaocfng 

wages ( 1 month) 

Total financing requirements include fixed investment costs and working 
capital. 

This amount corresponds to initial investment costs paid during the pre
production period. There will be additional financial charges related to 
foreign loans. 
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:his project financing gives the following break down 
by equity. and about 60% financed by foreign loan. 

Equity and foreign financing will be disbursed in 1992. 

about 40% financed 

~t ~as ccnsidered that one foreign loan could be contracted with one of the 
large lending agencies (French or European) in US Dollars. 

Assuming. this project could be integrated in a OGL program and supported 
by the World Bank through the CRBD. an interest rate of 12% could be 
selected. the unit being a cooperative under NADCO control. 

This is to be compared to the usual pertaining bank rate. of some 30%. 
which would hamper such a project. 

Loan conditions are as following 

Interest rate 
Repayment period 
Grace period 
Repayment method 

12% 
8 years 
1 year 
constant annuities 

It is considered that intermediate accrued interests will not be 
capitalized but will be paid during the grace period and covered by the 
pre-production expenditures. 

Interests and principal repayments are presented in schedule in the next 
page. 



PROJECT FINANCING (US$) 

1991 1992 !993 ~994 ?995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Pro;ect year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

OPTION "8ASIC9 _--.maizlt 
FINANCING fEOUlfEMENTS 
foad irM!sUnal « COS'5 140000 
Working captal 27621 
To1al~-------------···---------· 167621 
FINANCING 
EqUly 40% 67048 
Forai!Jt inanClng so-. 100573 
REPAYMENT 
Principal 8 years 12572 12572 12572 12572 12572 12572 12572 12572 ........ 1~ 12069 10560 9052 7543 6034 4535 3017 1509 

OPTION "8ASIC' _,... torallUlft 

ANPH:ING~ 
Fllllld nc9'l1•1t COSIS 176000 
Working captal 11378 

Total~---------·-·············-· 187378 
FINANCING 
Ecpty "°"" 74951 
Foreqi fincn:ing so-. 112427 
AEPAYMENT 
Principal 8 years 14053 14053 14053 14053 14053 14053 14053 14053 
i111entS1s 12% 13491 11805 10118 8432 67"6 5059 3373 1686 

OPTION "DOUBLE• .will maize 
FINANCING fEQUIFe.ENTS 
FDl8d irMltlTa II COSIS 2>2000 
Working caplll1 54-
Total~-························· 256-
FINANCING 
Ecµtv "°" 102794 
Foreig'I hl1ang ~ 154191 

I 
FEPAYMENT 
Principal 8 years 19274 19274 19274 19274 19274 19274 19274 19274 
lntefeSts 12% 18503 16190 13Bn 11 56' 9251 6939 4626 2313 

I 
OPTION "DOOSLE' .maz:e/Waflu• 
FINANCING F£0Ulf£MENTS 
FDl8d irMSUnll IC COSla 238000 
Woftcing capdll 25G8 

I Total~ .......................... 283G8 
FINANONG 
ECJitY 4°" 1054151 
FOf19'1 fNn:ing ~ 158177 

I ~AVMENT Principll 8 yeln 19772 19772 19772 19772 19772 19772 19772 19772 
In ..... 12% 18981 16808 14238 11813 9481 7118 4745 2373 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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6.3 - F!SANCIAL STATEMENTS 

6.3.1 - Total production costs 

iotal p~duction costs include variable costs and fixed costs such as 
administrative overheads. as well as depreciation and financial costs. 

Secondly. it is considered that products are sold ex-flour ~ill to 
Aholesalers and consequently transportation costs are not included. 

6.3.1.1 - Variable costs 

Variable costs were computed for the 2 selected options. 

They include raw material. packaging. energy. maintenance and repair as 
well as financial charges on raw material purchases. Raw material costs 
account for about 2/3 of variable costs. maize being more expensive than 
sorghum. Other variable costs are reasonable and are detailed in the 
following page. 

6.3.1.2 - Fixed costs 

Fixed costs include labour wages and salaries. administration expenses, 
insurance costs. financial costs and depreciation. 

Wages and salaries 

Wages and salaries are presented in section 5.2.2. Labour is made up of 
about 15 people due to the size of the project. 

Administrative expenses 

Administrative expenses are lowered proportionnally within the option 
double since they only increase of 40% for production doubling. 

Insurance costs 

Insurance costs were computed as 2.5% of total Civil Works and Equipment 
expenses. 

Financial costs 

Financial costs include payments of interests on foreign loans. 
Long term interests are presented in the project Financcing and detailed in 
Section 6.2.3. 
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VARIABLE COSTS (US $/ton) 

Maize 

RAW MATERIAL 
Share 1n mixed production 6il% 
Consumption rate 133% 
:osts 1n Tsh/ton 29.600 
Costs 1n US $/ton 98.67 

ENERGY 
Rate n"3: 38 Tsh/HP 
Low capacity 

Consumption (HP/h_) Milling 18 
De hulling 0 

Capacity (tons/hour) 0.50 
Costs in Tsh/tonne 1,368 
Costs in US S/lonne 4.56 

High capacity 
Consumption (HP/h.) Milling 32 

Oehulling 0 
Capacity (tons/hour) 1-00 
Costs in Tsh/ton 1,216 
Costs in US S/ton 4.05 

INTEREST ON WORKING CAPITAL fUS lltonne) 
Stock (2 months) of raw material 
Interest with a rate of 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
% of vaJ. equipments 
Low capacity 2.500 

Capacity max. (tons/year) 
Costs in US $/ton 

High capacity 5,000 
Capacity max. (tons/year) 
Costs in US $/ton 

PACKAGING 
Flour Limtd polystene bags 

Costs in US $/ton 
Bran Gunny bags 

Costs in US $/ton 
Rate Bran/ftour production 

Total (flour + bran) 

12% 

2.5% 

16.44 
1.97 

.val equip. 104,000 
2.500 
1.04 

.val equip. 164,000 
5,000 
0.82 

50 kg ,price 
6.67 

70 kg ,price 
9.05 
29% 
9.29 

SALE PRICES (US $/ton) 

Sorghum Mix 

40% 
i33% 133% 

17.733 24.853 
59.11 82.&4 

18 18 
25 10 

0.25 0.40 
6,536 2.660 
21.79 8.87 

32 32 
26 10 

0.50 0.80 
4,408 2.014 
14.69 6.71 

9.85 13.81 
1.18 1.66 

140.000 140,000 
1,250 2,000 
2.80 1.75 

200,000 200,000 
2,500 4.000 
2.00 1.25 

100 /unit 

190 /unit 

Mafze Sorghum Mix 

FLOUR 122.10 100.00 113.28 

BRAN 30.00 20.00 21.00 
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I Project yea 
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2(JX) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

OPTION "BASIC" .with maize I VAAIABl.E COSTS (USSIT.) 
RaN material 98.67 148.<XX> 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 
PcDaQilQ 9.29 13.936 23.226 Z3.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 
Energy 4.56 6.840 11.400 11,400 11.400 11,400 11,400 11.400 11,400 11,400 I Mailmar:e & Repar 1.()4 1,58> 2.Em 2.BX> 2.tm 2.Em 2.tm 2.tm 2.Em 2.Em 
Interest waking captal 1.97 2.98> 4.!BJ 4,!BJ 4,!133 4,!133 4.!BJ 4,!133 4.!B3 4.!133 
Total variable costs ......................... 173,296 288,826 288,826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 
FIXEOCOSl'S I Salalias ard wages 4,200 4.200 4.200 4,200 4,200 4,31) 4,200 4,200 4,31) 
AdTir istraliol 1 e>epee ISSS 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
lrar.n:e: ON +Equip 2.5% 3,450 3,450 3.450 3,450 3,450 3,450 3.450 3,450 3,450 I LT.imes1s 12,069 10,560 9,052 7,543 6,004 4,526 3,017 1,500 
Deprecialion 15,100 15,100 15, 100 15,100 15.100 14,700 14,700 14,700 14,700 
T oliill ilC8d costs .............................. 35,319 33,810 32,312 3>,1'!0 29,284 27316 'lS.861 24,359 22.850 
Tolal opeaaling costs ............... 208.614 322,m& 321,128 319,619 318.111 316.202 314,693 313.185 311,676 

I OPTION "BASIC" .with sorQf1Uln 

VAAIABl.E COSTS \USSIT.) 
Ra# mal8riat 59.11 44,333 73,889 73,889 73,889 73,889 73,889 73,889 73,889 73,889 I Pcdcagit IQ 9.29 6,968 11,613 11,613 11,613 11,613 11,613 11,613 11,613 11,613 
Energy 21.79 16.340 27,21) 27,21) 27,233 27ZrJ 27ZrJ 27.233 27ZrJ 27ZrJ 
Mai 11111 ia ice & Repcir 2.80 2,100 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 
lrderaSt wa1<irlQ capital 1.18 887 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 I ~:,~costs ......................... 70,628 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 

Salaries m1d wages 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,31) 4,200 4,200 
Adnil listlaun exper ises ~ 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 I lnsur;nie : ON+ Equif 2.5% 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 
LT. inlaests 13,491 11,llJS 10,118 S.432 6,74& 5,059 3,37J 1,686 
Deprecialion 19,tm 19,BX> 19,BX> 19,Em 19,600 19,200 19,.200 19.200 19.200 I Total fixed costs .............................. 42.141 40,456 38,768 37,CBZ 35,396 33.31) 31,6Z3 29,936 28250 
T o1a1 operating costs ............... 112. 789 158.168 ~56.481 154,795 153.109 151,022 149,336 147,649 145,963 

OPTICR -oouBCE' .withmaae I VAAIABLE COSTS (USSIT.) 
Aawmalefia 98.67 296.<XX> 493,333 493,333 400,333 400,333 400.333 493,333 493.333 493,333 
Packar1ng 9.29 27.871 46,452 46,452 46,452 46,452 46,452 46,452 46.452 46,452 
Energy 4.ll; 12.160 202El 202El 20.267 '20.267 20.261 20.261 20.267 20.267 I ManeniWlCle & Repair 0.82 2,4(1) 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 
Interest waking capitai 1.97 5,920 9,867 9,867 9,867 9,867 9,867 9,867 9,867 9,867 
Total variable costs ......................... 344,411 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 
FIXED COSTS I 5alariel a1d wages 5,320 5,320 5.320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 
Mnir listlatiun e>cpa ISeS 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
lnsur;nie : ON +Equip 2.5"' 4,950 4,950 4,960 4,950 4,950 4,950 4,950 4,950 4,950 
LT.intaests 18,503 16,190 13,m 11,564 9,251 6,939 4,628 2,313 I Deprecialion 23,(D) 23,000 23,000 23,CD> 23.000 22,2)0 2'2.3X> 2'2.3X> 2'2.3X> 
Total fixed CCSIS .............................. 52.473 50,160 47,847 45,534 43,221 40,100 37,796 35,483 33,170 
Total operating C08IB ............... 398,884 624,179 621,866 619,553 617,241 614,128 611,815 609,502 6'11,189 

I OPTJCR 'IUJB[E' .malZ8/sorahum 
VAAIABLE COSTS (USSIT.) 
AMmaf8rial 82.84 124.267 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 
Padcaging 9.29 13,9 23.226 23.226 23.Zi!S 23.228 23226 23226 23.226 23226 I Eraw 

6.71 10,070 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 16,?m 
Mai•aa & Repair 1.25 1,875 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 
lnterllt working captat 1.68 2.4815 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 

1=.~ ......................... 152,633 2:;4,388 254,388 254,388 254,388 254,388 254,388 254,388 254,388 

5,33) 5,:-2> 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5,320 
Amii! ilalllliCl18'Cpll'W 700 '/00 700 700 700 :'00 700 700 700 I llWJnr1Ce: ON+ E<Pp 2.5% 5,850 ::;,850 5,850 5,850 5,960 5,850 5,850 5,850 5,850 

LT. int8fllll 18,981 16,G 14,238 11,8 9,481 7,118 4,745 2,373 
Oeprac:iaticn 'D!IXJ 27,500 'D,500 27,500 'D,500 26,700 26,700 26,700 26,700 
Total tbclld COlll .............................. 58,351 55,979 53,808 51,ZD 48,881 45,888 43,315 40,943 38,570 I Toe.I oper8llng c:ml8 ............... 210,914 310.381 307,914 305,821 300,241 300,078 2111. 703 295,331 29'l.158 



6.3.2.2 - ~epreciation 

:eprec~ation on fixed assets was ~c~puted as follows according to :~e ~~cal 
:ax ~~de available in Tanzania 

- - .. :.:ear for buildings J. 
12 .. 5~,· ::·ear ~'or equipment 
2C1!: ::·ear for pre-operational costs 

:-he depreciat:.on table is presented in the table beiow. 

DEPRECIATION (US$) 
CAPllXC 

Aaal OPTION~ 
maize sor$11Um 

OfPRECIXI iUN 
OPTION ~lF OPTION "BASIC9 

maize maizelsor. .naize sorsPJm 
OPTION 'OOlBLF 

malZe maiz8/sor. 

I 
I 
I 

CMI WOfks S.0% 34 000 34 000 34 000 34 000 
Ecppments 12.5% 104 000 140 000 164 000 200 000 
Pre-operatianal costs 20.0% 2 000 2 000 4 000 4 000 
Total years 1 to 5 ..............•.•.......•....•...•...•.........•........••..•••••.....•.••......•.•...•.••••••••. 
Total years 6 to 9 .........•.....•..•.....••..•.••.•.....•.•..........••..•...•.•••......••..•...••••.•..••••••.••. 

6.3.3 - Cash Flow tables 

1700 
13000 

400 
15100 
14 700 

1700 
17500 

400 
19600 
19200 

1 700 
20500 

800 
23000 
22200 

Cash inflow includes financial resources (equity and loans) as well as 
sales and d£:preciation. Cash outflow includes investment expenditures. 
production costs and as well as debt service and tax payment (30% on 
profits). 

When looking at the Cash Flow table the comments are as follows 

- option "basic" with maize. Cash Flows are positive as soon as 1993-

- option "basic" with sorghum Cash Flows remain negative along the period. 

- cption "double" with maize Cash Flows are positive all over the period. 

- option "double" with maize/sorghwa. Cash Flow become positive in 1994 but 
cumulative cash balance remain negative until 1997 

The cash flow tables presented next page show total cash inflows and out 
flows on a yearly b~is. 

I 
I 
I 

1700 
25000 

800 
ZTSOO 
26700 
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I PJOiact YfB 
1991 1992 19!0 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 200) 

a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

OPTION "BASIC- .with maize IRA= 11.20% 

l:tELOW 
67.048 

FCJra9l lit a aug 100.573 
sam 196,350 W2!!1J :rzl .2SO 3Zl2!!1J :rzl 2!!IJ :rzl2!!1J W2!!1J :rzl.250 3Zl.2SO I Oeplaclllian 15,100 15.100 15.100 15,100 15.100 14.700 14,700 14.700 14,700 
T Giii Cllh inllalf ...... 167.621 211.450 342.350 342.350 342.350 342.350 341.950 341,950 341,950 341.950 
CASH OUTFLON 

IT*A.- 167.621 
:::rocU:lian casts 200.614 372.6'36 321,128 319,619 318.111 316,202 314,693 313,185 311,616 
~fPl··n 12,572 12,572 12.572 12,572 12.572 12.572 12,572 12,572 i!QJ& 
iax a 1,384 1.~ 2.289 2.742 3,314 3.7fH 4.220 4.672 

I TOlll Cllh .......... 167,621 221,186 336.592 335.536 334,480 33'3.424 332.008 331,032 329.976 316,348 

~ a ·9,736 5,758 6,814 7,FflO 8,926 9,862 10,918 11,974 25,Sl2 
<l.MLCASH FLOW ... 0 -9,736 -3,978 2.836 10,706 19,632 29,494 40,412 52.386 71,91!JB 

INETCAStfLON -167.621 14.904 31.274 30.274 30.274 31.274 30.274 31.274 31.274 30.274 
OPTION -eAS1C9 .with soratun IRA= ·12.00% 
c.ASti tELON 
~ 74.951 1=•lir•IOng 112.427 

79,400 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 
Oeplecialiarl 19,SX> 19,SX> 19,600 19,600 19,600 19.2X> 19.2X) 19.200 19.21> 

,~~-~ ....... 187,378 99,<D> 151,m:J 151,m:J 151JlC33 151,m:J 151,533 151.533 151,533 151,533 

T*Asslls 187,378 
PIOCb:lion OOSIS 112,769 158.168 156.481 154,795 153.109 151,022 149,336 147,649 145.963 
~ lpiicipa) 14,053 14,053 14,(l)3 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 

IT• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOlll Cllh aulllow .... 187,378 126,822 172,221 170,535 168,848 167,162 165,076 163,389 161,7CX3 145,963 

llWANCE 0 
·ZT,822 ·20.288 ·18.~1 ·16,915 -15,Zi!9 ·13,542 ·11,856 ·10,1£:9 5,570 

ClMJLCASH FLOW... 0 ·ZT,822 -48,110 -66,712 -aJ,627 ·98,856 -112.398 ·124.254 -134,423 -128.853 
NET CAStfLON · 187,378 ·278 5,570 5,570 5.570 5,570 5,570 5,570 5,570 5,570 
OPTION -oouet.E' .will maize IRA- 22.13% 

ICASHIELON :cpy 1C2.794 
FCJ1991 Ii a 1ciug 154,191 
5*' 392.700 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 

l()epreaabl 23,000 23,000 23,000 23,000 23,000 22.200 22.200 2'2.200 22.200 
T Giii Cllh inftow ....... 256.985 415,700 677,500 m.500 677,&:JJ fUT,&:JJ 676,700 676,700 676,700 676,700 
CASH OOTFLON 
T*A1189 256.985 I Procb:lian OOSIS 396.884 624,179 621,866 619,553 617.241 614,128 611,815 609,502 607,189 
~ fPlilCipa) 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 14,053 
Ta1 0 9,096 9,790 10,484 11,178 12.112 12.806 13,499 14,1!Q 
TOlll Cllh OUllow .... 256,986 410,8 647,329 645,710 G44,001 642,47"2 640,2!D 638,674 637,055 621.382 

IBAlANQ: 0 4,782 :XJ,11'J 31,790 33,409 35,e 36,407 38,026 39,645 55,318 
a.MJLCASH Fl.J:JN ... 0 4,782 34.~ 66,7"24 100,133 135,162 171,569 209,595 249,240 304,568 
NET CAStf=lDN ·256.986 37.319 619.511 69,511 619,511 619,511 69,511 69,511 619,511 619.511 

I IOPTION "DOUBLE' .il1iiil90riiUft IRA• 5.80% 
• CASH ltELON 

Ecpy 1m,451 

1
='111ra1ci11g 158,171 

181,300 302.217 30'l,217 302.217 302,217 3(12,217 302,217 302,217 302217 
Dlpl8ciallon Z1$J ZT,SXJ ZT,&:JJ ZT,500 ZT,500 26,700 26,700 26,700 26,700 
TOlll Cllh inftow ...... 30,828 2al,800 329,717 329,717 329,717 329,717 328,917 328,917 328,917 328,917 
:ASH OUTFlDN 

I ro111 All89 30,828 
ProctdOn CCIII 210,984 310,366 307,994 306,821 :m,248 300,076 '81,7r'IJ 295.331 29'2.968 
~ (p(ilcipal) 19,77"2 19,77"2 19,77"2 19,77"2 19,77"2 19,772 19,772 19,77"2 

I Tax 
0 0 0 0 0 642 1,364 2.oe& 2.778 

Teal cmtl aualow .... ams 23>,756 .:.2':.,139 ~.766 325,3m 323,m1 320,490 318,829 317,168 295.736 

BAlANCE 0 ·21,U 4 1,951 4,323 6,886 8,QS 10,c.7 11,748 33,181 

ICl.UJl..CASH FUJN ... 0 ·21,928 ·2Z348 ·20:SO ·18,074 ·9,378 ·951 9,138 20,884 54,088 
16.827 35.968 35.9158 35,9158 35.8 35.9158 35.9158 35,& 35.p NET CAfflDN ·2'0.828 



- CASHFLOW TABLE {US $) C44 

I 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2(Dl 

Pro;ectyea 0 1 2 3 4 s 6 1 8 9 

I OPTION "BASIC- iRA= _wi1hmaize 11.20% 
CASH INFLOW 
Eqtjty 67,048 

I Foreign ii iai lcil IQ 100,573 
Sales 196.350 JZT.250 3Z1.250 3Zl.250 3Z1.250 3Zl.250 3Zl.250 JZT.250 JZT.250 
Oepleciaiorl 15,100 15.100 15,100 15,100 15,100 14.700 14,700 14.700 ~4.700 
Total cash inllolr .•..... 167.621 211,450 342.350 342.350 342.350 342.350 341,950 341.950 341.950 341.950 

I CASH OUTFLO.-./ 
Total Assets 167,621 
ProcU:lion costs 31l.614 322.636 321.128 319,619 318.111 316.202 314.an 313.185 311,676 
Aepaymenls (plir ICipal) 12.572 12.572 12.572 12.572 12.572 12.572 12.572 12.572 I Tax 0 1,384 1.~ 2.289 2.742 3.314 3.7fil 4.220 4,672 
Total cash oudkNr .... 167.621 221.186 336.592 335.536 334.480 333.424 332.088 331,002 329,976 316.348 

BALANCE O -9.736 5,758 6,814 7.fITO 8.9 9,IBl 10,918 11,974 25.&2 I Cl.NJLCASH FLOW... 0 ·9,736 -3,978 2.836 10,706 19,632 29,494 40,412 52,386 77,988 
l'ET CASI-FLOW -167,621 14.904 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 
OPTION "8ASlC _wifl SOldun IRR= 7.7f& I CASH N=LOW 
Ecpty 75.784 
Foreign ti iai ICi IQ 113,677 
Salas 94,400 157,333 157.333 157,333 157.333 157.333 157.m 157.~ 157.333 
Depeciation 19,600 19,600 19.SX> 19.EOO 19,600 19.200 19.200 19.200 19200 

'=~•m••• 189,461 114,(D) 176,!Bl 176.!Bl 176,933 176.933 176,533 176,533 176.533 176,533 

Total Assels 189,461 

~~costs 112.919 158.299 156,594 154,889 153,184 151,079 149.373 147,668 145,963 
~ (plilcipaf) 14.210 14,210 14.210 14,210 14,210 14.210 14,210 14.210 

0 0 m 733 1,245 1,876 2.388 2.900 3,411 
T ollll cash oulftow ...• 189.461 127,129 172,509 171,Cli!S 169,s32 168.D 167,165 165,971 164,m 149,374 

~ 0 ·13,129 4,425 5,908 7,1Cll 8,295 9,369 10.562 11.756 27,1!6 
Cl.MJLCASH FLOW ... 0 ·13,129 -8,704 ·2.796 4,3m 12.EOI 21.969 32,53'l 44,288 71,447 
l'ET CASH=LON ·189,461 14.722 30.570 30,570 30.570 30.570 30 30.570 30.570 30.570 

• .wi1hmaize I = 2'2.13% 
INFLOW 

Ecµty 102,794 clcilig 154,191 
392.700 654,500 654,500 654.500 654.SOO 654,500 654.500 654.500 654.500 

23.IXX> 23,CD> Z3.000 23.CD> 23.CD> 22.200 22.200 2'i.200 2'2.3X> 
Total cash inftow ....... 256.985 415,700 Dn,&XJ sn.soo 677,rDJ 677,SOO 676,700 676,700 676,700 676,700 e:LOW 256.985 

costs 396.884 624,179 621,866 619,553 617,241 614,128 611,815 600,502 flJ7,189 
~ (principa) 14.210 14,210 14.210 14.210 14.210 14.210 14.210 14,210 

fa. cash oudlow .... 
0 9,(85 9,790 10,484 11,178 12,112 12,806 13,499 14,1SlJ 

2S6.985 411,aM 647,486 645,866 644,247 642,828 640,449 638,830 637,211 621.382 

0 4,aJ& 30,015 31.SM 33.253 34,872 36.251 ':IT.~ 
4,U 34,821 66.255 99,508 134.311> 170,831 2m,501 

':IT .319 En,511 69.511 69,511 69,511 69.511 69 11 

100.118 
1ss,1n 

1SlJ.Dl 322.217 32'2.217 322.217 322.217 322,217 322.217 322.217 322.217 

E=-······:: 27,500 27,SXJ 27.500 27,SOO 27.500 26,700 :?6,700 26,700 26,700 
220,830 349.717 349,717 349,717 349,717 348.917 348,917 348,917 348,917 

F~ 
2'11.104 310,471 3(8.084 305.ees 300.D 3)0,121 291,733 295.346 29'2,958 

19,887 19,887 19,897 19,887 19,887 19,897 19,897 19,887 
0 3,524 4,2AO 4,9156 5,672 6,829 7,346 8,061 8,778 

Giii CMh OUlftow •••• 266.295 231,001 333,892 ~ 300,548 328,878 328,647 324,975 323,304 301,738 

0 ·10,171 15,825 17,488 19,187 20,838 22.210 23,941 25,813 47,181 
0 ·10,171 5,854 23,148 42,317 83,155 85,425 108,387 134,979 182.181 

·265 28827 56"8 5!9!8 MB 568 ~- M9158 MB 56 

I 
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6.4 - CO~CLUSIONS 

6.4.1 - Internal rate of return 

In order to =~asure the financial interest of the project. we have co~puted 
the IRR. It is computed on an eleven year basis and integrate the salvage 
value of the equipment. 

According to figures presented in the table. the best option is option 
.. double" with maize which gives an IRR of about 22% which is quite 
satisfactory based on the selected period. 

The other options : 

option "basic" illustrates the low level of production for maize as well 
as mix flour and does not make the project profitable (The IRR totals 11% 
with.maize which is not quite sufficient). 

options "double" with mix flour is less profitable than with maize only 
but this project enables to sell sorghum flour on the market at a lower 
price than maize flour (sorghum flour price is at Tsh 36 000. maize flour 
price is at Tsh 30 000). An increase of the sorghum flour price (+ 20%) 
to the same level of maize flour price will give an IRR of 14%. 

6 • 4 . 2 - Pay-back period 

Sumultaneously. the pay-back period was computed based on operating profit 
before d~bt repayment for the option "double" with maize. 

The pay back period for option "do~ble" with maize is less than 5 years. 

6 • 4 • 3 - Eccmomi c Aspec:ts 

To complete this project evaluation some economic considerations deserve to 
be mentioned. 

At the national level: 

the project will supply the villages with sorghum and maize flour which 
is valu&ble with wheat or other cereals shortage. 

- the project which can be reproduced can benefit to other areas of the 
region in integrating market evolution. 

- the project enables to keep the local population in villages instead of 
moving to urban area. 

- the project as a mediuu scale project is more adapted to local conditions 
and does not require h.'gh investments. 
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L~. 

1 ~ ~ImllIE de recep~ion, a batir en :a:ac;onnerie sur 
place a la ~e de l'acheteur. 

2 :11 ELEVJ.TEUR avec godets ioo, cannes 120x120 hauteur 
:its. 5, 5 motoris' par moyan ci'un ..!1.0'teur 'l•ctr!, 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 UN 

e un 

9 un 

10 I TJ1' 
i 

! 

. que HP 0,75 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SEPJlllTEUR ASPIBATEUH mod~le 11"'ABIJU• '!lo 3, con 
8'tr\1Ction m'taJ.l1qua 1 syetmaa a J pa88&g8S a t!, 
mis k com:canda k 'xcentrique, t&111a garnis aeloni 

2.990.000. 

le diagramme, I:O'teur ~lectr1que de commande BP 1 e 13.440.000·. 

EPI!lmEtm A SEC Kod. BS/S. 10, cona'tl"UCtion e:s: !. ! 
cier, hotte d'asp1ra'ti.on avec vazm.e de regol.ation; 
vannea laterales de ventilation; couve~.ire en 
pleX1glaa; :ioteur electriqua HP 0,5.............. 8.100.000. 

LIGD D1 ASPI1U.TIOK po".lr le separateur et pout 
1 1 ep1erreur a sec, compl•ta de vent1lateur aap1 
rateur, t1J7auter1e me'tallique, supercrclone de 
decantation et 4o1use d 1air motor.1a'•··•••••••••: 5.900.000. 

ELEVJ.!EO'll metallique avec cannoa 120x120 pour 
une hauteur de mta. 6, 5 moteur 'lectri.qua de , 
commande HP 0,75 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f 2.990.000. 

I 

COK'?mITEtJll de pre- decortiquage ayante une cal>.@: 1 -· cit' de 7 Qx. av~c TRlln~. C'1iftt"I1AntA mAt.~ll1~nA : 
I 

de soutien pour le conteniteur ci-deeaua ind1que4 1.180.000~ 

D3COHIQUEUSI Mod. 380. entr'e de 1 1 appare11 
aveo une gliasi~re de barrage e11 un cylindre en 
verre; maul.ea flottauta d•cortiqueuaea; machine 
motoris'• par moyen d'tm. moteur electnque Bl' JO• 18 .900.000. 

INS~J.LL.l~IOll D'ASPIBA.fIOlf pour la dite com.pea'• 
des 'l•ctrovent1lateur, superc~clone aveo 4aluae1 
d 1 &1r; Via d'ensaahqe pour aona ~ 150x1'00 mot2.,! ri•'• avec moteur 4lectrtque HP 1 et intercom-

, mande 4cluae d • &1r; tuyauterie pour l' aap1rat1on: 
t1ltre 19 manahe• ~ 12oxa,s mt. aveo enaaohac• · 
et aoc•••oirea •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 8.200.000. 

I I'.· ••• 



~fECC. 3.\1.DESCHI dr SAND&BANI s.r.1. 

C"\.,'Tl&'°O 

~~i' EPCI:i:EUB a mais avec tarara d • aspiratton a la 
sor-:!s de la machine, ..ioteur 'lectrtque, manteau 
c7li~1=i~~aa a syateme de bateur reglablea ••••• , . 8.400.000. 

-~~ A.PP.umn m.agnettq-:.ie pl.unlamellai.re pour la sa@ ~ 
·ration dee corp~ m'tall1quea aveo p'tite caiaae 
de montage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. L'! APPilEIL A. CIL.IlUlllES no'tre mod. Tl!IOlf:PO 45 a 4 
c7l1ndree superpo•'• de mm. - 250x800 troi11 
pasaagee consecuttrs; a double rouleau d • a1im8!!, '. 
tatton aveo deux tam.is 'xtracteUl"ll, r'clage nq · 
crometr1que ai; a1gnal d'a1ert, g&r'D1tu.re eel.on 

570.000. 

le di&g"ramm.e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i 36 .062.000. 

mm . 140roRISilIO! pour apparail a c~l.indres avec 
moteur '1ectr1que HP 15. 

OIE 

-

i 
LIGBE DB TlUllSPOR? pneumat1que coapo•' de: c7c10D -· eoluae d'air, tube en ac1er, tiltre ilectrovent! I 

. lataur-aapirateur-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PLAHSICHD!l CUBI - 1 tam:l.a m.otoris' par mo7en 
d'un moteur 'lectrique HP 1 - quatre sortie•, 

. ensacha&'e dee prodUi ts aveo ensachoin •••••••• ·•• . 

~ABLE.A.tr e1ectnque de com:ande avea apiareila 
I 

de con'tr81e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 

I 

GIOUD de ~autarte met&l:Liqua pour produ1 ta et 1 

acc•••o1rea vari'•• de montage ••••••••••••••••• ~· 

. P2IX ~Of.AL !'!UBCO DDARr ••••••••••••••••••• LI!?!-. 
I 

· Bl ALnBATIVB, OD OHilPDTB D!ALLIQlJB DI 
· SOt:J'?I!I DES MACHINES ••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• LI!. 

1 Poid• Net sans Charpente: K&• 6380 env. 

· Oubai• 1 mtc. JO 
· Joida Net aveo Charpente: KC· 9380 env. 

· Cubage s mto. 37 

'•I·· 

a.000.000 • 

13.440.000 • 

10.100.000. 

1.250.000. 

144.512.000 • 

8.000.000. 
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OFF. ~lECC. 9.-\tOESCff! ~ 5."\:-lDREANI u.i. 

CA:-:TIA:-:O 

Livra.ieon 

Pa~er.t 

!iontage 

Tf&lidi tei 
Excl.usiones 

b'( 

: 90/100 ouvrablea a part:.r . 
de la recep~ion de L/C. 

: La~t:e de Credit irrevoca• 
~le e~ conrir.nee. 
Non compris. ta Kai.son Ven 
deuae s•engage m.anre a -
disposition un J:1.0nteur sp~ 
cialis' pour l.a montage d~ 
l'usine en quaation, c:ontre 
rembourseaen~ iaa honol"a;i~e• 
de cattlgorie + logeaent a: . 
nourr1tura + bil.leta a'riens 
aller-re~our + argent de ~&che. 

: 15 Octobre 1991. '. 
: oltiment at tou~aa lee 

o euvrea de maJ;onnene. 
Montege et main d'oeuvre 

1 d'aide, comma maA;ons, I:l&lla 
euvrers, ~ecanicien et ! 
'lectric::1en. ' 
A.ppareil.s de soulevem.en t ! 
machines. Tout ce qUi n•e~t 
pas indique dans l'otfre. ! 
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ANNEX B 
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PERSO!JS MET DURING THE I~ FIELD MISSION 

- ;.;~roo 

. ~-!:- E. ~!.\.'iGESHO - Senior E~cnomist 

- ::-RENCH ~ASSY 
. ~rs COUFFON DE TREVOS 

- ~OTCO - SCAC SUBSIDIARY 
. ~tr COL'FFON DE TREVOS - General Manager 

- !='AO 
. Ms A. HU.MI - Program Officer 

- I~'VESTMENT PROMOTION CENTER 
~r 8. KADWAGE - Consultant 

. Mr K. BARUANI - Consultant 

- SADCC SOUlllER.V AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION CONFERENCE 
. ~Ir J. MERO 

- NAFCO - NATIONAL AGRICUL'I1JRE FOOD CORPORATION 
. Mr F. SHEMPEMDU - Director of Planning and Operations 

- NMC - NATIONAL MILLING CORPORATION 
. Mr MBADILA - Director 

- SIDO - SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
. Mr NTABAJANA - Manager of Planning and Strategy 

- TISCO - AGRICULTURES AN FOOD CONSULTING DEPT. 

- WB - wORD BANK 
Mr SOUTifWORTII 

. ~fr SUNGUSIA 
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• ~S? I PRODUCTION COSTS (US $) 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 200) I Project yea 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

OPTION "8ASlc- .with maize I VARiABl.E COSTS 
iUSS/f.) 

Ra.vmaterial 98.67 148.<XX> 246,667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 246.667 
P;Dagilg 9.29 13.D 2'3.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 
Energy 4.56 6.840 11,400 11.400 11,400 11,400 11,400 11,400 11.400 11.400 
Mai ea ice & Repair 1.04 1.58> 2.600 2.600 2.Em 2.EOJ 2.tm 2.tD> 2.600 2.Em 

I::~ ............ ~-~~- 2.960 4.nl 4.m 4.~ 4.m 4.m 4.m 4.m 4.m 
173.296 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 288.826 

FIXEO COSTS 
Salaries and wages 4.200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200 4.200 4;Dl I Admi i5.11aliol • ellJ)el ISSS 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 
IRSlrcll'lC8 : ON +E(Jip 2.5% 3.450 3.450 3,450 3,450 3,450 3.450 3,450 3.450 3.450 
LT. illeces1s 12,069 10,560 9.052 7.543 6.<XM 4,526 3,017 1.509 

l~OOSIS .............................. ~~ 15,100 15,100 15,100 15,100 14,700 14,700 14,700 14,700 
33.810 32.312 JO.m 29,284 v::rT& 25,867 24,359 2'2,1&) 

Total ~ig COSls ............... 208.614 322.636 321.128 319.619 318.111 316.202 314.6193 313.185 311,676 

I OPTION "BASIC- .with sorQtun 
VARIABLE COSTS (USSIT.) 
RM marerial 59.11 44.333 73,889 73.889 73,889 73,889 73,889 73.889 73.889 73.889 
P;Dagilg 9.29 6.968 11,613 11,613 11.613 11,613 11,613 11,613 11.613 11,613 I Eregv 21.79 16.340 27.233 27,233 27,233 27.233 27,233 'ZT,233 27.233 27.233 
Maill!SISllCe & Repar 2.EO 2.100 3.:00 3.:00 3,500 3.500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 
Interest working capta 1.18 887 1,478 1,478 1.478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 1,478 
Total variable OOSIS ......................... 70.628 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117,713 117.713 117,713 I FIXED COSTS 
Salaries and wages 4.200 4,200 4,200 4.200 4,200 4.200 4.200 4,200 4.200 
Admi i5.11aliun ellJ)el ISeS 500 500 :00 :00 500 500 500 500 :00 

1 
lnsuaioe: ON+ E<JiJ 2.5% 4.350 4.350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,350 4,3.'iO 
LT.illetasts 13,491 11,805 10,118 8,432 6,7"6 5,059 3.373 1,686 
Oepecialian 19.SX> 19.600 19.600 19,600 19,600 19.200 19,200 19.200 19.200 
Total fixed costs .............................. 42.141 40,455 38.768 37,002 35.396 33.D 31,623 29,D 282SO I Total operating COSls ............... 112. 789 158.168 156,481 154,795 15.1,109 151.022 149,336 147,649 145,963 

OP'TloN "0008CE' .With maize 
VARIABLE COSTS (USS/T.) I Ra.v material 98.67 296.<XX> 493.333 493.333 400.333 400,333 400.333 400.333 400.333 400.333 
Pack.Egng 9.29 27.871 46.452 46.452 <''6,452 46,452 46.452 46,452 46,452 46,452 
EneRl( 4.05 12,160 20251 20251 202Jjl 202El 202El 202El 202El 202El 
Mana a ice & Repair 0.82 2,48) 4,100 4,100 4,100 4.100 4,100 4.100 4.100 4.100 

I f5s~ ............ ~-~~- 5,920 9.867 9.867 9,867 9.867 9.867 9,867 9.867 9.867 
344,411 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 574,019 

Salaries cm wages 5,320 5.320 5,320 5,320 5,320 5.320 5,320 5,320 5,320 I Admi listlation expenses 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
lrarcrat: ON +Eq'-'p 2.5% 4,950 4,950 4,960 4,960 4,950 4,960 4,960 4,960 4,960 
LT. inlerasts 18,503 16,190 13,877 11,564 9.251 6,D 4,626 2.313 
Oepecialian 23.<XX> 23,<XX> 23.000 23.<XX> 23,<XX> 22.200 22.200 22.200 22.200 I Total fixed OOSIS .............................. 52,473 50,160 47,847 45,534 43.2'il 40,1m 37,796 35,483 33,170 
Tota operating costs ............... 398,884 624,179 621,866 619,553 617,241 614,128 611,815 609,502 607,189 

OPTIOA "DOUB~' .malZ!lsorahum I VAAIA8l.E OOSTS (USS/T.) 
RMma&erial 82.84 124.267 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 207,111 
Packaging 9.29 13,006 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.226 23.Z!S 23.226 23.Z!S 23.Z!S 
f 118fW 6.71 10,070 16,783 16,783 16,783 16.783 16,783 16,783 16,783 16,783 I Mar881C8' Repar 1.25 1,875 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125 
,,...,... working capClat 1.66 2.485 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 4,142 
Total variable cxl8ll ......................... 152.tm 254,388 254.380 254,388 254.388 254,388 254,388 254.388 254.388 
FDCB>COSTS I Salaries im wages 5,33> 5.320 5,320 5,33> 5.320 5,320 5.320 5.320 5,320 
Adinil liltrllion expeneel 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
lrwoon:e: ON+ Equip 2.5% 5,850 5.850 5,850 5,850 5,850 5,850 5,850 5,850 5,850 

I LT. --
18,981 16,609 14,236 11,883 9,481 7,118 4,745 2,373 

Oeprec:iation 'ZT,500 27,500 27,500 27,500 ZT,500 26,700 26,700 26,700 26,700 
TOCll tlxed cxl8ll .............................. 58,351 55,97'9 53,806 51,ZD 48,881 45.B 43,315 40,943 38,570 
T<UI openaang cmts ............... 210,984 310,388 307,994 305,821 :lm,248 300,078 2W,7m 295,331 29Z958 

I 
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6.3.2.2 - Jepreciation 

:epreciaticn on fixed assets ~as cc~puted as follows according :o :he ~ccal 
:a.'C c:::ce available in Tanzania 

- .. - ::- . 
~2.5~·' 

:·ear for buildings 
:,.;ear for equipment 
::·ear for' pre-operational casts 

:he depreciation table is presented in the table below. 

DEPRECIATION (US$) 
t!APllAC 

Ram OPTION 'BASIC9 
maize sor~ 

DEPAECIXtibN 
OPTION 'OOU8lF OPTION "BASIC9 

maize maizeisor. maize sorsPim 
OPl10N "OOUBL.e 

mm malze/sor. 

CMI works S.0% 34 000 34 000 34 000 34 000 
E~ts 12.5% 104000 140000 164000 4!JOOOO 
Pre-operaliOnal costs 20.0% 2 000 2 000 4 000 4 000 
Total years 1 to 5 ..........••.•.•.•.•......•.•...••..•....•.•...••........•...••••......•.•..••......•.•...••••••. 
Total years 6 to 9 ......•....•..••....•.......•.•.•...•..•....•..••.......•••...•••...•...•..••.•••.••..•.•.••..••. 

6.3.3 - Cash Flow tables 

1700 
13000 

400 
15100 
14 700 

1 700 
17500 

400 
19600 
19200 

1 700 
20500 

800 
23000 
22200 

Cash inflow includes financial resources (equity and loans) as well as 
sales and depreciation. Cash outflow includes investment expenditures. 
production costs and as well as debt service and tax payment { 30% on 
pr'ofits). 

When looking at the Cash Flow table the comments are as follows 

- option "basic" with maize. Cash Flows are positive as soon as 1993. 

- option "basic" with sorghum Cash Flows remain negative along the period. 

- option "double" with maize Casn Flows are positive all over the period. 

- option "double" with maize/sorghum. Cash Flow become positive in 1994 but 
cumulative cash balance remain negative until 1997 

1700 
25000 

800 
ZT500 
26700 

I 
I 

The cash flow tables presented next page show total cash inflows and out 
flows on a yearly basis. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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CASHFLOW TABLE (US $) 

~54 

I -
I 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Project yea 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

OPTION -eASIC" .with maize IRA= 11~ 

I 
CASHINFLON 
Ecµty 67,048 
Fcxeigl fila1Cing 100.573 
Sales 196,350 327.250 32:!.250 327,250 32:!.250 327.250 327.250 327,250 3Z7.250 

I 
Depracialion 15,100 15.100 15.100 15.100 15.100 14.700 14.700 .4.700 14.700 
Total cash inflow ...... 167,621 211,450 342.350 342.350 342,350 342,350 341,950 341,950 341.950 341,950 
CASH OUTFLON 
T<UIAssets 167,621 

I Production OOSIS 208,614 372.9 321,128 319.619 318.111 316.202 314.flm 313,185 31',,676 
Repaymenls (principal) 12,572 12,572 12.572 12,572 12,572 12,572 12,572 12.572 
Tax o 1,384 1.ff37 2,289 2.742 3,314 3,701 4,220 4.672 
T o1al cash outftow .... 167,621 221.186 336,592 335,536 334,481 333.424 332.088 331.<m 329.976 316.348 

I BALANCE o -9.736 5,758 6,814 7,870 8,926 9,862 10,918 11,!1T4 25.EiO'l 
QJMULCASH FLON -·· 0 -9,736 ·3,978 2.836 10,706 19,&IZ 29.494 40,412 52.386 n.988 
NET rASHFLOW ·167.621 14,904 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 

I OPTION "BASIC" .with SOrQhum IRA= ·12-00% 
CASH INFLOW 
Ecµty 74,951 
Foreqe ti11aro11g 112,427 

I Sales 79,400 132.333 132,333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 132.333 
Depracialion 19.tm 19,600 19,600 19,fiOO 19.fD> 19.200 19.200 19.200 19.200 
Total cash inflow ....... 187,378 99,(D) 151,!m 151,!rn 151.!rn 151,!03 151,533 151.533 151,533 151,533 

I 
CASH OUTFLON 
T<UIAssets 187,378 
Production COSIS 112,769 158,168 156,481 154,795 153,100 151.022 149,336 147,649 145,963 
Aepaymenls lJ>rincipa) 14,053 14,053 14,063 14,053 14,063 14,053 14,053 14,053 

I 
Tax 0 o 0 0 0 0 o o o 
Total cash outflow .... 187,378 126,822 172,2'21 170,535 168,848 167,162 165,076 163,389 161,700 145,963 

BALANCE 0 ·27.822 ·20.288 ·18,601 -16,915 ·15.229 ·13,542 ·11.856 -10,169 5,570 I QJMULCASH FLON ... 0 ·27,822 -48,110 -66,712 -83,627 ·98.856 ·112.398 ·124,254 -134,423 ·128.853 
NETCASfLON ·187,378 ·278 5,570 5,570 5,570 5,570 5,570 5.570 5,570 5,570 
OPTION "00Uel£• .with maize IRA= Zl.13% 
CASH INFLOW 
EqUty 102,794 

I =" fira'Qng 
154,191 

m.100 654,500 654,500 654,500 654.500 654.500 654.500 654,500 654,500 
Depracialion Z3.<D> Z3,000 Z3,000 ZJ.000 ZJ.000 22.200 22.200 2'2.200 22.200 

1=~~-·-·-- 256,985 415,700 6n,500 677,500 6n,500 6n,500 676,700 676,700 676,700 676,700 

256,985 Total Assets 
Production OOSls 396.884 624,179 621,866 619,553 617,241 614,128 611.815 609,502 607,189 I Repayments (principal) 14,063 14,063 14.063 14,053 14,053 14,063 14,063 14,053 
Tax 0 9,006 9,790 10,484 11,178 12.112 12.806 13,499 14,1~ 

Total cash outflow .... 256,985 410,G 647,329 645,710 644,001 642.472 640,ZO 638,674 637,055 621,382 

I BAlANCE o 4,762 30,171 31,790 33,G 35,028 36,407 38,026 39,645 55.318 
CUMULCASH FLOW... 0 4,762 34,504 66,724 100,133 135,162 171.569 209,595 249,240 304.568 
NET CASHFLOW ·256.985 37,319 69,511 69.511 69.511 69,511 69.511 69.511 69,511 69.511 I OPTION "DOUBLE' .maae/sorahum IAR• 5.80% 
CASH INFLOW 
EqUty 105,451 
Foreig1 fit81cing 158,177 
Sales 181~ 302.217 302,217 302,217 302,217 302,217 :m.217 302.217 302.217 I Depradalion 

27,500 27,500 27,500 27,fJ:JJ 27,fJ:JJ 26,700 26,700 26,700 26.700 
Total cash inflow ....••. 2fll.628 208,83:> 329,717 329,717 329,717 329.717 328,917 328,917 328,917 328,917 
CASH OUTFLOW I Total AIUll 2fll.628 
Procb:tion costa 210.984 310,366 307,994 306,621 300,248 300.076 297,700 295,331 29'2,958 
Repayments (principal) 19,772 19,772 19,772 19,772 19,772 19,772 19,772 19,772 
Tax 0 0 0 0 0 642 1,354 2,066 2,778 

I =cdft3# .... 2fll.628 230,756 330,139 3ZT,768 325,3m 323.~ 33),490 318,829 317,168 295,738 

0 ·21,926 ~ 1,951 4,323 6,eaa 8,428 10,087 11,748 33,181 
CUWLCASH FLOW ... 0 ·21,926 ·2'2.348 ·203111 ·16,074 ·9,378 ·961 9,136 20,884 54,068 I NET C'MHFLOW ·283.628 16,827 35.B 35.969 35,9'58 35,969 35.969 35.959 35.959 35.959 



• C55 I CASHFLOW TABLE (US $) 

1991 1992 1993 ~994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 200) I l)roied a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

~:9BA51C- .withmaiZe IRA= 11.20% 
CA5HINFLON I Ecµty 67.048 
Foreigl fi11a11ci11g 100.573 
Sales 196.350 327.250 -m..250 J:zl.250 JZl.250 JZl.250 3Zl.250 327.250 J:zl.250 
OepieaaliOf 1 15.100 15.100 15.100 15.100 15.100 14.700 14.700 14.700 14.700 

I~~= ....... 167.621 211.450 342.350 342.350 342.350 342.350 341.950 341.950 341.950 341.950 

local ASS8s 167.621 
ProcU:tion costs 2Cll,614 322.636 321.128 319,619 318,111 316.2Crl 314.693 313,185 311.676 I Aepaymenls Cprn:ip;i) 12.572 12.572 12.572 12,572 12.572 12,572 12,572 12,572 
Tax a 1.384 1.837 2.289 2.742 3.314 3.767 4.220 4.672 
Total cash oudlc. .... 167.621 221,186 336.592 335.536 334.48> 333,424 332.CBI 331,002 329.976 316.343 

I ~CASHFLON ... 0 ·9,736 5,758 6.814 7.870 8.926 9.862 10,918 11.974 25.6Crl 
a ·9,736 ·3,978 2.836 10,706 19,632 29.494 40.412 52.386 n.988 

NET CASl-FLON ·167.621 14.904 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 30.274 
OPTION "BASIC" .with somhum IRA= 7.7rP4 I CA5H INFLON 
E(Jity 75,784 
Fore9\ Iii a ICil IQ 113.677 

I~ 
94,400 157.333 157.333 157.333 157,333 157.333 157.333 157.333 157.333 
19,600 19.600 19.600 19.600 19.600 19.200 19.200 19.200 19.200 

Total cash in1kM ....... 189.461 114,000 176,!03 176,!03 176,!03 176,!03 176,533 176,533 176,533 176,533 
CASH OUTFLOW I local ASS8s 189.461 
Pra:U:tion costs 112,919 158..299 156.594 154.889 153,184 151,079 149,373 147,668 145,963 
Aepaymenls Cpli lcipa) 14.210 14,210 14,210 14.210 14,210 14,210 14.210 14.210 
Tax 0 0 222 733 1,245 1.876 2.388 2,300 3,411 I Tolal cash oudlc. .... 189,461 127,129 172,500 171,025 169,832 168,&38 167,165 165,971 164.m 149.374 

BAlN«:E 0 ·13,129 4,425 5,sm 7,102 8,295 9,369 10,562 11,756 27.159 
Cl.JMULCASH FLON ... 0 ·13,129 -8,704 -2.796 4,305 12,8>1 21,969 32,532 44.288 71,447 I NET CASI-FLOW ·189,461 14,722 30.570 30.570 30.570 30,570 30.570 30.570 30.570 30.570 
OPTION 8()()U8l.E• .with maize IRA= 22.13% 
CASHINFLON 
Ecµty 102,794 

I ~finaldng 154,191 
:m.100 654,500 654.500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654,500 654.500 654.500 

Oepreciarion 23,000 23,000 23.000 23,000 23,000 22.2Xl Z2.200 2'2.200 2'2.200 

1~=~······· 256,985 415,700 677.500 677,500 677,500 677,500 676,700 676,700 676,700 676,700 

T oca1 Assets 256,985 
ProcU:tion OOS1S 396,884 624,179 621.866 619,553 617.241 614,128 611,815 609,50'2 607,189 
Repaymencs Cprincipal) 14.210 14,210 14,210 14,210 14.210 14,210 14.210 14,210 I Tax 0 9,<m 9,790 10,484 11,178 12.112 12,lm 13,499 14,1!0 
T o1a1 cash oudlc. .... 256.985 411,094 647,485 645,866 644.247 642,628 640.449 638,830 637.211 621.382 

l~FLON ... 0 4,606 30,015 31,634 33.253 34,872 36.251 37.ff/0 39.489 55,318 
0 4,606 34,621 66.255 99,5()8 134,380 170,631 208,501 247,990 300.D 

NET CASHFLON ·256.985 37.319 69,511 69,511 69.511 69,511 69.511 69.511 69,511 69.511 
OPTIOR 8()()UB[E• .malZe/SOlahum IRR= 14.30% I CASH INFLON 
Ecpty 106,118 
Foreign financing 1se.1n 
Sales 1~.33) 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 32'4217 

I Oepreciarion 
27.500 27,500 27.500 27.500 27,500 26,700 26.700 26,700 26,700 

Total C8lh inllow ....... 266.2Y6 220.830 349,717 349,717 349,717 349,717 348.917 348.917 348,917 348,917 
CASH OUTFLOW 
TotalAll.- 266,295 I Pnxidon 008ll 211.104 310,471 D.<114 305.696 ~ 300.121 '297,733 295,346 29'2.958 
Repaymencs (principal) 19,897 19,897 19,897 19.897 19,897 19.897 l9,897 19,897 
Tax 0 3,524 4,240 4,968 5,672 6,629 7,345 8,061 8,778 

I =<Mftaw .... 266,295 231,001 333,89'2 :m.221 330.549 328,878 326,647 324,975 323.3)4 301,736 

c ·10,171 15,825 17,488 19,187 20,tm 2Z270 23.941 25,813 47,181 
aJMULCASH FLCJN ... 0 ·10,171 5,864 23,148 42,317 83,1e5 85,"25 109,367 134,979 182.181 I NET CASHFLON ·26l5.295 28.827 55,969 55.969 55.969 55.9158 55.9158 55.9158 55.969 55.9158 
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6.4 - CC~CLrSIONS 

6. 4 .1 - Internal rate of return 

In order to measure the financial interest of the project. we have computed 
:he l? .. q. .: : is computed on an eleven year basis and integrate the salvage 
·;alue of the eql!ipment . 

. .l.ccording to figures presented in the table. the best option is option 
":iouble" with maize which gives an IRR of about 22% which is quite 
satisfactory based on the selected period. 

The other options : 

option "basic" illustrates the low level of production for maize as well 
as mix flour and does not make the project profitable (The IRR totals 11~ 
with maize which is not quite sufficient). 

options ''double" with mix flour is less profitable than with maize only 
but this project enables to sell sorghum flour on the market at a lower 
price than maize flour (sorghum flour price is at Tsh 36 000. maize flour 
price is at Tsh 30 000). An increase of the sorghum flour price (+ 20%) 
to the same level of maize flour price will give an IRR of 14%. 

6 • 4 • 2 - Pay-back period 

Sumultaneously, the pay-back period was computed based on operating profit 
before debt repayment for the option "double" with maize. 

The pay back period for option "double" with maize is less than 5 years. 

6 • 4 • 3 - Economic Aspects 

To complete this project evaluation some economic considerations deserve to 
be mentioned. 

At the national level: 

the project will supply the villages with sorghum and maize flour which 
is valuable with wheat or other cereals shortage. 

- the project which can be reproduced can benefit to other areas of the 
region in integrat~.ng icarket evolution. 

the project enables to keep the local population in villages instead of 
moving to urban area. 

- the project as a medium scale project is more adapted to local conditions 
and does not require high investments. 
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I OPP. 'MECC. Btu.DESCH1 ac Slu~ll!Ai.'ll s.t.l. 
C.-U.'ITI.\NO 

1------------------------------------
1 1 

I 2 

I 
I 3 

I 
I 
I 

4 

5 

I 
I 6 

I 
7 

I 
I a 

I 
I 9 

71iE ~BEllIE de reception, a batir en maqonnerie aur 
;lace a la cilarge de l'acheteur. 

:.11 ELEYA.TEUR avec godets ioo, cazmes 120x120 hautew: 
.::its. 5, 5 motoris' par mo7an d 1 un m.oteur 4'lectr!, : 

LI!. 

~ue HP 0,75..................................... 2.990.000. 
mt SEPJ.lllTEUR A.SPIBATEUR modele "~AR•RA• ~03, con 

stru.ction :'tall1qua, s7at~a a J paaaages a ta ~ 
mis a com:anda a 'xcentriqua, tam:La garnis seloni 

' . le di88ramme, :cio'teur ~lectr1que de commande BP 11 13.440.000·. 

mt EPIEBREtm J. SEC Kod. BS/S.101 cona'trU.Ction eJt ~ ! 
cier, hotte d'asp1rat1.on avec vanne de regolation; 
vannea laterales de ventilation; couvarttire en · 
pleX1glas; ::noteur alectr1que HP 0,5 ••••••••••••• ~ 8.100.000. 

ONE LIGNE D1 ASPI1U.TION pour le separateur et pout 
1 1 ep1erreur a sec, compl•t• de ventilateur aap1 
rateur, tuyauterie me'tal.l1que, supercyolone de 

I 

decantat1on et 'o1use d 1air motor1.s4e ••••••••••• i 5.900.000. 
; 

mt ELEVA~ metallique avec cazmea 120x120 pour 
une hauteur de mta. 6, 5 moteur electr1que de I 

commande HP 0,75 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; 2.990.000. 
I 
I 

· UN CONTE!.'fITEUll de pre- decortiquage ayante une C&P!: ! 
cit4 de 7 Qx. av~~ Tann~. Ch&t"I1AntA mftt.~111~nft · 
de soutien pour le conteniteur 01-dessue indiqueJ i.180.000~ 

,UBE DBCOllfI~tmJSI Med. :asc. entrt6e de l'appareil 
avec une gl1ssiltre de barrag., et un c7lindre en 
verre; meulaa flottanta d'cortiqueuses; machine 
motor1:1'• par mo1en d'un moteur electrique Bl' 30• is.900.000. 

lliST~~IOB D'!SPI~IOB poUZo la d1te compoa'• 
dea 'l•o-croventilateur, superc~clone avea 4alauae! 
d1 &1r; Via d'ensachqe pour aona ¢ 150x1'00 mG't£i ri•'• avea moteur 'lectrique HP 1 at intercom-

, mande 4cluae d' air; turauterie pour l' aap1rat1on ! 
: filtra 19 manohe• ¢ 120x2,5 mt. aveo ansaahag• 

1

· 

et aoc•••oirea •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

10 IUN ELEVAtEUK m'talliqu.e comma ci-deaaua illdictue ••• 

a.200.000. 

2.990.000;· 

./ •'• 
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lPP. ~f!CC. a.UDESCHI dt SANDR.IANI s.r.L 
C:.\.'lTlA..~O 

~~1 E.PCI:iTEUli a mais avec i=arara d' aspira"tion a la 
aor-:~a de la maahi:o.e, :oteur elec-crtque, manteau 
c7li~driquas a sys~eme de bateur reglablea...... . 8.400.000. 

'J:t A.PP.A.BEIL magnet1q_ue pl.ur1lamellaire pour la sel'A ~ 
ration des corps metalJ.1quas avec p4t1ta ca1ase 
de montage •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 

. UN APPAHEIL A. cnmmms notre mod. TBIONl'O 45 k 4 
cyl1ndree superpos'a de mm. ~ 250x800 troia 
pa&8&,g88 CODSeCUtifS; a dOUbl& 1"0ul8&U d I aliJnen I 

- I tatton avac deux tamis 'xtracteura, r'cJ.age nq 
cromatrique at signal d'alert, ga.rn1ture eelon 

570.000. 

1 e diagramme • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , 38 • 062. 000 • 

'JNE .140TORIS.A.~ION pour appareil a cyl.indres avec 
moteur 'lectrique HP 15. 

1JRE , LIGIE DE TlUNSPORI! pneumatique compos' de: cyol.g_~ 
. eoluae d'air, tUoe en acie.r, !iltre ilectrovent! I 
. lataur-aapirateur............................... a.000.000. 

TJN PLANSICH!ER CUB.I - 1 tam.a motoriafi par m.o7en 
d'un moteur lflectr:Lque HP 1 - quatre sorties, 

, ansachage dee prodUits aveo enaachoirs •••••••• · •• , 13.440.000. 

UN ~Am.EAU tilectr1que de commande avec apll&reUs 
de contrele ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I 

- GBOlJl'I da ~auter1e metall.ique pour prod.ui ta et ! 

acce•ao1ree Vari'•• de montage ••••••••••••••••• ~ 

. Pill% ~O!.&L FBABCO Dli:PJ.m • •• • ••••••••••••••• LI!·. 
I 

·ER AL9BRATIVE, ONB C!UBPDtTI D!l!J.I.LIQlJB DI 
SOtrrI!I DJS MACHINES ••••••••••••••••••••••• LI!. 

1 Po1da Net sans Charpentes Kg. 6380 env. 

· Oubqa s mtc. JO 
· Poida Net aveo Charpentas Kg. 9380 env. 

· Cubace a mto. 37 

./ .. 

10.100.000. 

1.250.000. 

144.512.000 • 

a.000.000. 
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Off. 'lECC. 9.-\tOESCHf & S.'\N'OREANI u.I. 

~A~TI.\~O 

~C~TDIT!C:S I;E YEN'TE: 

livraiaon 

Paymen't 

?ion-:age 

Tfaliditf:i 
Exclusiones 

. . . 

90/100 ouvrables a part:.r . 
de ia r~cep~ion de L/C. 

: Le~tre de Credit irrevocaa 
ble e~ contir:ee. 

: Non compris. ta Kai.son Ven 
dewse B 1 engage !r.B't"tre a -
disposition un monteur sp~ 
cial1sa pour le montage dei 
l'usine en question, contre 
remboursemen~ des honora:Lres 
de cat,gor1.e + logament & . 
nourriture + bil1ets aeriens 
aller-re~our + argent de P,ache. 

: 15 Octobre 1991. 
: bltiment et toutas las 

o euvree de macronnerta. 
Montage et main d'oeuvre 

1 d'aide, comm.e mac;ons, I:lalla 
euvrers, ~ecan1c1en et i 
'lectr1c1en. 
Appareils de souJ.evement ! 

machines. ~out ce qu1 n•e~t 
pas indique dans l'otfre •. 

. . ·:·~ 

~/~ 

.:60 
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?ERSONS MET DURING THE I~ FIEI.D ~ISSION 

- ::xroo 
. '.·!r E. ~t;.'iGESHO 

I -FRENCH EMBASSY 

- Senior E~onomist 

I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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. '.-!rs COUFFON DE TREVOS 

- XOTCO - SCAC SUBSIDIARY 
. :·tr COUFFON DE TREVOS - General Manager 

- :;"AO 
. ~ts A. HILMI - Program Officer 

- I~'VESIMENT PROMOTION CENTER 
~tr B . KADWAGE - Consultant 

. :·tr K. BARUANI - Consultant 

- SADCC SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION CONFERENCE 
. )tr J. MERO 

- NAFCO - NATIONAL AGRICULTURE FOOD CORPORATION 
. ~r F. SHEMPEMDU - Director of Planning and Operations 

- NMC - NATIONAL MILLING CORPORATION 
. ~r MBADILA - Director 

- SIDO - SMALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
. ~r NTABAJANA - Manager of Planning and Strategy 

- TISCO - AGRICULTURES AN FOOD CONSULTING DEPT. 

- WB - WORD BANK 
)tr SOUTHWORTH 

. ~r SUNGUSIA 

C52 
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PART D - SUGAR SECTOR 
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I - PROJECT BACKCROOND HISTORY AND PRESENT SITIJATION 

I.l - PROJECT SPONSOR 

The rehabilitation/expansion project of NAKAMDALA is sponsored by the Zambia 
Sugar Company Limited. 

This company existing since 1964. is the only producer of centrifugal Sugar 
in Zambia. 

ZSC was originally a company held in private hands. In 1985. the controlling 
interest was acquired by Indeco Limited which is a holding company for 42 
subsidiaries engaged in all aspects of the Zambian industrial sector. Indeco 
is itself a wholly owned subsidiary of Zimco (Zambia Industrial and Mining 
Corporation Limited). the Government's arm responsible for state 
participation in industry. 

Indeco holds 78% of the share capital of ZSC. Tate and Lyle PLC 11%. other 
overseas shareholders 2% and local investors 9%. 

As long as Tate and Lyle will hold at least 10% of the shares. they will be 
entitled to the mar.agement contract for running the estate and the refinery. 
In fact. they have been managing the Company form the start of operations 
same 20 years ago. They now operate under the name of Booker Tate. 

I.2 - PROJECT HISTORY 

The Zambia Sugar Company has a need to expand its sugar production to meet 
the growing demand of the local consumption and to explore the opportunities 
of facilitating sugar sales to PTA and neighbouring countries. 

Two possibilities were considered : 

I The expansion in s.1gar production at Nakambala Estate; 
The development of a seconci sugar estate. 

But it appeared that - due to the present equipment in Nakambala - it was 
economically quite clear that the investment per tonne of sugar would be much 
lower in Nakambala = one fifth to one fourth per tonne of sugar compared with 
a new estate. 

First by Tate and Lyle Technical services expansion st~dies were achieved in 
1988 considering two development axes. 

Axe 1 = developping sugar-cane production by 

- improving sugar-cane yields 
- new cane area planting up to the maximum within the existing water 

right 
- requiring additional water rights on about 15,500 ha of new lands. 

Axe 2 • rehabiliting part of existing equipment and housing and implementing 
later on additionnal equipment. 
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Sugar pc-oduction is installed at the two plants of Nakambala ( c-aw and 
domestic white sugar) and Ndola (refined sugar). 

lbe capacity of production before any rehabilitation and expansion is cf : 

• 1. 4 million tons of cane in a 220 day operating period for Naka.mbala 
sugar factory. The white sugar equipment includes a refining plant. 

lbere is a facility to produce up to 160,000 T of refined sugar per annum but 
due to the age of part of the equipment, the efficiency of operations has 
been knocked down and present production reaches about 130,000 T per annum. 

• 60,000 Tonnes per annum of white sugar at 
However in view of the age of the equipment 

now considered to be 35,000 tonnes per annum. 

Ndola sugar refinery. 
the actual capacity is 

With the introduction in 1988 at Nakambala of a plant (Talodura) to produce 
white sugar it is forecasted to phase out refining at Ndola. 

Here below we recall the main facts of Nakambala factory history. 

~akambala factory was built during the period 1966-68, and commissioning took 
place in 1968. Initially it was a small factory with an hourly crushing 
capacity of 80 tch. Much of the original equipment was brought to Nakambala 
from the dismantled Chirundu factory in Zimbabwe. 

lbe standards and type of technology were up-to-date at the time of the 
initial construction. 

A series of expansions was undertaken, the first major one being in 1976/77 
when ZSC added a new "84" milling tandem and a new 68 t/h boiler, which gave 
Nakambala a nominal crushing capacity of 300 tc/h. 

Simultaneously, the factory was also equiped with sugar refining plant 
capable of producing up to 13.6 t/h 0f fuliy refined sugar. 

In 1983, a new 91 t/h boiler was installed in preparation for future 
expansion up to 400 tc/h. lbis crushing rate was achieved intermittently 
during 1983-85, although mean rates were less than this target. 

lbe restricted availability of foreign exchenge for the purchase of essential 
factory and cane transport equipment spares has been restricted for several 
years. 

This had resulted in a serious deterioration of factory and agricultural 
equipment, and has also resulted in unreliability of factory equipment and 
intermittent deliveries of cane. 

For ZAMBIA the reduced ZSC equipment efficiency is a major contribution 
factor in the decline of the overall sug&r recovery performance. 
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I.3 - PRESENT SITUATION 

Currently the cane area covers 12.384 ha - all of which irrigated 
distributed as follows : 

Ha average yield 

~akambala Estate 9,904 105 TC/ha 
KASCOL Estate plus attendant 
Settler 
Farmers 1.782 117 TC/ha 
Private Farmers 
'.wtarshall 385 120 TC/ha 
Garner 313 120 TC/ha 

--------
TOTAL 12,384 

05 

The lack of necessary equipment which led to an inappropriate maintenance 
(ro&ds, drains, irrigation system ... ) over recent years, and more over, the 
poor conditions of Nakambala agricultural equipment (lack of spare parts and 
oldness) contributed to the decline in cane yields as shows Table 1.1. 

Regarding the factory, the poor state of the equipment led to a subsequent 
reduction in factory efficiency. The current potential production of 
Nakambala in now in the range of 125,000 - 135,000 T per annum of commercial 
sugar, i.e. 87% of the design capacity { 150,000 T or 160,600 T/y of raw 
sugar). 

Since 1978, investment in housing facilities has been quite limited and there 
is currently a large short fall in the number of available housing units. 

Due to lack of appropriate housing and incompetitive conditions, these last 
years, a large number of skilled manpower left Nakambala estate and could not 
be replaced. 
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CROP YEAR 1990 1889 

----- --

flccar~s Harvested 

- t:state 9522 9823 
- Farmers 2452 2323 
- TOTAL 11974 12148 

Cane Harvested 
'OOCI 
- Estate 848 • ., 866.4 
- Farmers 27'1. 9 270.G 
- l'OTAL 1126.5 1137 .o 

Tonnes Cane/Ha. ·-
- Batate 89.12 85.20 
- Farmers lU.34 t16 .46 

Tonne" 
Sug1u/ 1-:~tatc Ila. 9.86 10.21 

THE ZAMBIA SUGAR COMPANY LIMITED -- -----·-- ----

SUGAR CANE OlITPlIT AND YIELDS ---- --- ----· -·-·--- ---· 

!212_..::_!990 

1988 1987 1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 

- - - - - - -------- -- ... ------· ·- - . -------------

9237 8489 7569 8081 8065 8631 9101 9403 8791 8791 
2483 23'12 2191 2146 1607 837 620 632 632 632 

11700 10861 9666 1022'1 9672 9468 9721 10035 9423 9423 

-· ----

1022.8 924.1 889.5 897.8 943.6 874.0 933.6 825.8 845.5 820.7 
299.0 317 .2 284.2 309.'I 235.0 112 .2 78.8 67.3 74.2 668.0 

132 l. 8 1241.3 1113.7 1307.3 1178.6 1088.2 1010.< 893.l 919.7 887 .5 

-------- ·- - . -· -- ·---·· 
110. 74 108.87 11'1.52 111.17 116 .99 112 .84 102.60 87.83 96.17 94.72 
121.39 133. 71 135.48 144.31 146 .22 134.07 123. 92 106.63 11'1.47 105.7'1 

- - . - . 

ll.38 l l. JJ 11. 94 13 .18 14. R?. l.I. 7 l 11. 8R IU.AR II.Sil 111 . 9 IJ 

~;11111·1·1! Z~:i<" 1.1.d 

u a. 
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II - MARKET SURVEY 

II.1 - LOCAL CONSUMPTION 

II.1.1 - Current local consumption 

According to wether we consider statistical information published by the 
International Sugar Year Book of the Zambia Sugar Company Limited local 
consumption varies. yet it stands in the range of 100 to 120.000 tonnes of 
sugar as presented in Table below. 

Consumption of Sugar - '000 Tonnes 

SOU::'C~ 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

International 100.70 110. 70 117 .90 112.90 99.0 107.20 114.60 105.00 
Sugar Year 
Book 

Zambia Sugar 101.80 99.8o 106.40 102.10 113.8o 104.80 108.70 117 .2 
Company Limited 

Theoretically. sugar should be available within the whole country, since the 
ZSC has small depots all over the country, on top of the larger ones at 
Lusaka, Ndola and Mazabuka. It is understood. however. that sugar can be in 
short supply in places located at 200 kms or more off the railway lines. Or 
else, in such places, retail prices are at black market rates. 

Part of the molasses is exported, the principal market being Zimbabwe for the 
supply of its ethanol pla.~t and for livestock feed purposes. There are also 
exports to Europe. Molasses are equally sold on the domestic market where 
they are used inter alia, for animal feed purposes. ZSC has just got a 
contract with a new distillery DUNCAN, GILBEY and MATiiESON - for 3250 T of 
molasses per annum. 

Detailed Zambian sugar sales are presented in table 2 .1. Most of the local 
demand is for white sugar, the great majority of which is for house-hold 
consumption. Small quantities of white sugar are sold to soft drinks 
manufacturers. and food processing industries. 

We notice that small quantities of brown sugar are still sold, they are for 
domestic consumption. 

Raw sugar is supplied to the brewing industry. Item "specials" concerns sugar 
used in food processing at Ndola (jam, syrup). The average annual growth rate 
during last decade 1980-1989 is equivalent to 2.5% if we consider ZSC data 
and to 2 .2% if we consider International S·ugar Year Book data. 

Meanwhile, it is necessary to record that significant volumes of sugar sold 
on the local market are in fact exported to border countries. Favorite 
destinations are the southern part of Zalre, Tanzania and Burundi. The 
quantities involved are unknown but estimates around 10,000 T are often 
mentioned. 

So, local consumption would be a little lower than official data let it 
appear. 
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Local Sales 

White Sugar 
Brown Sugar 
Raw Sugar 
Specials 

Total 

Annual 
Consuaption 
per capita (Kg) 

SOURCE 

STUDY FOR THE REHABILITATION AND EXPANSION OF THE NAKAMBALA SUGAR ESTATE 

BOOKER TATE - 1990 -

ZAMBIA SUGAR SALES AND CONSUMPTION 

('000 tonnes commercial sugar) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 

84.9 93.1 92.4 90.2 95.0 94.2 110. 3 102.3 106.7 2.4 6.4 5.3 5.1 5.3 7.3 1.6 - -3.9 3.6 3.3 3.8 5.4 - 1.5 2.0 1. 3 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.7 

92.2 103.9 101.8 99.8 106.4 102.1 113.8 104.8 108.7 

16.1 17.4 16.7 15.8 16.5 15.5 15.6 14.8 14.9 

1989 

104.o 
9.3 
3.3 
0.6 

117.2 

15.6 

u 
CX> 



Annual average consumption per capita fluctuates around 16 Kg/capita. then 
consumption is slightly above average for Africa (14.1 Kg in 1988) bu~ lo~er 
than net exporter Zimbabwe. a neighbouring state with 29. 7 Kg and than Kenya 
with 19-3 Kg and much higher than other neighbouring states as Burundi 3 Kgs. 
Tanzania 5-9 Kgs, Zaire 3.7 Kgs. 

It appears that the per capita consumption has been falling since 1981 due to 
the decline of real incomes. 

In the eighties. self-sufficiency has. at least apparently. been attained 
since production has, by and large, exceeded consumption and imports have 
been neglectable. 

11.1.i - ruture local cmisumption 

In the future, the question as to whether the present production level of 
about 130.000 tons (before any rehabilitation with or without expansion) will 
match consumption requirements hinges on the growth of population and 
evolution of the Gross National Product (GDP) per capita. 

During last decade population average annual growth rate is 3. 5%/annum. When 
evolution of GDP (Grow National Product per capita) is negative (1980-1986) 
or stationnary (1987-1988). 

While the growth of population indicates that consumption should rise at a 
corresponding rate. on the assumption that consumption per capita does not 
vary. the fall in per capita (GNP might result in increasing difficulties to 
purchase sugar (and what is more. at higher liberalized prices). Let it be 
noted. however. that GDP per capita rose by about 1% in 1988. Tile ~stimated 
growth of GNP for 1989 is 0.1 per-cent, resulting again in a faa in per 
capita GNP. 

Forecasts of future growth in consumption must consider this situation. and 
two hypothesis have been selected : 

• Tile extension of the growth rate recorded over the period 1980-1989 i.e. 
2.5%/annum (Hypothesis I) 

• A growth in consumption assumed at 3-5% per annum. growth slightly below 
the forecasted growth in population of 3.7% (Hypothesis 2). which me&ns no 
increase in consumption per capita. It has been observed that Zambian 
consumption per capita tends to vary with production, i.e. with 
availability. Tilis is why it is more accurate to refer to consumption 
rather than to demand which may have been suppressed and can only be 
quantified through a detailed market study. 

According to these hypotheses. consumption would rise over the next years as 
following (see table 2.2 next page) : 

1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 

Hypothesis 1 

131.000 T 
148,000 T 
168,000 T 
190.000 T 

Hypothesis 2 

139.000 T 
165.000 T 
196.000 T 
233.000 T 
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I I. 2 - SUBREGIONAL MARKET 

II. 2 .1 - Exports during last decade 

During last decade exports of sugar from Zambia have widely fluctuated. All 
exports have been to neighbouring countries naaely to Burundi, Rwanda, 
Tanzania, Zaire. 

:\ny assessment on these markets is made difficult by the lack of reliable 
data since two different statistical sources are available : 

• export and import statistics published by World Sugar Statistics Table 2.3 
International Sugar Year Book - ISO table 2.4 

• datR on exports quantities published by the Zaabia Sugar Company Table 2.5 

An analysis of these tables makes notice : 

• exports of sugar from Zambia have in general been low except for the period 
1986-1988 when Zambia sold an important pact of its accumulated stock. 

• data concerning Zambian Sugar exports recorded by the ISO are quite 
different from figures transmitted by ZSC; 

This differe11ce can be explained by date reporting errors when stocks are 
disposed of. Tables for Zambia sugar experts are prese;ited next page. 
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Table 2.3 

ZANBIA'S NEIGHBOURS : HISTORIC AND PROJECTED SUGAR DIPORTS 
(1000 TONNES RAW VALUE) 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
Burundi 12.0 13.4 
Rwanda 6.0 6.3 6.o 6 -· • 'J Zaire 12.7 36.4 44.7 41.5 43.0 29.0 3.0 Tanzania 5-3 12.5 21.6 26.7 13.0 10.0* 10.0• 

TOTAL 18.o 48.9 66.3 86.2 75-7 45.0 19.5 

Source : F.O. Lichts World Sugar Statistics 

• estimated 

Table 2.4 

Zambia Sugar Exports - Tonnes - Raw Value 

Calendar years Burundi Rwanda Tanzania Zaire Total 

1981 1.043 845 1,888 1982 
1983 107 107 1984 2.094 4,193 6,287 1985 3.660 5.429 9.089 1986 9,050 5.800 13.740 8,290 36.88o 1987 13,442 1,141 1,070 7.686 23,339 1988 3.428 1,902 5,330 1989 40 3.200 3,200 ------- ------ ------ ------Total 32,757 6.941 14,810 31,652 86.120 

=······ S:SSSS =····· ===··· =··=== Pourcentage 38.0 8.4 17.2 36.7 100.0 
=:s••••• =···· =····= ==···· ==·=== 

Source• OFIDA International Sugar Year Book - ISO 

Jl2 
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Year 1981 1982 

White Sugar 1.4 

Brown Sugar 0.1 

Total 1.5 

Source : ZSC 

EXPORTS BY ZAMBIA 

SUGAR SALES AND CONSUMPTION 

1983 

1. 3 

0.3 

1.6 

1984 1985 

0.1 0.2 

0.1 0.2 

Table 2.5 

1986 

5,5 

2.0 

7.5 
-.- .. 

1987 

10.6 

4.9 

15.5 

1988 1989 

24. 9 13. 3 

31.5 10.0 

56.4 23.3 

1990 

6 · '• 

2.7 

9.1 

0 
1-• 
w 
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In 1986 and 1987 the most significant imports took place. but these 
statistics do not include volumes exported through the widespread practice 
of smuggling. 

Adjustment politicies applied by many african countries have contributed to 
development of these uncontrolled exchanges (estimated to 10.000 T of sugar 
from Zambia at least). 

~e want to underline that 

- in 1987 and 1988 Zaire imported 9.000 T from EEC 
- in 1988 and 1989 Tanzania imported respectively 14.000 and 10,000 T 

from EEC. 

If ~~~re was a sufficier.t production, these imports could come from a PTA 
country. 

11.2.2 - Future export trends 

From what has been observed over the past decade, the sub-regional n1arket 
for Zambian sugar is made up of Zaire, especially the Shaba province where 
there is no sugar industry, and Burundi, Rwanda and Tanzania. There is 
reason to believe that Zaire and those three PTA countries can continue, 
for the time being, to remain a market for any surplus Zambian sugar. 

In the long term. Zaire and Tanzania might replace imports by local 
production, if they managed to invest the large sums required fa:- new 
lands. plant and machinery, and rolling stock. Rwanda has no large si:ale 
sugar industry, while Burundi has set up a factory of less than 20, 000 
tonnes capacity near the border with Tanzania but is experiencing 
difficulties with running it. The bead-in times for such developments are 
likely to be long. 

In these countries, population growth at a high rlite so the demand for 
sugar supplies increases quite quickly. Moreover, the high potentiality fo~ 
further growth in sugar consumption is strengthened by the very low levels 
of sugar consumption per capit£ in neighbouring countries. 

In 1987 th@re were in Kg/capita 

Burundi 3.0 
Rwanda 1.9 
Tanzania 5.2 
Zal:re 3.7 

Source ISO 

Due to its geographical position, and to the competitive freight rates, if 
Zambia is to secure a steady and permanent foothcld in such markets, in the 
context of the promotion of intra-PTA trade, it appears that it could aim 
at supplying at leat one-half of the requirements and thus provide, during 
the 1990's. for some 30,000 to 35,000 tonnes over and above its own 
estimated local consumption requirements. 

Jl4 
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. .\s for molasses, which are used for animal feed purposes locally and are 
also exported to Zimbabwe and to Europe, they will increase if sugar 
production goes up. The pr-esent volume of about 45,000 tonnes might reach 
some 60.000 tonnes if sugar production were to go up to 170.000 tonnes. 

Th~s additional volume of 15.000 tonnes could fine its way into a more 
developed livestock sub-sector and into a local distillery in substitution 
of imported alcohol for blending, but the major part of it would be 
available for exports. thus earning foreign exchange for the country. 

II.3 - PLANT CAPACI1Y 

In ~tz current situation plant capacity is estimated around 130.000 T/y of 
commercial sugar and will continue to decline without urgent 
rehabilitation. 

Forecasts of future sugar demand presented in chapitre II.1.2 and II.2.2 
would rise over the next 10 years to 

1995 
2000 
2010 

local 
low 

131,000 T 
148,000 T 
190,000 T 

demand 
High 

139.000 T 
165,000 T 
233.000 T 

export 

30,000 T 
30,000 T 
30.000 T 

Obviously in any case Nakambala will satisfy these requirements. 

Booker Tate current managing staff studied three options : 
- rehabilitation without expansion 

:1s 

rehabilitation associated with a cost effective increase in factory 
capacity to reach a secure production level of 170.000 T of colllLlercial 
sugar per annum, 

- a major factory development to get a production capacity of 232,000 T of 
commercial sugar annually. 

It concluded that option 2 was the :nost vfable for medium term development. 
The following prefeasibility study is achieved on this base. 

II.4 - PRICES 

II.4.1 - Sugar selling price 

Until 1989 the price of sugar sold on domestic market was controlled by 
GRZ. The price was liberalized during 1989. The ex-factory price should 
move from current K 14,300 (i.e. USS 286) per ton to, ultimately, K 37.500 
(i.e. USS 750) per ton. This will not be achieved et one time but 
nevertheless in a short term, indeed the administrative contraints slow 
down the price evolution. 

The aim of this increase is 
- to reflect the import rise which affected costs of production in recent 

past years, 
- to take into account the current level of inflation. 
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Let us record that Zambian economy in undergoing rapid and considerable 
changes and that figures. particularly in Kwacha. are soon out of date. The 
exchange rate which is to day K 50 = USS 1 is now "market-related" and 
depreciates at approximatively 2.5% per month. 

Prices for export sales have tended to follow free world market levels. By 
the end of 1990 ZSC communicate a price of USS IJ()Q per ton of white sugar. 
FOB Mazabuka for exports. Free world market raw sugar pri~es stand 
approximately between USS 300 and 450 - prices reflecting the supply/demand 
balance. 

In the first days of January 91 raw sugar price Jn world market was around 
us s 300. 

II.4.2 - Molasse selling price 

On Domestic market current price is K.450 per ton (USS 9) 
increase to K. 750 (USS 15) shortly - for the same reasons 
selling price. 

Export prices vary but are around USS 20 per ton FOB Mazabuka. 

likely to 
than sugar 

:>16 
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III - LOCATION OF 1lfE PROJECT 

Nakambala Sugar Estate 

The ~aka.mbala Estate and Sugar Factory are located between the Kafue river 
and the main Railway/Road at Ma2abuka. in the Southern Province of the 
Republic of Zambia. 

It is located at a road distance of 128Km to the South West of Lusaka and 
is 352Km North-East of Livingstone. 

The Estate is the production cente:- for both raw and white sugar and for 
~!classes during the harvest period (Ap.".'il-November). It is forecasted that 
all white sugar production will be done by Nakambala Estate. Ndola Factory 
wil!. :>end for refining its raw sugar to Pakambala. 

The Estate maintains liaison with local \iovernment bodies and the farming 
community. 

The Estate employs people of which the largest single group are cane 
cutters who number about 2.000. 

Head Office 

The Company's Head Office is located at Stand No. 1646, Malambo Road, ir: 
the City of Lusaka. Head Office staff are the policy making authcrity and 
maintain liaison. on behalf at the Company, with outside bodies such as, 
Indeco Limited, Central Government, Banks. Busin~ss Institutions and other 
organisations of relevant relationship to the Company's operation. 
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IV - PROJECT ENGINEERING 

IV .1 - ?RELDUNARY DETER."4INATION OF SCOPE OF PROJECT 

Technicai Jiagnosi~ and market study lead to promptly consider a 
~ehabilitatiun and extention of the Nakambala estate. 

Indeed. if no improvements come along in the future years. the effecti'l.·e 
production capacity will drop from 130.000 T to 120,000 T ultimately of 
sugariyear. This production will not to meet the local demand as soon as 
1995 even with the low hypothesis. 

Considering. estimated local market as well as forecasted estimated exports 
withi:i the PTA area. it was anticipated that rehabilitation and extension 
works will progressevely enable to reach the production of 170 000 T of 
sugar/year. This will lead to the irrigation system improvement and to the 
plant of additionnal 2.340 ha (currently, 12,400 ha of irrigated and 
cultivated land). 

IV.2 - TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT 

IV.2.1 - Technology 

The estate operated wit~ a classical technology for the production of cane 
sugar, with however the following process "SUCRO BLANCO DIRECTO" and 
Talodura which enable tlJ increase yields and direct production of quality 
white sugar. 

As in all sugar plants of this type. processing phases are the following 

- CAN~ HANDLING AND CANE PREPARATION 
- JUICE EXTRACTION PLAN 
- J~iCE TREATMENT, CLARIFICATION AND MOD FILTRATION 
- EVAPORATION 
- BOILING HOUSE (VACUM PAN. CRYSTALLISERS. CENTRIFUGAL MACHINES) 
- SUGAR HANDLING AND PACKAGING 
- UTILITIES (BOILERS, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT .. ) 

IV.2.2 - Present eguipement 

The factory equipment includes 2 milling tandems with a combined capacity 
to crush 9,000 tonnes of cane per 24 hours. Boiling House Equipment for 
processing cane juice into crystalline sugar and a packing station with 6 
automatic packing machines capable of packing 360 tons of sugar per day. 
The white sugar equipment includes a refining plant which simultaneously 
clarifies and decolourises raw sugar liquor from which high quality 
refined sugar is produced. In 1988, a Talodura plant was com.missioned which 
economically enables the factory to produce white sugar for domestic use. 

Jl8 
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IV.2.J - Expansion program 

I'i.'.2.3.1 - Factory expansion program 

Due to the contemplated production factory will require to be expanded in 
different stages. 

The appraisal mission and data collected from ZSC enabled to identify the 
following main items in the development program are : 

a) Cane yard 

- Install three hydro-unloaders - reposition one feed table supplying n• 1 
TAN::!EM CARRIER 

b) Milling 

- Install unigrator type shredder for n• 1 tandem and replace all worn mill 
gearing 

- Install heavy duty shredder for n" 2 mill tandem together with Donnely 
type feed-chutes and underfeed rollers on all mills. Replace apron type 
intercarriers with inclined rake type carriers. 

- Install 6th mill on n• 2 tandem. together with new 400 T ph mixed juice 
scale. 

- Increase imbibition water to n° 2 tandem to improve sucrose extraction. 

c) Clarification 

Install additional Juice heaters. 
- Install clarified juice heaters. 

Install additional mud filter and additional bagacillo screening. 
- Upgrade juice sulphitation system. 

d) Evaporation 

- Replace existing third and fourth effect vessels (3C and 4C with larger 
units) 

- Install two new 1st effect evaporator vessels. 
- Install one each 2nd. 3rd and 4th effect vessels. 
- Install additional entrainment separators and condenser. 
- Upgrade talodura syrup clarification equipment 

e) BCJiling House 

- Install a new continuous vacuum pan and four new vertical crystallisers 
for "C' massecuite. all external to the boiling house building. 

- Install three continuous centrifugal machines for "'l" massecuite. Use all 
twelves existing machines for "C" massecuite. 

- Convert the ~xisting "A" centrifugal machines to 48" x 36" units. and 
renew control systems. Add one new 48" x 36" machines. 

- Replace all massecuite and magma pumps. and syrup and molasses pumps as 
necessary. 

Jl:? 



f) Sugar Handling and Packaging 

- Install new 100 tonne and two new 60 Tonne silos for Household White 
sugar in "C" shed. with necessary conveyors and elevators. 

- Install 2 new Pack-o-matic packing machines for 1 Kg packs in "A" packing 
station 

- In::.:all 6 new Pack-o-matic machines in "B" packing station, complete with 
conveyor system and feed-hoppers. 

g) Services 

- Rehabilitate and modify bagasse handling systeme installation of new 60 
t~h boiler and ancillaries convert to mechanical ASH handling system for 
all boilers. 

- Install additional electrical distribution equipment and cabling as 
necessary. 

- Install additional injection and ejection pumps and enlarge spray system. 
- Extend/upgrade HP steam piping. 

For this expansion programme it is necessary to examine in detail the HP/LP 
steam balance. 

IV.2.3.2 - Other essential investment costs 

- Expansion of land under cane by 2.340 ha : which would be developed and 
managed by 14 local farmers, 

- Replacement and rehabilitation of the estate's agricultural machinery 
fleet, the establishment of an estate land preparation unit and the 
establishment of a central machinery pool for the farmers, 

- extension of the irrigation syste~ involving construction of a new 
pipeline with an associated pump station, 

- improvements to present pump stations and to in-field drainage, 
- a housing construction programme, because housing on the estate has not 

kept pace with the numbers of shilled workers and labour : 420 houses 
(various housing sizes) and seasonal workers barrachs (1 600 persons) and 
ablution blocks. 

IV.2.3.3 - Flow sheet 

Next page is presented a flow diagram of raw sugar manufacturing (table 
4 .1). 

IV.3 - ROUGH LAY OUT OF INVF.5TMENT COSTS 

Investments costs will be broken down on a five years period as follow 
(included estate and farmers costs) 

year 1 2 

27,904 13,980 

3 

6,396 

4 

4,425 

5 

1.115 

:;20 
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V - FINANC CAL AND ECONCIUC ANALYSIS 

V.l - TOTAL INVESTMENT COSTS 

The financial analysis aims at demonstrating the positive financial impact 
cf the PNlject of rehabilitation and extension of the NAKAMBALA Estate. 

Firstly. we will describe investments costs for the project. 

Investments costs include fixed capital costs plus net working capital. 

Fixed investment costs include for the Estate (US S '000) 

- F~ctory and equipment 
- Housing and infrastructure 
- Irrigation 
- Land development 
- Power supply 
- Agric Plant/Equip Estate 
- Agric Plant/Equip Farmers 
- Incremental working capital 

20.964 
9.243 
8.332 

1.000 
6.396 
2.575 
2.854 

Fixed invesment costs for the farmers include : 

- Housing and infrastructure 
- In-field irrigaticn 
- Land development 
- Agric Plant/Equipment 

949 
2.455 
1.339 

547 

Investment costs are presented in table 5.1. they are the ones estimated by 
Booker Tate when a thorough technical appraisal was achieved. 

Capital costs will be partly foreign costs. Direct foreign component of 
total capital costs are essentially for the Factory. and Agricultural Plant 
and Equipment. they account for 63% of total capital costs. 

The total amount of investments in ('000 USS) cost : 

Factory 
Farmers 

Fixed investments 
Fixed investments 

48.510 
5.310 

53.820 

These amounts do not include the increase in working capital. 

The increase in working capital is estimated to reach for the total period 
of investments about US S 3,000,000. 
Therefore capital costs total about USS : 57.000.000. 

V.2 - PROJECT FINANCING 

According to ZSC estimates, it was assumed that the project should be 
financed by equity for 20% and by foreign loans for 80%. 



1'.4bU; :... 1 

INVESTMENTS COSTS 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1900 

2 3 4 5 

FCI LCI TCI FCI LCI TCI FCI LCI TCi FCi LCI TC1 FCI LC1 TC1 I re 
Fixed investments costs 
Estate 
factofy 10,906 2,077 1?.,983 5,392 1,027 6,419 845 161 1,006 467 89 

5561 

I I I 
120.964 

Housing and lnfr astr\JCture ---3.iO 2.200 ·2.539 - 330 2.2o9 2.539 3o1 2.o~2 2,313 241 1,611 1,852 9.243 
Irrigation ~~?~6 ~:~~ ~.280 ·33 ---19 - -52 8,332 
land devek>prnenl 
Powef Supply 700 300 1,000 1,000 

ic Plant.Equip Estate 1.659 293 l,952 894 158 1,052 940 166 1, 106 995 176 1, 171 948 167 1, 115 6,396 
ic Plant.Equip farmers Dvt - 530 - --93 . 623 762 124 - 826 585 ;()j 688 372 66 438 2,575 

olal Estate ~9.341 ~.03Ei ?7.377 7,351 :).537 19,888 g,671 2,442 5, 113 2,075 1,942 4,617 948 167 1.115 48,510 

Farmers 
Housing and lntrastruclure 4911 491 458 458 20 0 

I 
949 

lnleld Irrigation 186 1.672 1.~58 35 312 347 25 225 250 2.455 
lmld DeYelopment 187 80 267 319 1371 456 335 143 478 97 41 138 1.339 

.gric Plant.Equipment 221 39 260 244 43 287 I 547 
Total farmers 408 119 527 749 2.343 3,092 369 914 1,283 122 2BGI 40B I !.i,310 

!TOTAL INVESTMENTS COSTS J19.749Lfi~'?!>l27,904I 0.100L5.aaol13,9aouo40l 3.356U.:IQfii 2.191i 2.2201 4,42~_ 9481 t6/ 1, 1151 I 53.620 I 

~ 
(,) 
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From self-financing from previous years before the implementation of the 
project. equity was generated at least up to t.:S S 9.680.000 to finance 
capital costs in 1992. 

Cash flews generated from the project enable to self-finance in 1995 and 
1996 respectively, US S 4.405,000 and US S 1.115.000. 

Foreign Loans 

Foreign loans could be contracted with large European financing agencies 
such as CDC the British lending Agency or KFW the German one which have 
shown some interest in financing this project. 

Since we do not have any information on specific loan conditions for this 
particular project we need to make scme assumptions on loan financing. The 
tot~l a.mount of the loan will be (in 000 USS) : 38,600. 

Interest rate 10% 
Repayment Period 10 
Grace Period 2 

We have computed loan interests as well as principal repayments and 
presentEd them in table 5.2. 

It is to be noted that this financial schedule is indicative since project 
has still to be discussed with potential lending agencies. 

V.3 - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

V.3.1 - Projected statements 

The financial analysis will include Income Statements Projections as well 
as a Cash Flow Table in order to illustrate how the project will be 
profitable for the Estate. 

Statements are computed in constants US dollars until the year 2000 
(exchange rate: 50 K : 1 USS as of January 1991). 

In order to illustrate the project impact on current situation we have 
presented Net Income Statements in table 5. 3 without the project and in 
table 5.4 with the project. 

V.3.1.1 - Net Income Statements 

The computation of the various accounts from the statements will be 
detailed below. 

a - Sales volume 

without the project 

Sales volume without the projert decrease a little and reach a steady level 
of about 120,000 t/y of sugar if we consider that yields will be lower 
since the equipment is not rehabilitated. 
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It is considered that yields of production vary from one year to another 
and that crops period vary also but in order to simplify. the total 
production of sugr will be steady over the years. 

t;iith the pr:-oject 

Production of sugar will reGch 170.000 tons with the rehabilitation and the 
extension of the factory equipment in 1996. 

b - Revenues 

Sugar prices 

Sales of sugar are mainly fer local consumption since production succeeds 
in :eating the local demand to a great extent. With current level of sugar 
productions of about 130.000 t/y. exports will only accolillt for 7% of total 
sales in 1992 and will drop to 3.5 % in 1993 after sugar production will 
decrease to 120.000 tons. 

With the project. sugar exports will grow significantly since local 
consumption will be met with about 130.000 t/y. Exports will reach about 
17 % of total sugar production. 

Sugar export price has been set up at US S 400/T in constant prices. Export 
price has been set up ac~ording to general international market trends (cf 
World Bank Projections). Moreover. since Zambia neighbouring countries are 
land-locked and import sugar from Zambia export prices is likely to be sold 
at a higher price. 

Sugar local price was estimated at K 37 .500 i.e. US $ 750/t. Lending 
agencies consider price liberalization as a pre-condition for the success 
of the project (based on information given by ZSC). 

"folasses prices 

Sales of molasses are equally divided up between local sales and exports. 

Molasses export price has been set up at US S 25/t which is higher than 
current prices but we can anticipate that average prices will reach this 
level in the coming years. 

Molasses local price has been set up at K 750/t i.e. US S 15/~ which is the 
price estimated by ZSC for the near future (according to prices used in the 
previous years). 

Without the project 

Total revenues will probably stay constant but are not expected to increase 
over the years rince cane yields should be lower and cane production will 
decrease to 120.000 t/y ultimately. 

With the project 

Total production increasing to 170,000 t/y, revenues will increase 
proportionnally with export revenues reaching 30,000 t/y. 
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~olasses produ,~tion will increase proportionnally to cane production, we do 
not anti~ipate any changes in molasses exports and local sales break down. 

c - Sales tax 

Sales tax are set up at 10 % on total sales (including experts). 

d - Operating costs 

. .\gricul ture 

Agriculture costs are based on Nakambala Estate budget costs for 1991-1992 
and remain const.llllt. 

Agr~c~lture costs include essentially growing cane, harvesting. cane 
h~ulage. land preparation. 

with the project, agriculture costs increase and are incremented according 
to ZSC and Booker Tate analysis. 

Factory operating costs 

Labour 

Labour of Nakambala Estate is of subsequent size. There are more than 7000 
workers including 300 staff personnel and 70% of them work in agriculture. 
Production employees (part of the factory) represent about 1300 people 
including packing (sea organization chart next page). 

Factory workers are broken do~n as follow 

- Mills and caneyard 39 
- Boilers and turbine 39 
- Boiling house 53 
- Factory workshop 80 
- Production operations 163 
- Production engineering 213 
- Laboratory 90 
- Packing station 617 
- Electrical/Instrumentation 76 
- Administration 5 

Factory Labour costs have been computed based on ZSC actual figures. 

We consider that the~e will be no major additional costs with the project 
since workers will be reorganized more efficiently and non significative 
"recruitement" is forecasted. 

Factory chemicals 

Factory Chemicals are computed with current prices given by ZSC. Chemicals 
are essentielly imported products (80%), they account for a significant 
part of the factory operating costs about 6 % of total factory costs 
without tax. With the project, chemicals use will increase proportionnally 
to cane production. The average cost per ton of cane is US S 689. 
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Import Duty 

Import Duty is due on chemical imports and is set at 45% of import prices. 

Factory Miscellaneous 

Factory ~iscellaneous are broken down into the following items 

- Laboratory consummables 
- Factory lubricants 
- Factory welding rods 
- ~aintenance Spares 
- Materials 
- Consummables 

We ha~e computed these costs based on the figures given by ZSC according to 
the factory current operation and to Booker Tate estimates. 

Administration 

Administration costs remain constant over the years and stay at a 
reasonable level. 

Tiley are based on Nakambala existing budget data from 1988/89 

Electricity 

Power is generated within the factory by steam produced by bagasse burning, 
current facilities should enable to generate enough power. 

With the project, the annual charge should remain at about US $ 76,000. 

Packaging 

Packaging is a significant part of factory operating costs, and it is very 
labour intensive. It accounts for about 1/3 of total operating costs. 

Packaging cost has been computed for total production tak ... ng into account 
breaking down of production into various types of packages used. 

Types of packaging are the following : 

- 50 kg paper bagging 
- 50 kg polypropylene bagging 
- 10 kg paper bagging 
- 2 kg household white paper 
- 2 and 1 kg household white polyfilm. 

Polypropylene hags are more expensive and the 2 and l kg polyfilm bags are 
the most common used. 

Cranage/Bagasse 

This account should remain co'lstant over the years we have estimated its 
value according to current costs in Nakambala State. 

J32 
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e - Irrigation development charges 

Irrigation development: charges include in-field irrigation. as ..-ell as 
electricity. 

Charges are based on Nakambala Estate budget for 1991/1992 and remain 
constant without the project. 

With the project. charges are incremented according to Booker Tate's 
appraisal and projections for the coming years. 

f - Cane fI'Olll outgrowers 

Without the project 
-------------------
Cane is bought by the Estate at a price equal to K 1 000 i.e. US $ 20/t. As 
far as cane production. we have kept the previous break down between cane 
harvested by the Estate and cane harvested by the farmers in order to 
forecast cane production by the farmers for the coming years. 

With the project 
----------------
Cane produced by the farmers will grow significantly since additional land 
will reach 2 340 ha, and total area cultivated by ~he farmers will double. 

In 1992. cane harvested by the farmers account for about 25 %. With land 
development by the farmers to produce additional cane, the percentage 
increase to 35 % by 1995. 

Yields in the first years will be lower about 111 tc/ha but still remain 
higher than yields at the Estate 98 tc/ha. 

g - Overheads/Administration 

Overheads costs have been estimated to about 10% of total operating costs. 
Therefore these costs increase proportionnally with the operating costs 
level. 

h - Recoveries 

We have discounted some operating charges which will not burden operating 
costs because of the project implementation. TI1ose charges were estimated 
by Booker Tate in their appraisal and include water charges. irrigation 
development charges, land development charges. 

i - Operating Incaae 

Operating Income is computed before depreciation, to compare both Operating 
Incomes without and with the project. 

j - Depreciation 

According to various investments programs achieved since the beginning of 
operations of the Estate, it was not posRible to evaluate depreciation on 
present equipment. We have computed depreciation based on new equipment 

Jj3 
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purchases as well as new extension program according to the economic life 
of the equipment (see table 5.5). 

The following rates of linear depreciation are given below 

- Factory Equipment 10% 
- Housing and infrastructure 4% 
- Irrigation : Main supply - Pipeline 4% 

- Pumps 10% 
- In-field Development 4% 
- Agric Plant/Equipment 10% 
- Power supply 10% 

k - Interests 

Intc~2sts are computed only for loans financing of the project as detailed 
in section V.2. 

1 - On-going repayments 

From past financial statements. we have projected on going repayments from 
foreign loans but we were not able to differentiate interests from 
principal repayments. 

Consequently, on-going repayments discounted to compute the Net Income 
before taxation burden the final result. 

m - Tax 

ZSC is relevant from two different income tax 

- income tax on agricultural profits : 15 % 
- income tax on manufacturing profits : 40 % 

In 1990 balance sheet, the average tax income was 18.75 %. We have used the 
same taxation level in our prefeasibility analysis. 

V.3.1.2 - Cash flow table 

Projections of cash flow table aims at demonstrating the project can be 
financially supported by the estate over the coming years. 

Cash inflow includes financial resources (equity and loans) as well as 
operating profit from net income statement. Cash outflow jncludes 
investment expenditures. production costs and other expenditures as well as 
debt service. Cash flow table is numbered table 5.6. 

a - Cash inflow 

Financial resources as mentioned in section V .2 (loan financing) include 
equity and financial credits. The schedule of loM financing has been 
spread over 3 years with total capital disbursement on year 1. 

Operating profit is computed in the Net Income Stc.tement (see table 5.4) 
and added to annual depreciation gi.ve the International Cash Generation of 
the Estate. 

034 
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b - Cash outflow 

Capital and replacement costs 

Capital and replacement costs include the expenditures for the factory, 
housing and infrastructure. the irrigation system, the ~riculture, the 
power supply. 

ractory, housing and irrigation cost have been spread over 4 years while 
agriculture costs on 5 years power supply costs are totally paid on the 
first year. 

It is to be noted that about half of all costs occur during the first year. 

Debt service 

It includes interest and repayments for the extension project as well as 
debt service from previous loans. 

Increase in working capital 

Increase in working capital is due to project additional expenses, we have 
introduced figures according to current working capital and to progressive 
increase of operating costs during the implementation of the project. 
Increase in working capital is estimated to 25 % of operating costs. 

Balance 

The computed Balance giv~s the difference between cash inflow a'ld cash 
outflow. 

V.3.1.3 - Conclusions 

Internal rate of return 

In order to measure the financial interest of the project, we have computed 
the financial Internal Rate of Return (see table 5.7), 

As this project is an expansion project, the incremental internal rate of 
return takes account of incremental profits resulting from incremental 
production of the expansion project based on new investments. 

When computing the Internal Rate of Return on Incremental Net Cash Flow for 
an eleven year period, we have taken into account the salvage value of 
factory equipment, housing and infrastructure, irrigation equipment. This 
period corresponds to the total period of implementing and financing the 
project. 

The estimated rate of 15,3 % is a positive result and should foster the 
implementation of the project. 

~ayback pe~ 

Simultaneously, we have computed the pay back period of the project based 
on operating profit before financial charges and depreciation. Pay back 
period computation is presented in table 5.7. It includes total investment 
costs of the project. The payback period is estimated to 7 years. 
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~oreover. in order to support the implementation of the project. ~e ha-..·e 
conducted a sensibility analysis based on sugar prices -local and export
to the internal rate of return. Indeed. we thought it was relevant to take 
into consideration of possible future international sugar rates. 

Sensibility analysis 

Considering results above. this sensibility analysis has only been 
conducted on sugar price reduction. 

l - Local price : US S 700 i.e. 35 000 K 
Export price : US S 370 i.e. 18 500 K 

2 - Local price : US S 700 i.e. 35 000 K 
E.'<POrt price : US S 400 i.e. 20 000 K 

The analysis is presented in table 5.8 and table 5.9 and illustrates 
through the Internal Rate of Return that the project is very sensitive to 
sugar price changes. 

Economic as pr ·cts 

To complete the project evaluation. some economic considerations deserve to 
be noted. 

At the national level : 

- the project will enable to sustain employment level 
employees 

more than 7 000 

- the project will enable to meet the country's demand in sugar consumption 

- the project will facilitate Zambia involvement in the intra-PTA trade 
through sugar trade for 25 000 to 35 000 tons exported. 

At the local level (for ZSC) : 

- the rehabilitation of the factory equipment will lead to a better use of 
existing equipments therefore a better profitability, 

- export sales to neighbouring countries will enable to repay foreign loans 
annuities (see table 5.10) 

- increase in cane production will lead to a surplus of bagasse which will 
not be burnt. Consequently, this volume could be eventually sold to 
farmers for animal feed production (bagasse-molasses mix) or used for 
craft paper production. One project was identified to produce 6 000 t/y 
of craft paper from bagasse pulp (about 30 000 t/y). 

Currently, the technical studies on the extension-rehabilitation project 
are, effectively, not detailed enough to foresee available bagasse 
production. These potential additional revenues could be taken into account 
when the final feasibility study is achieved. 
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--------------------
'f'.~hU:' :... 11' 

CASH FLOW TABLE 

1981 1992 1983 1994 1995 1'196 1987 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

CA.SH INFLOW 

9,880 
11,224 13,980 8,398 
37,410 31,127 31,791 33,298 33,288 34,552 
15,096 22,758 25,S85 27,7'» 28,733 28,733 
80,409 67,866 83,772 81,067 82,021 83,285 

CA.SH OUTFLOW 
CllPlll Md Rlpllolr'*1I Colll8 
Facny 12,983 6,419 1,000 5ee 
Hauling Md ll"flallruclln 2,539 3,030 2,771 1,852 
lrl1glMon 8,280 1,910 347 B> 
AgrtculuN 3,102 2,821 2,272 1,747 1, 115 1,062 
flows Sl"3PIV 1,000 
Tc*I A.-8ChecMe 27,&04 13,980 6,398 4,406 1, 115 1,062 

Olt>I SeMce ......... 911 2,521 3,178 3,016 2,533 2,061 

~- 4,825 4,825 4,8 4,825 
On9*1g~ 4,022 4,022 1,543 1,543 1,543 1,543 
Tc*I Olt>I SeMce 4,933 8,543 9,548 9.314 1.901 l,419 
lncomeTu: 6,823 5,343 5,345 5,858 5,748 6,074 
Iner-.~ WOf1clng aiplal - 9.1 1,387 488 164 5 

TOTAL CASH OUTFLOW 40,358 25,9e8 22,674 19,945 15,8Qe 15,549 

-------· 
BALANCE 40.060 41,907 41,099 41,122 48,086 47,736 
----------------------. ·- -·- --------- ·----··---· - ---·----·---------

1986 19911 2000 

7 8 9 

35,7111'2 38,238 38,238 
28,733 28,733 28,733 
84,525 84,971 84,971 

1,062 1,366 1,366 

1,062 1,366 1,366 

1,568 1,088 600 
4,825 4,8 4,825 
1,543 1,543 1,543 
7,936 7,454 6,971 
6,397 6,571 e.ee1 

I 0 0 

15,393 15,391 14,988 

·-- ---·-----·- ·-- -- --
49,132 49,580 49,973 

-·--· 

c-J 
(,I 

CJ 
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'J'.4 f; u: :, .. 

INTERNAL RATE Of RETURN 
AND PAY BACK PERIOD 

11181 11182 11183 11184 11185 18118 1887 IHI 1888 2000 

0 1 2 3 4 5 • 7 • 8 

INCREMENTAL 
CAPITAL COSTS ·27,804 ·13,HO ·8.3H ·4,405 ·1,115 ·1,052 ·1,0U ·1,3H ·l.3H 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME ·2,785 1102 e.eao 10,371 11,325 12,5U 13,828 14,214 14,274 

-------------------------· -- -----·- ---·-- ---·----· - . 

NET CASH FLOW ·30,81111 ·13,071 214 5.He 10,210 11,537 12,777 12,808 12,1101 

------------ ---- ----------- ------------------------ .. 

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 
BEFORE TAXATION 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME 

INTERESTS 

OPERATING INCOME AFTER 
FINANCIAL CHAROES 

AVERAOE PROFIT 

PAY BACK PERIOD 

I 15.3T'9 

·2.185 

811 

·3,701 

1.401 

I cn)IJ 

802 8,HO 10,371 11,325 12,H8 13,128 14,274 14 274 

2,521 3, 171 3,018 2,533 2,051 1,HI 1,011 803 

·------------------------------------- . ·---·- .. - ----····-··--

·1,118 3,502 7,355 1,782 10,531 12,211 13, 1111 13,871 

-

2001 

10 

·1,JH 

14,274 

12,808 

14,274 

121 

14, 1!13 

-

2002 

11 

·l,368 

14,214 

3~.TOI 

14,214 

0 

14,274 

-

c, 
(A• 

If. 

-



- - - - - - - -
l'.·lbU; ,'i. d 

1911 1912 1913 

0 2 

INCREMENTAL 
CAPITAL COITS ·27.1104 ·13.1110 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME ·2,7H Hll 

-

1914 

3 

·6,3111 

• "10 

- - -
INTERNAL RATE Of RE.TURN 
AND PAY BACK PERIOD 

lllH I 11116 I 11117 

4 II 6 

·4,4011 . I, 1111 ·l,0112 

1,11411 1,704 10,IU 

-------- - ·-- ------------ --------- __ .. ___ 
NET CASH FLOW ·30,111 • 13,312 ·131 4,444 I.HI 1,142 

--------·----·---------- - -- ----·------ - --·---~·-·····--------- ------ ---
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN I 115!~1 
BEFORE TAXATION 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME ·2,7H 11111 11,HO 1,141 1,704 10,114 

INTERESTS 111 2.U1 3.171 3,011 :l,1133 :l,0111 

·- -- - --···- --- -- - . ··- ----· ---------- - . - -· 
---- ----- __________ .. ____________ 

OPERATING INCOME AFTER 
FINANCIAL CHARGES ·3.706 ·1.133 :l.3112 11,133 7, 111 11,143 
-- - - -- - - - ------ - - ··-- ---- -- ---- ------ -- --·--

AVERAGE P~OflT 1,011 

PAY BACK PERIOD I 1131) 

- - - - -

I 11116 I 111111 2000 2001 2002 

7 II II 10 II 

·1.0U ·1,366 · l,366 ·l,366 ·l,311 

12,012 12,412 12,4112 12,412 12.412 

11,010 11.111 11, 111 11.111 33.1111 

11,0112 12,4112 12,4112 12,4112 12,4112 

1,1111 1,011 603 121 0 

10,414 11,3111 11,171 12,361 12,41:1 

r. 
0 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'l'Ablt: :,,·v 

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 
ANO PAY BACK PERIOD 

, .. , llH IH3 19U 11H IHI 1117 IHI IHI 2000 2001 2002 

0 1 2 3 4 a I 7 I I 10 " 
INCREMENTAL 
CAPITAL COITS ·27.104 ·13,HO ·I.HI •4,4011 · 1,11!1 ·1,0112 ·1,0U •l,311 ·l,3H · l,311 ·1,3H 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME ·2,7H HI 1,344 l,IH 10,IH 11,737 12,711 13,171 13,171 13, 171 13, I 71 

---·-------------------·- .. ---- - ---- ----------- -- . -- ·-·- .. 

NET CASH FLOW ·30,ltl ·13,014 ·H ~.413 9,1137 10,1111 11,744 I 1,112 11,112 11,112 34,112 

----------·---- - --· . - - -- -·------·------ ---------····-----
INTERNAL RATE Of RETURN I 1315;: I 
BEFORE TAXATION 

INCREMENTAL 
OPERATING INCOME ·2,7H HI l,3U I.HI 10,IH 11,737 12,7H 13, 171 13.111 13, 111 13, 171 

INTERESTS "1 2,1121 3, 171 3,0'8 2,1133 2,061 1,HI 1,0H 103 121 0 

- - --------- ----- ---- -- .. -- - . ------- ------------·--- ·- -_ ...... 
OPERATING INCOME AFTER 
FINANCIAL CHARGES ·3,701 · 1,13!1 3,116 l,IU 1.111 t,HI 1UlH 12.012 12,117!1 13,0!17 13,171 

----- --·------- --··-- --- ---- - --- - -----·- ------- -- -----·---- ···-··-· ---·- - - ·--------
AVERAGE PROFIT 7,IH 

PAY BACK PERIOD 

~ ,... 



--------------------
t.wu: :, . 1 o 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

0 1 2 3 4 

FOREIGN CURRENCY FLOW 

EXPORTS 3,630 6,147 13,304 16,778 

DEBT SERVICE 911 2,521 8,003 7,841 

BALANCE 2,719 3,626 5,301 8,937 

1996 1997 1998 

5 6 7 

15,720 14, 175 12,560 

7,358 6,876 6,393 

8,362 7,299 6,167 

1999 

8 

11,994 

5,911 

6,083 

2000 

9 

'1,994 

5,428 

6,566 

t:J 
t. 
N 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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